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CD REVIEW

I’ve always liked God May Forgive You since
seeing both Rosie Flores and Iris DeMent perform
it in concert ten years or so ago. The ultimate put
down for any man and the shortest song on the
album – more’s the pity.

IT’S ABOUT ME – MARY JEAN (Adam 006)
Daughter of Linda Gail
Lewis and a member of
The Lewis 3 this is
Mary Jean’s first solo
effort, and a dazzling
debut it is too. Very
much an individual
labour of love with help
and
encouragement
from
executive
producer (and expert
on all things Lewis) Peter Checksfield the album
consists of no less than 27 tracks featuring Mary
Jean alone on vocal and piano with her boyfriend
offering vocal assistance on just two of them.
Most of the songs were unfamiliar to me, but I’ll
kick off with those that I already knew.

Let It Be Me. Tender rendering of the Everly
Brothers’ classic. MJ’ s compelling voice stands
out. Being the sensitive soul that I am it brought
tears to my eyes.

You Don’t Know Me was written by Eddy Arnold
and the recently departed Cindy Walker in the mid
‘50s, picked up by Ray Charles in the early ‘60s
and then taken back to the country charts twenty
years later by Mickey Gilley. A great song, and an
exceptionally good interpretation of it
I recall the late Keith Whitley’s recording of Don’t
Close Your Eyes towards the end of the eighties.
A holding on song with a difference which MJ
tackles with sincerity.
Lonesome Town. MJ certainly does justice to
this one from the pen of Baker Knight. A bit of a
hit for Ricky Nelson early in his career.

I won’t attempt to comment on all the songs that I
hadn’t heard before, but I will mention most of
them.

He Even Woke Me Up To Say Goodbye.
There’s no beating ol’ Uncle Jerry on this one but
a sterling effort nonetheless and well worth a
listen.

It’s About Me. A well chosen title track and
opener. That crystal clear voice is apparent from
the off.
Brokedown Palace. A lovely song, strangely
evocative of Alison Krauss to my mind.

Too Much To Gain To Lose / He Looked
Beyond My Fault. A pair of Dottie Rambo
compositions which the Killer recorded for his
relatively rare gospel album In Loving Memories.
Heartfelt renditions of both songs. The former
fairly bounces along but the latter suffers some
sort of slight sound defect with the vocal
alternately muffled and then sharp and loud.
Sound on every other track is perfect though.

Blue. The third track on the disc and the moment
when it struck me – Mary Jean has the voice of an
angel. Haunting is the word I would use to
describe it. Touching harmony vocals from Andy
Rhodes too.
I Can’t Cry Hard Enough was included with Mary
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Jean’s grandmother in mind as she passed away
last year. In dreamy voice on this one.

What MJ says about her album:
it is a very personal album consisting of songs
that are very special to me. My grandmother
passed away last year and I have missed her
terribly. I included songs that were special to her
and I included another song called Can't Cry
Hard Enough. This song was so moving....

Helplessly Hopelessly. A falling in love song
with a wonderfully cascading piano sound.
Walk Out Backwards is a clinging on song of
unrequited love. Performed in a jolly sort of way
though.

My daughter, Anna took the cover photo and my
son, Douglas, suggested the song Look Away
could have been written for me. My boyfriend,
Andy, sings harmony on one of the songs and
sings a duet with me (he is the drummer in my
band!)

She sounds like her mom on Play Me The Waltz
Of The Angel. One of those lonely old man in the
room songs with a similar theme to Play Me A
Song I Can Cry to but a little more up-tempo.

This is a really personal and intimate album free
from overdubs or fancy effects. This is like being
in the living room with me. This is me sharing my
heart with you!
love, MJ

To Make You Feel My Love. A Dylan song that
is so uncomplicated it doesn’t sound like a Dylan
song. A lilting performance.
Unbreakable Heart. Another song of heartache
on which MJ’s voice soars.

Pete Checksfield adds:
I first heard MaryJean two years ago, when she
proceeded to sit down at the piano in her mom
Linda Gail's home and play non-stop for nearly
five hours. I really couldn’t believe that voice,
which ran the whole gauntlet of emotions from the
gentlest ballads to heartfelt gospel to belting
rockers, all with an emotion, power and warmth
that astounded me!

Mary Jean’s son Douglas suggested Look Away
could have been written for her. I can’t argue with
that. Smart ending.
I Love Only You. As the title suggests, a
quintessential love song. A dandy of a duet with
Andy Rhodes.
Never Walk Through The Valley Again. I might
have attended Carr Road Baptist Church more
religiously if our organist, Dudley, had played
spirituals in this moving manner.

Since then I've been encouraging her to make an
album of her own, and share her gift with the
world. The stunning result is 'It's About Me',
released recently!

Surrender Dorothy is one of those songs where
the title isn’t mentioned in the lyric. Dark and
intriguing. My favourite track, complete with a
spoken line and a hummed ending.

The 27 (count 'em!) songs on this album range
from an old gospel song whose origins are long
forgotten to modern singer-songwriters like Kate
Campbell & Julie Miller - via songs made famous
by Eddy Arnold, The Grateful Dead, Ricky Nelson,
The Everlys, Bill Anderson, her uncle Jerry Lee
Lewis (a country classic and a couple of neglected
gospel songs), Don Williams, Bob Dylan, and
many others, as well as a fine composition of her
own. Yet they all sound like MaryJean - someone
whose talent and passion for music defies genres.

If I Could is a lively number with a trademark
Lewis conclusion. I think allegro would be the
musical term for this one.
The self-penned Then You Kissed Me is a strong
jaunty song that compares favourably with the
remainder of the material on this fine release.

MaryJean has very kindly consulted me
throughout every step of the making of this album
- song choice, mixing, photos, artwork, the lot and I'm truly flattered that she believes in my
judgement as much as I believe in her talent. My
'Executive Producer' credit on this album is
something I'm very, very proud of indeed!

This is not one of those CDs to play once or twice
and then file away as it does bear repeated
listening due to Mary Jean’s vibrant voice
combined with her pleasant straightforward
melodic piano style. It poses the question Is there
no end to this family’s talent?
Available direct from the artist.
www.maryjeanworld.com for full details.

Visit
This album is available via her website for £12
inclusive of postage - AND she'll autograph this on
request! As a good friend said to me when he
heard her demos recently, “Where has she been
and why haven’t we heard about her before?” Well
I'm sure we'll all hear a LOT more from MaryJean
now!

Shaken Lee Wilkinson
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interview with Mick Vernon on a 1965 visit to the
UK with Bo Diddley to appear on Ready Steady
Go, repeated again in far more recent times on a
Chess records documentary on BBC Radio Two.

A younger,
far less
bedraggled
(and
HATLESS)
Keith says
“HOLD THE THIRD
PAGE!”

In 1956, James made an important contribution to
the much-covered "Who Do You Love" when he
suggested the "for a necktie" lyric to complete the
"I walk 47 miles of barbed wire, use a cobra
snake..." opening line. He also played on "Say
Man", Diddley's biggest US hit, as well as his
belated 1963 UK hits, "Hey Good Looking" and
"Pretty Thing" - one of the many Diddley tracks
which inspired many of the British R&B and beat
groups that mushroomed in the Sixties – playing
on many of the modest Mr Bo albums “Bo
Diddley”, “Bo Diddley is a Gunslinger”, “Bo Diddley
Rides Again” and “Bo Diddley's Beach Party”.

'Tales From The Woods' raises a
glass and says farewell to Clifton
James who died in his hometown of
Chicago on 16th February 2006.

In January 2006, James took part in an event to
launch the book “TV-a-Go-Go: Rock on TV from
American Bandstand to American Idol” in
Chicago. He watched with amusement his
appearance with Bo Diddley on The Ed Sullivan
Show before accepting a lifetime achievement
award.

Clifton James was already making
quite a name for himself despite
being just a slender youth. Coming
up seventeen he had already sat in
with Elmore James and Memphis Slim, to name
but two, when he wandered down Maxwell Street
upon a warm mid-autumn afternoon. Hearing the
raw ethereal sounds coming from a young guy in
his mid-twenties, Clifton thought to himself this cat
plays drum licks on the guitar. With him was the
man who would soon become associated with
those early primal records cut in Chess Studios
through the mid to late fifties and into the sixties,
Jerome Green, shaking a primitive type of
maracas - actually ballcocks filled with black-eyed
beans. Roosevelt Jackson was there too slapping
a washtub bass. Clifton stopped, listened awhile
before strolling across to chat to the guys,
particularly the drum lick guitar picker going by the
name of Bo Diddley. The legend that would
become Big Bad Bo Diddley got on well with the
young Clifton and soon he would be playing in
Bo’s band.









'Tales From The Woods' belatedly raises a glass
to rhythm’n’blues musician Willie Egan who died
on 5th August 2004, aged 71.
© Paul Harris

Around eighteen months later Clifton James
played drums on "Bo Diddley" recorded on 2nd
March 1955. The flip side, "I'm a Man", received
much airplay and helped the record reach Number
Two on the rhythm'n'blues chart. James played
drums with Diddley on his historic television
appearance on The Ed Sullivan Show in
November 1955. Off air, the host had argued with
his guest, who had performed "Bo Diddley" rather
than the far less primal "Sixteen Tons", the
Tennessee Ernie Ford song which had been
requested by the presenter. When Sullivan called
him "a coloured boy", Diddley thumped him.

Willie Egan at Camden Town 28/08/1983

Willie Egan's "Wow Wow", "Wear Your Black
Dress" and "Rock’n’Roll Fever" are without
question classic 1950s rhythm’n’blues singles.
Personally I loved the quote Spencer Leigh
provided in his broadsheet obituary, “The 1956
jump blues classic "Wear Your Black Dress"
came about because I almost shot her (referring
to his long suffering wife). I was sitting at home
with a .38 in my lap waiting for her to come
home”.
He was born Willie Lee Egan on 1st October 1933
in abject poverty, in the bayou country around
Minden, Louisiana, by all accounts a community
so isolated they had to forge a path through the
undergrowth and the swamps to reach the main
road every year. Alligators were a daily hazard
and although Willie luckily survived with all his

Clifton James was born on 2nd October 1936 in
Chicago, Illinois. As a child he drove his mother
and 13 siblings crazy with his drumming. "I first
started learning to play drums on chair bottoms,
tin cans, and anything you know, I could find to
beat on" he was heard to say during a radio
3

be filling the ears of the youngster and he’d be
dreaming of one day, when grown, of being in a
band just like Buddy or The Ventures, another
bunch of heroes to the lad.

body parts intact, his family were not so lucky: his
father lost a hand and his brother a foot. At the
age of nine the lad was packed off to live with his
grandmother in Los Angeles. His uncle had a
piano on the front porch and he was soon
fascinated by it, unable to keep his hands from the
keys. His young ears were picking up the urban
sounds he heard around him, most notably Amos
Milburn and Hadda Brooks.

By the time he was 15
Jesse was playing guitar
in Jimmie Dale Gilmore’s
first group the T Nickel
House Band followed by
a residency at Lubbock’s
renowned venue, Stubb’s
Bar B Que, allegedly the
first white musician to do
so.

Come 1949 Willie would find himself discovered
and signed to Elko records. His first release under
the name of Little Willie Egan, “Dream House
Blues”, was named after the club in which he
played. No further recordings appeared for
several years until he teamed up with Lloyd Rowe
for “Don’t Know Where She Went” in 1955 for the
Mambo label. For the next cut he was by then solo
coming out this time as Willie Eggins and his
orchestra for the aforementioned "Wow Wow"
which generated local interest.

Back then Joe Ely was
the musician who had shown the most promise in
Lubbock since Holly, and Taylor played a crucial
role in his albums “Joe Ely” (1977) and
“Honkeytonk Masquerade” (1978). He was soon
to hit the UK/Europe market as opening act for
Merle Haggard, just as new wave/alternative
country, call it what you will, was becoming
fashionable, now of course settled in off-centre
mainstream, generally regarded as Americana.

Egan played piano on recordings by The Squires
and saxophonist Lorenzo Holden before tracks
under his own name; the Fats Domino influenced
“Sometimes I Wonder” (1955) and “Rock'n'Roll
Fever” (1958) before serving time as “Johnny” in
Marvin & Johnny with Marvin Phillips cutting
“Baby, Bay, Baby” (1958), “I'm Tired Of Being
Alone” (1962) and a second helping of the big
Marvin & Johnny hit of several years earlier which
Willie put out with Marvin for the Swingin’ Label in
1962.

Not content with being leaders in the new wave
country stakes, pushing their street credibility to
the limit they toured with The Clash in both 1979
and 1980. Marginally less controversial, they also
worked with Bruce Springsteen, Bob Dylan and
The Rolling Stones.

By the mid-sixties Willie was working again as a
solo act with sadly little reward when a club
burned down and destroyed his uninsured
equipment. He gave up the music business
entirely, choosing regular employment as a
hospital orderly.

Taylor left the Joe Ely Band in 1982 settling in
Austin but still worked with his old boss on various
projects, also working with Billy Joe Shaver, Butch
Hancock, Townes Van Zandt and country singer,
author and wit, the Jewish Cowboy Kinky
Friedman. Sadly his lifestyle got the better of him
and he had to seek treatment in rehab although
putting this period to good use by developing his
artistic skills as a painter; at one point an
exhibition of his work was held
in Austin.

As with so many near forgotten heroes of roots
music it was Europe that came to the rescue. The
UK company Krazy Kat put together a collection of
Egan’s singles, “Rock'n'Roll Fever” (1982). False
information suggested that he was dead but Ted
Carroll, founder of the London based label Ace
Records discovered him unemployed and living in
pretty desperate conditions. He booked Egan for a
rhythm’n’blues extravaganza at the Electric
Ballroom, Camden Town which was recorded for
a live album. This was followed in 1984 by a
studio album "Going Back to Louisiana" backed
up by the London band Juice On The Loose.







He released the solo album
“Texas Tattoo” (1998) and
“South Side Guitar” (2001) with
fellow guitarist John X. Reed.
The latter contained a song
entitled "Don't Give Up" which
confronted head on his
cirrhosis problem.



'Tales From The Woods' would catch Jesse in
action a few times during the mid to late eighties
and into the early nineties when he was a regular
visitor to these shores at the now long gone and
sadly missed Weavers in Stoke Newington, the
spiritual home of roots music, for many years in
company of Butch Hancock over the other side of
the river at the thankfully still very much with us
Half Moon, Putney playing alongside California

'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass also to
Jesse "Guitar" Taylor who died of liver cirrhosis
on 7th March 2006, aged 55.
Born on Christmas Day 1950 in Lubbock, Texas,
the son of a labourer, it would not be many years
before the music of local hero Buddy Holly would
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bluesman Joe Louis Walker at the original home
of the Mean Fiddler in the equally mean
surroundings of Harlesden, West London, playing
alongside his old buddies Jimmie Dale Gilmore
and Butch Hancock. Not sure if he made it back
over here after these glory days; if he did I most
certainly missed it. He leaves three daughters.







UK charts and fixing Pitney securely in the
affections of the British listeners.
Through an introduction to Andrew Loog Oldham
the then manager of the Rolling Stones, Pitney
recorded the Mick Jagger-Keith Richards
composition “That Girl Belongs To Yesterday”,
making him the first artist to have a hit with a
Stones song when they themselves were still
recording cover versions. He even featured on the
first Rolling Stones album.



'Tales From The Woods'
wishes to raise a glass
to
singer/songwriter
Gene Pitney who died
upon the 5th April 2006
aged 65 whilst on tour in
the United Kingdom.

Henceforth Pitney became a regular attraction in
the UK, also building a loyal following in Italy,
Spain and Germany, so much so that he became
better known in Europe than in his homeland.
Italians were doubtless beguiled by his rendition of
“Nessuno Mi Puo Guidicare”, which won him
second place at the San Remo Song Contest of
1966.

Born on the 17th
February
1941
in
Hartford,
Connecticut,
he started writing songs
whilst still attending the
local Rockville High School; it was there that he
formed his first band, Gene Pitney and the
Genials. In 1959 he recorded his first single
entitled ”Classical Rock'n'Roll” as half of the duo
Jamie and Jane

By far, though, his biggest hits were in the UK.
“Backstage” reached number four in 1966, and
“Nobody Needs Your Love” did even better, hitting
number two the same year. The following year,
1967, out of step with the summer of love, he
scored a top five hit with “Something's Gotten
Hold Of My Heart”. It was his last major hit until
the same song went to number one in 1989, rerecorded as a duet with Marc Almond, he of Soft
Cell fame.

At first he seemed destined to be best known as a
songwriter, providing “Today's Teardrops” for Roy
Orbison, the B side of “Blue Angel”, a top ten hit in
1960. Bobby Vee cut Pitney's song “Rubber Ball”
which charted high on both sides of the Atlantic, a
UK cover version by Marty Wilde no doubt helping
the young Pitney’s bank balance. Later that same
year, Ricky Nelson scored a British and American
hit with “Hello Mary Lou”, which would prove one
of Pitney's most durable compositions.

In the latter part of
his career, Pitney
earned the bulk of
his
income from
touring rather than
recording, particularly
in the UK where he
would regularly tour
twice a year, earning
himself a plaque
from the Gene Pitney appreciation society. Fitting
that he should die here in a hotel bed at the
Cardiff
Hilton
just
hours
after
being
enthusiastically received at a concert at the city’s
St David’s Hall.

Meanwhile, Pitney was pursuing a parallel career
as a performer, and his quite unique voice - a
piercing, almost panic-stricken tenor - seized the
ear of the public. In an era when songs from the
movies were part of the stuff of the charts, he hit,
in 1962, with “Town Without Pity”, the theme song
from a Kirk Douglas United States army
melodrama. He did even better the same year
with the theme song “The Man Who Shot Liberty
Valance” from a near classic western starring
James Stewart and John Wayne.

He is survived by his wife Lynn and sons David,
Todd and Chris.



Before the year was out, he hit number two in the
US with Bacharach and David's “Only Love Can
Break A Heart”, ironically denied the number one
slot by his own composition, “He's A Rebel”, which
he had given to Phil Spector to record with the
Crystals.







'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass also to
legend of country music 'Buck' Owens who died
on 25th March 2006, aged 76.
Born Alvis Edgar Owens, on 12th August 1929;
into a family of poor white sharecroppers in
Sherman, Texas, he was nicknamed Buck as a
toddler in honour of a well-loved mule that
laboured on the farm. His formative years were
scarred by grinding poverty made even worse by
the dust bowl storms of the mid thirties that forced

The following year, staying with Bacharach and
David compositions, Pitney hit with “True Love
Never Runs Smooth” and, of course, the song
which will forever be his calling card, “24 Hours
From Tulsa” (1964) climbing to number five in the
5

untold millions of displaced farm labourers to
migrate west. The Owens family did likewise in
1937 but were unable to make it to the promised
land of California, quitting in Arizona after their
trailer broke down in Phoenix.

which was later covered by The Beatles, hitting
number one on the country charts with “Love’s
Gonna Live Here” (1963), “My Heart Skips A Beat”
(1964), "Together Again" (1964), "I've Got a Tiger
by the Tail" (1965), “Waitin' In Your Welfare Line”
(1966), “Think Of Me” (1966), “Open Up Your
Heart” (1969) and a 1969 cover of Chuck Berry’s
Rock'n'Roll classic, “Johnny B. Goode”. Owens
recorded a number of duets with Susan Raye and
with his son Buddy Alan.

By the time he was 13, young Buck’s schooldays
were over, working from dawn to dusk in the
fields; somehow though, he still found time to
teach himself to play guitar. Come 1951 Owens
moved to Bakersfield, California where he would
spend the rest of his life. Even at this period the
town already had a reputation as a stronghold of
country music - or country & western as it was
called in those days - the reason being that
Bakersfield had been sustained by the dust bowl
migrants and naturally they took their music with
them. Soon he would be playing in a honky-tonk
band called Bill Woods (no relation – H) and the
Orange Blossom Playboys who had a residency at
a place called The Blackboard, by all accounts the
epicentre of the Bakersfield scene.

During his long career he released over 100
albums and, in addition, his compositions were
hits by other artists, most notably Emmylou Harris‘
“Together Again" and Ray Charles’ “Crying Time”.
Owens’ band The Buckaroos (guitarist Don Rich,
bassist Doyle Holly, steel guitarist Tom Brumley
and drummer Willie Cantu) were also highly
regarded for their “down to basics” honky-tonk
instrumental style, very much defining the
Bakersfield sound, a reaction against the sweet,
schmaltzy sound associated with Nashville. The
Buckaroos also recorded several albums in their
own right.
In 1969 Buck joined as co-host of the country
music show on national television across the U.S.
“Hee-Haw” which combined comedy sketches and
live music from country stars, staying with the
show until the mid eighties, long after his contract
with Capitol Records had expired. Signing with
Warner Brothers in 1976 he continued to
spasmodically place singles in the country charts.
His reign as a top country act had faltered, retiring
from recording and performing to concentrate on
running a number of successful business
interests.
In 1988 country newcomer Dwight Yoakam
convinced Owens to join him in recording a
remake of an Owens song “Streets Of
Bakersfield”. It reached the top spot in the country
charts and Buck was forced back into the
spotlight, re-signing with Capitol Records later that
same year and recording a new album “Hot Dog”
which included covers of Chuck Berry and Eddie
Cochran material.

Around the same period of time he found himself
travelling to Los Angeles to work as a session
guitarist, his recording debut being on Tommy
Collins’ 1953 recording of “You Better Not Do
That”, developing a distinctive twanging style on
his solid body Fender Telecaster guitar and
singing in a gritty characterful voice. By now Buck
was being kept pretty busy appearing on sessions
by Sonny James, Wanda Jackson, Tommy Sands
and of course with Gene Vincent.

Owens was elected to the Country Music Hall Of
Fame and the Nashville Songwriters Hall Of Fame
in 1996 and continued to perform mostly at his
own venue, Crystal Palace, where he had played
only hours before he died at home. In recent years
he had been plagued by ill health suffering a
stroke and undergoing surgery for cancer in 1993.

In the mid fifties Buck recorded under the name of
Corky Jones to cut rockabilly whilst using his own
name to cut country, both pseudonyms appearing
on Pep Records. Signing to Capitol Records in
March 1957 he had to wait until his fourth release
before he made any sort of impression with
“Second Fiddle” which reached number 24 on
Billboard’s country chart. The follow up, “Under
Your Spell” made number 4 paving the way for
over 75 country hits, around 40 of which made the
top ten in the country charts.

He is survived by three sons.









Belatedly again we here at the 'Tales From The
Woods' editorial board wish to say farewell to
rockabilly singer/guitarist Sonny Fisher who died
on 8th October 2005, aged 73.

Among the biggest were “Act Naturally" (1963)
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He was born Therman Fisher on a farm in
Chandler, Texas on 13th November 1931,
acquiring the nickname "Sonny" sometime during
his childhood years. His father played the guitar
and sang cowboy songs, mostly just for the
amusement of his family and himself but, once the
tender ears of the young Sonny began to pick up
on the country music he heard on the radio, he
vowed to one day become a musician. Not too
many months had passed before Sonny had
purchased a guitar and no doubt daddy would
soon be teaching him the rudiments.

In 1958 he began fronting an all-black rhythm and
blues band, no doubt a gesture far too radical for
the period and was back on the road with a
country band in tow before quitting the music
industry completely in 1965.
When Soho's Ace Records’ market stall decided
to set up a label, a ten-inch album of Sonny’s
primal rockabilly was the first to hit the streets.
Sonny, by now living in happy obscurity, was to
say the least surprised by the interest generated
in his old records. During the zenith of the mid
seventies rockabilly revolution he was brought
over to appear in Europe. Those who saw him say
he still looked great - big pompadour, long
sideburns, slim - twenty years on he obviously still
had it. He put out a new EP on the Ace label and
his popularity grew in France where further
recordings were made.

Like so many southern families during these hard
Depression years of the thirties, they uprooted
and headed out to California and later Washington
State.

After a successful French tour in October 1981,
Fisher returned to Texas and turned down
subsequent requests to return to Europe, although
he did make a trip to Spain in 1993, to play some
dates and record an album backed by Los
Solitarios and another veteran rockabilly great,
Sleepy La Beef. Why he chose to vanish from the
music industry a second time, just when he finally
had got something going for himself no one
knows, simply because he told no one. Fathering
seven children, maybe they knew the answer.









We here at the 'Tales From The Woods' editorial
board have to raise a glass and say farewell to
accordion player and founder member of the
legendary Hackberry ramblers, Edwin Duhon,
who died on the 26th February 2006 aged 95.

By the time Sonny returned to Houston he would
have been grown to a young man. Not wasting
much time he put a country band together which
found work in the nightclubs around Houston
Sonny, though, was very much paying attention to
the rhythm and blues music that youths, both
black and white, were beginning to celebrate.
Adding the exceptionally good guitarist Joey Long
to the line-up enabled the band to experiment with
a potent mix of country and blues.

© Paul Harris 2005

Come 1954 Sonny would witness Elvis Presley's
debut performance in Houston with the obvious
mind-set results. Fisher would find himself spotted
by club owner and record label boss, Jack
Starnes who released Sonny’s first single, put out
on Jack’s Starday label in early January 1955.
“Rockin' Daddy” sold well throughout the South.
His follow up, “Hey Mama”, did likewise.

I have recounted the story a couple of times
before through these hallowed pages when, back
in 1994, in the days before 'Tales From The
Woods' was even a twinkle in the eyes of yours
truly, we made our first ever trip Stateside to the
southern states when Ken major (who would
become our genius Marketing Manager) Shaky
Lee Wilkinson (now of course one of our veteran
scribes) and not forgetting the man who would
become the Howard Hughes of the Essex coast,
Keith Johnson, along with myself, attended both
weekends of the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage

Three more exultant rockabilly singles followed
but national success continued to elude him.
When Starday presented Fisher with a royalty
cheque for $126 at the end of 1955, he was so
displeased he refused to re-sign with them.
Attempting to set up his own label and publishing
company proved impossible and his band fell
apart.
7

Festival. We stood in the pouring rain in near
tropical storm conditions to witness the
Cajun/western swing cum rockabilly band that had
been together since the early 1930s. We yelped,
hollered, jumped up and down until the atrocious
weather conditions forced us and the band to quit
but not before we were literally soaked through to
the skin and covered from head to foot in mud.
Eat your heart out Glastonbury children, this was
surely man’s mud.

departed Edwin Duhon estimate that there have
been over 70 Hackberry Ramblers over their 73
years of existence including such legendary
names of Cajun music as Lennis Sonnier and
Floyd Rainwater to name but two. Several times
the band has come perilously close to retirement
during the late fifties through to the early sixties
when Cajun music was indeed fighting to survive.
Fortunes would change in 1963 when Arhoolie
Records’ boss Chris Strachwitz gave the band a
new lease of life when he literally showed up on
Mr Darbone’s doorstep to encourage The
Ramblers to record again, bearing in mind in
decades prior they had recorded over 100 titles for
the Bluebird label, Cajun standards such as “Jolie
Blon” and “Bury Me Beneath The Willow”, and
down home blues songs such as “Sitting On Top
Of The World”. Record again they did, soon once
again strutting their stuff, encouraged by the
return to popularity of Cajun music on the
American folk scene and amongst young Cajuns
back in South Louisiana.

The band of course was the Hackberry Ramblers.
Well, over the years we have made many a trip to
the southern states and not once do I recall did we
miss out on seeing The Ramblers, whether at the
Festival or any roadhouse club we could find
them, in particular the wonderfully atmospheric
Mermaid Tavern a couple of miles from the New
Orleans French quarter. We became good friends
with The Ramblers’ lead guitarist and front man
Glen Croker. Indeed we would become mates
with them all and not once in all those meetings
did Mr Duhon fail to mention the day he first
encountered those three insane middle-aged
Englishmen caked in mud, jumping about like
lunatics in the pouring rain.

In 2002 Edwin and Luderin received a national
Heritage Fellowship from the National Endowment
For The Arts and toured Europe for the first time
to much critical acclaim.
Edwin played a number of instruments apart from
the accordion including guitar, bass, harmonica
and fiddle. We here at the 'Tales From The
Woods' editorial board believe that The Hackberry
Ramblers are an American institution and their
magnificent 73 year career deserves to be
recognised by an industry where many are out of
business within a couple of years in the spotlight.









At the time of writing we have learnt of the deaths
of Johnny Grande, long-time piano man with Bill
Haley’s Comets, the honking sax front man and
founder of Johnny and the Hurricanes, Johnny
Paris, king of ska, Desmond Dekker and
keyboard virtuoso Billy Preston (see Soul
Kitchen). We will attempt to do their careers
justice in the next issue.

Sadly, since that glorious hour back in ’94, three
members of the band have passed away; the
rhythm guitarist Johnny Farque passed on during
the final days of the last century. Within the last
couple of years their enigmatic slap-bass man,
Johnny Faulk’s whoops and hollers were silenced
for ever and sadly now their co-founder member
Edwin Duhon, leaving fiddle player Luderin
Darbone the sole surviving founder member.

Within the last few days
we have learnt of the
death of long-time friend to
myself and many of you
inside the 'Tales From The
Woods' circle, Ronnie
Hills. Ronnie, as she was
known to most of us,
passed away after a short
but very painful illness.
Ronnie of course was a
faithful and life-log Jerry
Lee Lewis fan. Just a few
nights
ago
Ronnie
travelled to Copenhagen to

In 1930 Edwin Duhon moved to the small saltmarsh town of Hackberry, Louisiana where he
would encounter Luderin Darbone and soon they
would be performing together at local dances.
Come 1933 they would name their increasingly
popular band The Hackberry Ramblers. They
were also one of the first Cajun bands to use a
sound system consisting of a crystal microphone,
an amplifier and a speaker, all powered by the
battery on Mr Darbone’s Model T Ford. Naturally
few dance halls in those days had the benefit of
electricity.
Co-founders Luderin Darbone and the recently
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see her hero in action despite the effects of her
illness causing her considerable pain.

miss her most of all because she was a lovely
lady.

Keith Woods

Ronnie was instrumental in me putting the Skiffle
50th Anniversary Show together at the Water Rats
back on January 28; with the lady’s long
association with British Rock'n'Roll heritage
allowing me easy access to artists she counted as
life-long friends.









'Tales From The Web'

Ronnie attended both planning meetings for the
highly successful skiffle show, the first at the
Water Rats on a bitterly cold January afternoon
which ended in noisy disaster and the other a far
more civilised affair at the King & Queen a couple
of weeks later. Ronnie loved the skiffle gig,
bringing back so many wonderful memories for
her of the days of the 2Is in Old Compton Street,
Soho, chatting to and being amongst so many old
friends.
Pictures courtesy of Rick Hardy

As I type this, Alan Lloyd is updating and
improving the 'Tales From The Woods' website. If
you wanna take a look, the web address is;
www.tftw.freeuk.com
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.









WHAT THEY SAID
Juke Blues Magazine reviewed the first three
“TFTW” shows and were prompted to use
phrases such as “great”, “rip-roaring”, “seriously
rocking”, “hugely enjoyed”, and “simply exquisite”,
finishing up with the statement “Well done Mr
[Tales From The] Woods; it was a great success
and a truly memorable night. All in all, three fine
shows. Let’s hope there are more to come”.
Blues In Britain also felt compelled to visit the
Lazy Lester gig, saying, “The flyer promised an all
star band and that was what we got” and “he
worked hard and delivered a selection of his best
known and loved swamp blues numbers”.

Pictures of Ronnie at the 2Is and Shepherd’s Bush
Odeon with the likes of Tony Harvey, Vince Taylor,
Ian Samwell, Pete Walton and, of course, Rick
‘photo album’ Hardy

It’s good to see that Keith’s hard work is being
appreciated out in the real world. (Incidentally,
when I say Keith, those that prop him up know
they are included). However, I think one of the
best recommendations for Keith’s vision is that
Vauxhall are now using Lonnie’s “Rock Island
Line” as the backing track for their Astra TwinTop
and Tigra TV ad. More power to your elbow Mr
Woods. – H

Sadly I would not see Ronnie again although I
would speak to her on the phone several times.
With each call it would become obvious that
Ronnie had an ever-increasing battle with her
sudden tragic illness.
I am going to miss Ronnie, miss not seeing her
cheery face at gigs, miss greeting with a kiss on
the cheek, miss our natters over the phone, but
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one night only. A woman is like a piano… when
she’s not upright she’s grand.

Breathless Dan Writes

War… dropping bombs, blowing up planes,
killings… what a waste of life, time and money.
For what?

(brief briefs, short shorts and rockin’ ramblings)
“My momma told me there’d be days like these…
nuthin’ shakin’ but the leaves on the trees”

Harvey Kietel is an acting mutha, like Jerry Lee
Lewis has said of David Carradine when he sings
‘Life Is Like A Mountain Railroad’ and mentions
the film ‘Tom Horn’ but I’m sure he means Warren
Oates.

32 years ago I had my Humpty Dumpty fall and it’s
31 years ago since Mike Leadbitter died of
meningitis, a year younger than I. When you sit
alone in a cold room at 11.15 pm reading 1995
Jasmine ’Boogie Woogie’ CD volumes 1, 2 and 3
sleeve notes while your TV idles on UK Music Hall
of Fame where very old men from the abominable
sixties mod groups like The Who bow in silly mock
salute greetings to other more diabolical cretinous
old men from the Pink Pussy Floyd group and the
alternative
station
is
interviewing
Carol
Vorderman’s arse end and you switch back again
only to have your ear drums assaulted by bums
like Black Sabbath after you’ve just learned the
Jerry Lee Lewis Hammersmith Odeon date (and
entire tour) plus the Cardiff date has been
cancelled because too few tickets sold at only
£35/£40 a seat (also because a Florida agent,
Steve Green, wanted full 100% payment ahead of
the tour). Jack, you’re dead.

Speaking of acting muthas I like Al Pacino in most
roles, especially ‘Sea Of Love’, ‘Carlito’s Way’ and
‘The Scent Of A Woman’ from 1992. Also I like
Robert DeNiro, Joe Pesci in ‘Raging Bull’, Richard
Gere in ‘Breathless’ and his others, Kevin
Costner, Brad Pitt usually makes good films. My
old favourites are Robert Mitchum, Stirling Hayden
and I share Jerry Lee’s taste for cowboy films and
Charlton Heston.
Great is the 1979 film ‘Wise Blood’, filmed in
Macon, Georgia. What acting. This is how it was
in Houston and in many other southern towns I
hunted for records in. I met all these type of
people many times. Harry Dean Stanton is his
usual fantastic self as in ‘Paris, Texas’, which
features Ry Cooder’s tough music. I would love to
have had this cast to do a film about Hank
Williams or a young Sam Phillips, they are so
intense, a word Fay and others often used, saying
I was too intense and so too is Wayne Toups, the
Cajun Rocker. You can imagine Jimmy Lee
Swaggart on these streets as a young man; a
fantastic film of simplicity times in the southland…
magnetic viewing but sad. This actor, Brad Duriff
is a bit like Hank Williams.

John Peel as a good DJ sure played a lot of BAD
records. Not that I ever listened to him or any
radio since early 1960’s ‘Saturday Club’ and I’d
given up a year or two before that but they had a
few American Rock'n'Roll artists (Gene, Eddie,
Jerry, Chuck) like “live” on there of a Saturday
morning that I’d set my tape for and record.
If ever a man should live forever then that man
must be Jerry Lee! Hey, weren’t we lucky to have
lived during his lifetime? Why, he’s much better
and his music’s more lasting than women, whisky
or wine. Ain’t nobody perfect on this green earth
but when Carl sings with Jerry on piano ‘You Can
Do No Wrong’ it’s easy to forget this.

Here’s a CD to get, Viper 014, ‘The Ultimate ‘50s
Rockin’ Sci-Fi Disc’. This is 20 various artists and
the sound is specially good, lots of bass. On
‘Flying
Saucers
Rock'n'Roll’, Billy Lee
Riley has Jerry Lee’s
piano rhythm very much
to the fore. On ‘Rock
On The Moon’, Jimmy
Stewart is fierce, song a
lot like ‘Mama’s Little
Baby’ with a wild,
snapped,
rasping
vocal… it’s great. Also
‘Flying Saucer Boogie’ by Eddie Cletro from 1952
is another fine one I never did find. This CD is a
gas, a blast (off).

Fame in life is as useless as fame after death as
both are just a fleeting moment (a truth that’s not
always apparent).
I used to hate all the posh people who made
much money writing books and making money out
of Billy the Kid’s life when, in life, they would all
have shunned him in his near poverty plight. From
all those books and movies made while he went
hungry to a young man’s grave I have for half a
century angrily raved. But if the books had not
been written I’d not have heard his story. Now at
last I see that in eternity it matters naught fro in
the time trap we all get caught we are all just men
together in blither.

1964 - Chuck Berry on BBC radio’s ‘Saturday
Club’ was nothing but fun and then reel. All those
fine nine tracks are on the ‘Chuck Berry In
London’ Official 4012 (issued 1994) CD and well
worth getting for the two great versions of ‘Nadine’
alone. Also a fine ‘Promised Land’ done twice,

What’s that? Men need women just like fish need
a bicycle. Women have the voice of an angel… for
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Jerry Lee Lewis makes me think of how he might
easily have sung the similar ballad ‘Sea Of Love’
very well with piano, which is a must for Jerry to
knit his vocal with and so missing on the former
sadly.
Amazing but a truth, Carl Mann’s Jaxon 45 was
listed in the 1957 edition of ‘Record Aid’. Also it
still carries in its listings two of Elvis Presley’s Sun
45s. ‘Record Aid’ was only available to record
stores in America and was not for domestic sale.
Headquarters were in Philadelphia, PA and, in
addition to the large record labels and the large
independents a lot of very small labels were listed.
They denoted which were on 78/EP/45 by using
sign symbols (Canadian label issues were listed
too which was very interesting). There were two
types of ‘Record Aid’, the A to Z artist listings and
the A to Z title listings and then they’d put a title
seldom in demand out in addition. These are
simply the best catalogues ever, 50 years nearly
before these silly, expensive, price guides. Maybe
they will write books of price guides next, to rip
money out of folks. Or price guide prices of those
silly price guides even. Maybe bootleg/repro
guides, CD and DVD guides and girl guides.

which I think Chuck does the best. Sound is a little
muzzy and a little overloaded, with the usual too
obvious ‘Saturday Club’ echo apparent. However,
Chuck’s Rock'n'Roll ability comes shining through
as ever, full of rhythm with the “baby” word being
drawled out like Jerry Lee Lewis might have sung
it – I dig it much. ‘Sweet Little Sixteen’ is not a
great version with Chuck straying away from his
classic hit too much. The CD has two nice colour
photos, and three in black and white, not often
seen from that time. Then there’s the 15 ‘In
London’ Chess tracks like the fine ‘She Once Was
Mine’, ‘His Daughter Caroline’ and ‘London Berry
Blues’ plus 12 others.

Let’s take a quick delve into Dan’s scrapbook.
(Comments by Dan)

Over the decades there has been much talk about
Chuck Berry’s out of tune or non-tuned guitar,
more since Keith ‘Thief’ Richards made a name
for himself out of publicly bringing Chuck to task
via the ‘Hail, Hail Rock'n'Roll’ film. However, the
merry Mr Berry has played out of tune since the
days he first did ‘Maybelline’ and ‘Roll Over
Beethoven’ live on those Alan Freed shows, also
in ‘Jazz On A Summer’s Day’ when he did ‘Sweet
Little Sixteen’ for the film. These ‘Groaning Bones’
were not happy when they had a good guitarist
and leader in Brian Jones and sold out his ideals,
betraying he who formed them and all, by
becoming more ‘pop’. They tried to get Roy
Buchanan to take his place years later but Roy did
not fit their image and was his own star on guitar
selling albums in the ‘70s by the half million. But
listening to Roy’s great guitar does not move my
feet to the beat or rhythm the way Chuck Berry
does. So, for me, I prefer the Berry picker still.
Just listen to ‘Broken Arrow’ and marvel at the
outstandingly unique rhythm patterns and beat
that this has; a song that might have suited his
stage shows a lot better than his biggest seller ‘My
Ding-A-Ling Broke’.
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October 2003, Holland, the 40 Jerry Lee Lewis
fan club meet. Breathless Dan’l O’Coffey with Kay
‘Moscow’ Martin and Steven ‘The Vampire Viking’
Ackles. He can play nice piano.

Speaking of stage shows, I’d have preferred that
Chuck had done more dancing type steps and
rhythmic type moves and swivels the way he
neatly bop steps around a little to both ‘Little
Queenie’ in ‘Go, Johnny. Go’ and ‘Sweet Little
Sixteen’ in ‘Jazz On A Summer’s Day’.

April 2005, Great Yarmouth. Mountain Man
Malcolm, Janis Martin and Breathless Dan’l
O’Coffey. She enjoys us beards – we were just
protection.

Listening to ‘Love Made A Fool Out Of Me’ by
11

April 2005, Great Yarmouth. Dan with the great
Tony Middleton/Willows. I was the only one who
knew his discs there - made his day it did. He
talked about knowing Pigmeat Markham, Alan
Freed etc. He even knew the real Moondog of
Times Square who wore a green pointed hat and
cape.

April 2005, Great Yarmouth. Dan with Jack Earls.
He’s the best rockabilly singer alive.

Yours in Rock’n’Roll

Breathless Dan O’Coffey








The Sun Never Sets On
Those Who Ride Into It
Paul Barrett

April 2005, Hemsby. Dan with Jack Earls Junior.
Jack’s son is very interesting to talk with and looks
a lot like the Phillips family sons I know… it’s the
Indian in them both.

Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Linda
Gail Lewis, Charlie Gracie, 'Big' Al
Downing, Billy Lee Riley, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, the '56 Blue
Caps etc. etc. From Germany, the
Lennerockers, Big Bad Shakin' and
from Finland, King Drapes etc.

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@amserve.com

April 2005, Great Yarmouth. Dan with Art Adams.
I’ve got on Dewey or Sam Phillips’ jerkin as Sam
gave me a bunch of clothes after Dewey died in
September 1968.
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here, as the band is all set up and rehearsing for
the evening. So I sit at the bar and order a beer
and listen to them going through their rehearsals.
Well they are all doing their thing, and I'm doing
my thing (pretending to be one of the gang). I am
sure everyone thinks I belong there, anyway the
band are going through their set for this evening's
performance and to tell you the truth, they weren't
my cup of tea so I asked the floor lady manager
lady if I could get tickets for tomorrow evening’s
show to see The Duke Ellington Orchestra. She
wonders who I am with and I tell her I just walked
in with the violin player and the chef. She gets her
kicks and calls me a schmoozer. Anyway, she
says I have just to come on the night and she will
get me a good table.

Scottish Mickey is let loose in
New York
(Mike McDonald spent ages recording his recent
trip to New York and we complete the serialisation
of his exploits with his last five days. Words and
pictures by Mike.)
Day 11 - Monday 19th September
Steve Brutton's CDs save my ass!
Today I had an early breakfast and headed for
Strawberry Fields in Central Park. I wandered
around the park for ages and finally decided that
Strawberry Fields was a particular area named in
tribute to John and there was a placard placed on
behalf of all the fans from all over the world who
contributed to the park in the memory of John.
There wasn't a great deal to see, although the
area was lovely and green and they do look after
the park particularly well being as it is such an
enormous park. I would say that it would be
spectacular in the fall, actually I don't think it really
matters when you see it, as it is beautiful all year
round.

I pop back to the digs and get ready for my
evening out and head for the Bitter End Pub for
the Songwriters' Circle sessions. I get there
slightly late but settle myself in quickly with a pint
and right away the barmaid and I don't hit it off.
Now I don't know what her problem was but she
had a face like a skelped you-know-what. I mean
to say, I only asked for a pint of bitter (remember
this pub is called The Bitter End). She said they
don't sell bitter, so I asked her what they sell and
she says Bass. Well that really confused me as
Bass is an English bitter. Later on in the evening
she tried to short change me of $100 but I was
having none of it. As she was the only barmaid
working that evening, I could see she was wound
up. Anyway, this is turning out to be a strange
evening.

Next, I headed downtown to the Tribeca area, I
was going to go to the Tribeca Grill for lunch and
did pop inside but as it was a dark venue and full
of city drinkers and eaters, I just didn't feel
comfortable and decided to go back to the lovely
weather outside. So I took a walk over to the River
area and found a great little outside Burger Bar
overlooking the Hudson River. Man, this was
much better. The guys cooking were playing all
the great soul music from the ‘60s and ‘70s, which
just put the topping on the cake, or should that be
onions on the burgers.

Once again, the musicians on the stage are giving
it their all, and they are brilliant. When I walked in
Sean Carey was giving it big licks, all the
performers are great and my favourite out of
tonight's performers was Sadie James, a lovely
lassie who has a great voice and stage presence
and sings in her bare feet just like Sandie. I say
hello to a few of the performers and buy their
CDs.
Next on the bill is none
other than Steve Brutton,
a brilliant songwriter who
comes from Texas, has
written and backed all the
top
performers
like
Emmilou Harris. His set
was excellent so I had to
get his latest recording.
Steve Brutton's companion
is looking after the CDs at
the front of the Club and
has all his wares laid out. I go over and have a
chat with him and tell him how much I admire
Steve and all the good stuff he has written over
the years for the great music around Austin. He
says he will bring Steve over to meet me. I reckon
when his companion went through the back and
told him there's a funny feller at the bar who just

Inside Birdland

Anyway, I headed up to 42nd street to find
Birdland. As I turned the corner of 44th, there it
was right in front of me, and boy what a sight.
Sadly though it was undergoing renovations on
the outside so that spoilt the outside view a bit.
However, it was exciting just being there. Well by
this time, it is about 4 o'clock and there is a
chunky lad outside ringing the doorbell, I ask him
if he is queueing for tickets and get no answer
from him. Then a wee lassie joins us and she
rings the bell, the door bursts open and we all
walk in. The lad walks into the kitchen area and
the girl walks into the club area and I follow her in.
This is where I go into my ‘play it cool and say
nothing’ mode, as I know I am not meant to be
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bought all three CDs and would like to say Howdy.
Steve stuck his head out the door and spotted me
and said, "Hell boy, do you know who that is.
Michael McDonald, quick let's get outta here!” I
never did see them again.

Day 12 - Tuesday 20th September
Nearly caught with my pants down… again!
Now, this morning I nearly
did a Kenny (head for the
nearest loo in his jocks
through the hotel lobby at
Who’s are these?
breakfast time - not a
pretty sight), when I was
locked out my room. I was standing in my jocks,
couldn't get back in the room, and was busting for
the loo. I was thinking of running round the corner
to the main building in my Y's when the cleaner
spotted I was in a bit of bother and opened my
door. Once I was showered, dressed and sorted
out my key problem I was ready for another day to
enjoy wandering around the town. I was getting
used to this lifestyle, knocking around New York
the same way I like to knock around London. So
today, I wandered down to visit Radio City and
Madison Square Gardens. Both are spectacular
venues. This week Smelton John is in town and
playing The Garden. Later in the week I would
meet an Asian woman who was at the Smelton
show and she raved about it.

A short while later I meet this Aussie lad. Here's
what happened. I go to the little boy’s room and
when I return my CDs are missing so I enquire
around and I hear this Aussie voice screeching in
my ear behind me saying "These yours mate?"
"Yeah they are". He thinks I am one of the
performers so he wants to buy them off me and
no way am I parting with them. I ask him where he
is from and he says Australia. "Well I know that,
what part?" "Sydney" he says. "I'm an Adelaide lad
myself". Well that was it; he started to slag
Adelaide off and I wasn't having that so I started
to slag Sydney off. Typical big mouth Sydneysider he reminded me of the Celtic fan in
Dempsey's Bar. Now I couldn't believe what was
happening so I turned my back on him and we
never spoke again. After
watching the next band I
move on and next I end
up in the Back Fence
Pub and who is playing
his heart out but Vinnie.
It seems a bit more
raucous than the week
before and there is good
banter between Vinnie
and me.

I head for the MoMA (Museum of Modern Art);
there was a great exhibition on the sixth floor.
Now I suggest if you go there, then do what I did
and go to the top and work your way down each
floor. I took me a full three hours to go round
every floor and that was being fairly fast, but it is
an excellent building and gives great space to its
art, and there are a lot of famous pieces, my
favourite was the Jackson Pollock Room which is
a marvellous room to be in especially with
Jackson's work splattered all over the walls. Then
I sat in the back garden area for a short while as it
was absolutely scorching. Next on today's agenda
is to pay a visit to Carnegie Hall. This is another
lovely old building, which has been renovated
inside and out. It is mainly held for classical music
but it also accommodates every type of music
know to the ears. Many famous people have
played here but none more famous than Billie
Holiday. Just round the corner I had a bite to eat
in the famous Brooklyn Burger Bar. As the
evening draws nearer I head over to Washington
Square Park as it still a very summery evening
and there is nowhere more relaxing than sitting in
this park, listening and watching the fun and
games and music and people strolling home from
work and stopping to enjoy the entertainment. I
am going to miss this park. I have a couple of
drinks in a quiet bar and head for home.

I meet a strange couple who then dragged me to
some bar round the corner. They were definitely
trying to get me stoned so they could rip me off.
Now they were trying to get me to smoke some
pot but I was having none of it. I'll bet one puff and
I would have been a puff of smoke. Luckily
enough I had remembered I had left my Steve
Brutton CDs along with my Marwood CD and also
The Gravity Darling CD, which I just had to get as
Sadie James is a member of the band. I can tell
when someone is up to no good and this pair (lad
and lassie) were a couple of con/rip-off artists. So
I didn't give this couple time to think; I just
scarpered and left them standing. Luckily, I was
able to get back to the Back Fence and collect my
disks.
Eventually I end up in a Gothic Disco and the DJ
doesn't even have Fade To Grey by Visage, how
strange (pardon the pun - Steve Strange played
with Visage). It is dark in here. I hang around for a
while and finally decide to head for home. By this
time I am catching the early morning worker’s
train and it’s just like London; all the workers are
po-faced and not saying too much, it's the first
time I have seen New Yorkers being so quiet,
mind you its only about 5 am in the morning so
what do you expect.

Day 13 - Wednesday 21st September
The A Train
Woke up about 10 o'clock. Had a chat with my
new roomies, a couple of English lads (brothers)
One of them had been at summer camp and he
had been in New Orleans during Katrina. He told
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me of his escapades, and how he had managed
to get out with some Aussies and Yanks. They
made their way to Baton Rouge when some guy in
a pick-up truck picked them up and drove them
there, which is about a five hour drive. Then the
American lad hired a truck and drove them up to
Chicago. Then my new roomy made his way to
NY. It was an amazing escape.

pm. I make my way down to 44th Street and pass
Birdland; it's still a bit early so I pop in to a local for
a pint and watch a bit of baseball, then head back
to Birdland.
Birdland - This club is named after Charlie Parker
also known as Bird or Yardbird. The lady MC
recognises me and we have a little chat, I ask if I
can take pictures and she says I can but I tell her I
can't because I've run out of film, can you believe
that? James the barman recognises me also and I
set up a tab with him. The band are on and they
open with their signature tune (can you guess
what it is?), yes it’s “The A Train”.

Once I am ready, I pop out, the weather is
overcast and muggy, so I am feeling a bit peckish
now and head for the Meridian Hotel that has a
famous Burger Bar. So no messing around (two
medium cooked) I have one with cheese and a
plain one, both with everything on them and they
are scoffed in minutes. I have a crack with the
waitress when we talk about me being a
McDonald she says she is going to change my
name to Burger Boy.
For the remainder of the day I relax in Central
Park. The weather has picked up and it is lovely
and warm, after an hour or so I head back to get
ready for my big night out.
With my new strides from
21st Century, and my
trusty jacket, the one that
has ventured all over the
world with me. I am
booted and suited for the
evening. I make my way
to Rockerfeller Center’s
Rainbow Room. This is
one
swanky
joint.
Remember you cannot go
up to the 65th Floor
without a jacket. After

The Duke Ellington Band with Duke

The band and show are the best I have ever seen
and the venue itself is spectacular. I am in my
element. After the first set the band take a break
and I have a quick chat with the director of the
band, he is Warren Smith who introduces all the
numbers and relates a story about each number.
He also gives us a bit of background history into
Duke Ellington and his musical history, for
instance he was a bandleader in the Cotton Club
as early as 1927. Some of the music played
tonight were classic Duke numbers, like “Cotton
Tail”, “The Mooch”, “Caravan”, “Mood Indigo”
along with many more. He introduces me to
Benny the trombone player. Benny and I have a
great discussion about the old days when he
played with Dizzy for 12 years in the ‘60s and ‘70s.

going through all the
Rockerfeller Center
th
preliminaries, I finally get
65 floor
there and am asked if I
want a table or bar seat. I plump for the bar, the
head barman (an English chap) asks me for my
tipple, and I go for a whisky (Chevas) on the
rocks. The time is about 6.45 and the sun is just
starting to set. The view is stunning. I take a
picture of The Empire, which is directly opposite,
and this is the last one in my camera. (By the way
Gill I have the good old Olympus with me, I am
sure all the snaps will be crackers.) I also have my
phone camera, which had come in handy, but I
don't have it with me this evening. Anyway the
barman tells me about Smelton who was in town
playing at Madison Square Gardens this week and
he came up to the Rainbow Room and he was in
a stroppy mood, which is typical Smelton, it
doesn't surprise me as he is such a big Queen.
Now I walk around the bar and find the most
amazing photographs on the wall of famous Jazz
artist over the years such as Miles, BB King, Chet
Baker and many others.

Benny by the way is 75 years old and he played
with all the best, he comes from New Orleans so
we talk about how he left NO when he was 16 and
headed for Chicago and then New York. I ask him
if he ever met Charlie Parker and he did twice,
when Benny was a kid of about 19 or 20 and
hanging with the guys one time he and Charlie
shared a cab together, he told me how Charlie
was a real gentleman, this I knew and confirmed
with him. He told me Charlie was a fairly quiet
man and never spoke too much and in the cab
they were sharing Charlie was with a lady friend.
So they just did the journey together and parted.

I have enjoyed my whisky and decide it is time to
go as it is about 8 pm and the show starts at 9
15

Benny didn't elaborate too much on his other
meeting with Charlie but was very respectful of
him and talked well of him.

make our way there. The time is about midnight
and Dizzy's is closed but we are allowed to go up
and take a look. This venue is incredible; I will
definitely be back tomorrow. Me and Nicki part
company, but swap contact emails.

We talked of how Benny had one kidney removed
when he was a youngster and had an operation
on his other kidney. Benny is happily married now
and loving his life more now than ever and he
talked about how he was guiding the youngsters
in the band to continue Dukes message.

I head for home and wouldn't you know as I am
making for my room I meet a dude on his way out
and we kind of connect, he can tell I like a drink
and I can tell he can get some. Now that is it. We
go for some bottled beer and he is on the con but
he is a good guy. We hang about the park bench
on Central Park like all good drinkers do. He is a
Mike (not another one) and he looks after the
youngsters in the area to make sure they are not
destroying their lives on drugs. I give him 20
bucks to get him home and we part with thoughts
of meeting up again the following evening but that
doesn't happen. I have other plans for tomorrow
night.

Now Benny doesn't usually drink but for special
occasions, he will have his usual which I treated
him to. For a man that doesn't drink he sure
knows how to order a drink, his regular is a triple
cocktail of which I have no idea. We call James
over and he makes up Benny's drink. Just as well
he doesn't drink regularly or he would be flat on
his back every night and then where would the
band be, and as for myself, I order another whisky
to go with the one I have. James loves this and
calls me a two hander (this means you have two
drinks at the same time). Benny and I swap some
more stories and then eventually he finishes his
drink and is ready for the second set.

Day 14 - Thursday 22nd September
The Big Finale
Woke up late this day, at about 3.30 in the
afternoon. I was cream crackered from the
previous evenings cavorting. I could feel the
holiday coming to an end so decided to make sure
that I was not too unprepared on the last day and
do a little bit of my packing. In the evening, I went
to the Hostel Bar-B-Q. As I opened the door, I
could hear “Dancing Queen”. Now this was very
strange to my ears after the last few weeks and
for the next few hours the local radio was playing
all the usual stuff.

The second set is played in amazing contrast to
the first set, all the time in between each song it is
introduced by the bandleader and a story about
each song. There is only one vocal representation
this evening and who does this, none other than
Benny himself.
He is now a teacher of music at a college, and it is
great to see how much he is enjoying life and his
music and playing as much as possible. Not only
does he play with Duke’s band but also with
Randy Weston's and they play a lot of African
Rhythm.

So I settled in the corner and read this week’s
Village Voice. It was good to see all the locals that
I had been mixing with over the past few weeks. I
don't generally like hanging out with the local
travellers, as they tend to say the same old things,
stick together and you don't have the freedom to
do your own thing; tonight I chilled out.

One other fact Benny told me is that Smoke is the
second Birdland of its day, the first one was in
Greenwich Village, and Smoke is now a venue for
popular music but I thought it was where you
would buy your ciggy's.

At about 8.45 I returned to the room and got
myself ready for Dizzy's Club (so named after
Dizzy Gillespie) at the Lincoln Center.

For those of you who don't know Duke’s music I
must inform you about a poll that was taken at the
end of the 20th Century. The poll was to decide
who would be the person who contributed most to
American Culture during the 20th C. Now there
are many polls but this was quite a prestigious poll
and ran for a few weeks throughout the Nation
and Duke Ellington was the winner.

This is the most amazing building, Dizzy's is on
the 5th Floor and the most relaxing and beautiful
room you could imagine for a modern Jazz Club.
This part of the Lincoln Center was only built
about seven years ago. For the past two weeks,
Dizzy's have been complimenting and promoting
"Women In Jazz". Tonight was a very special
occasion and the performer was a very wonderful
lady, Claudia Acuna.

Now as the end of the evening draws to a close a
young man sitting next to me expresses delight at
the music. This young man is from Tokyo and I
could not pronounce his name so I just called him
Nicki. Harrow Nicki and I give him a little bit of my
Japanese and he is thrilled. His English is pretty
good and we get along like a house on fire. This is
his last night in NY and I say, if he is interested I
will take him to Dizzy's so we jump a cab and

As I enter the club the floor director ask me my
name, and I of course reply Michael McDonald
and he gives me a quizzical look. No, not that one
and I do sing but not as good. So I get led to the
bar which is my spot, I do love this style of settling
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you into one position which is your little home
while you are in the club and in this particular case
a place at the bar is the best spot and I have my
usual whisky on the rocks. Absolutely gorgeous. I
check out the menu and see that they have
Talisker for $12 a glass - a bargain because over
here they don't mess about with silly measures
they just pour it into the glass until it looks like a
real drink.

basketball player, which he seemed very proud of
as it was signed for him especially.
After the tour I went back to Dizzy's to listen to
Jane Bunnett, and spoke to a few other fellas at
the bar, the next chap being Dr Stephen
Matscoane
MD
(Harlem Hospital).
We had a great
little chat about
most
things
in
general;
he
is
South African and
reminded me of Dr
The Doc and I
Ofori. The next chap I spoke
to sitting on the other side of me was Gilles MariePaul Laheurte who wants me to visit Antwerp
Belgium at the end of October to see himself and
Steve Lacy (a very famous soprano sax player) do
a special performance, I said I would try my best.

The female singer this evening as I have
mentioned is the gorgeous voice of Claudia Acuna
and her Quartet; a drummer/percussionist,
saxophonist, double bass and guest trombonist.
She sings lovely lilting songs in Spanish and it is a
delight to hear her in the wonderful setting. This
was followed by the after hours set, the lovely
Jane Bunnett - soprano sax and flute. Both
marvellous sets, but in between sets this is what
happened.
In between sets, I
met
a
cracking
geezer at the bar,
Rhett Reedie. Rhett
is the chief engineer
in the Lincoln Center
and we got on so
famously that he
gave me a personal
tour of the Lincoln
Center's main jazz
halls of which there
are three. The one we were in Dizzy's, and then
there is the Allen Room and lastly the big one,
which holds about 1300 people The Rose
Theatre. These particular rooms are built
especially to accommodate the sound of Jazz,
and it was the creation by the forward thinking of a
handful of people, the principal one being Wynton
Marsalis. It is now called the Home of Jazz. All the
main halls were locked and shut down, so my
man Rhett opened up and gave me a spectacular
guided tour. He even opened the electric curtain
that covers the double glazed window that look
over the magnificent view of the outside skyline of
the surrounding area of New York. This window is
75 ft high by 105 ft wide and you will see the view
of the Circle. It also has one of the biggest cinema
screens in the world, of which there are only five
in the world and if you stand behind the screen
you can see through to the audience. He
explained to me how the whole room is totally
moveable,
that
everything
is
reversible
changeable, and convertible and the orchestra-pit
can be covered by a floating floor so that it covers
the pit and all the seats can drop down so you
don't even know there are chairs there at all and it
can be used as a dancehall. What a remarkable
building. Rhett then took me through the back
where all the equipment is delivered, and all the
artists hang out and eat and drink and have a
good time. This is where I took this photo of Rhett.
He is posing next to the signature of a famous

Then Rhett appeared and we shot off to the pub
where I met one of his mates Koko and then the
barman from Dizzy's turned up and we jumped a
limo and headed god knows where but we ended
up in some clip joint knocking back shots. The bar
was mental with folk all pissed and stoned out of
their heads and the girls dancing on the bar.
Eventually the night came to an end and we
caught a cab home. I think poor old Rhett was
plum tuckered as he took the cab back to the
Lincoln Center where he must have a bed in his
office where he can crash the night.

Day 15 - Friday 23rd September
American Sublime again
Up about 9.30, wish Kate a good morning, and
ask her how her evening at the baseball went.
She had been to see the Mets. Packed my bags
and checked out the hostel and headed for
breakfast at Big Nick’s - mmmmmmmmmm eggs
Benedict and hash browns. However, before that,
I went to the shop next door and bought some
sunnies. I had lost my own pair over the two week
stay and had been buying cheapos but none of
them were very good. I tried on a pair earlier in the
week, they are classic polarised sunnies and they
are beauties, now my dollars were coming to an
end so I bought them with my remaining cash.
After brekky I headed back down 77th towards the
Natural History Museum. Now I can't really be
bothered with the dinosaurs but next door to the
NHM is the New York Historical Society. I was
interested in a poster I had seen around town that
was advertising a particular show, and I
recognised the print from an exhibition that I had
seen in London around about three or four years
ago. Actually, it was in May 2002 at the Tate
Britain and was called American Sublime Landscape Painting in the United States 1820 1880.
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Colin Taub

Exclusive Tailor for Edwardian Teds
Specialising in mainly Teddy Boys Suits

One of the landscapes

This was the best exhibition I have ever seen. So
there was an air of excitement going in to see if I
could find any of these paintings, and would you
believe it there they all were in their natural home.
It was brilliant and to think I can go see them
anytime I am in NY. There was a running
commentary film of the museum itself and it was
lovely to hear the theme track from Manhattan.
George Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue".

Colin Taub is a
specialist tailors and
has been long
established as a
family business for
over 30 years in the
east of London

On the third floor of The New York Historical
Society, you will find The Henry Luce III Center. If
you have ever seen the Martin Scorsese film "The
Age of Innocence", you will recognise many of the
objects on display. The film’s story tells of how the
high society in New York's 1920 lived, and this is
where most of the artefacts in the film came from.

Edwardian Suits
Drapes and Drainpipes
Western Jackets
Box Jackets
Gambler Coats
Tail Coats
Ladies’ Jackets
Pencil Skirts
We may also create from your own design

It was nearing the end of my holiday and for the
last few hours I sat outside the NHM for a couple
of hours enjoying the sun and the people walking
by. Finally picked up my bags and headed for the
A Train to take me to JFK.

Unit 11, Broadway Market Mews, Hackney E8 4TS
Tel: 020 7275 9735 Mobile: 07801 549251

The flight back was pretty painless and seemed to
fly by. The plane arrived in Heathrow about 8 am.
Around 9 am, I collected my baggage and gave
George and Mary a call. Well, within minutes, I
was meeting them in Terminal 4 where they were
checking in and before you know it we are sitting
gossiping about each other’s holiday, what they
had done during their two weeks in the old country
and what I had done on my NY visit.
It was a good way to end the holiday, and great to
catch up with George and Mary after such a
horrendous start a few weeks ago. We even
managed to fit in a pint as the bar opened at 10
am. I wished them an enjoyable stay in Hong
Kong and then I headed for the underground and
back to reality. Overall, it was a tremendous
holiday and with all that I crammed in to the two
short weeks, I was over the moon. I will definitely
be going back again.
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Lost In The Deep South

time she tells them, so we have Jerry born in a
bed in the house where she now lives (untrue)
and at other times in a shack by a cottonfield
where Mama was out working when she got
labour pains (also untrue). Well, Jerry may have
been born in the bed, but it was not then located
in the brick house where Frankie now lives and
has her little museum.

I've found my way all round the Deep South of the
United States, Robert E. Lee's good old CSA
territory. Been on two of Ken's excellent trips
across Louisiana, into Texas, Arkansas and
Mississippi. Even visited someone on death row in
a prison in Huntsville, Tx. Went with Kay Martin on
her 2002 Ferriday Ride with a coachload of Jerry
Lee fans and Jerry's lifelong friend Cecil Harrelson
as a tour guide. Made my own way back in 1983
visiting Nashville, Memphis, Natchez and places
around Ferriday, as well as New Orleans. Don't
think I've ever got lost, except when looking for
that elusive Lewis family graveyard down a 'gravel
track' as Myra Lewis described it. She had drawn
a little sketch map for me on a napkin from the
Cumberland Hotel at Marble Arch where she was
staying. I met her, along with John Pearce, Barrie
Gamblin and another fan, when she was over
here publicizing her book 'Great Balls of Fire', later
used as the basis for that rather bad movie biopic
of the same name.

So there was I, back in 1983, all on my own (my
partner elected to stay sampling the delights of the
French Quarter in New Orleans rather than go
gallivanting around hick-country lookin' for
hillbillies, rednecks and crazy Lewises, and who
can blame him? He wasn't into the music as much
as we are, and besides we'd just had a great
Mardi Gras in New Orleans). I was a few miles
north of Ferriday in Clayton looking first for
Frankie Jean - not at Clayton Automotive, “just
popped out for a bit”. I waited around half an hour
or so, then decided to look for the family
graveyard, using Myra's little sketch map (which I
still have by the way).
Well I couldn't find any gravel road, or at least any
gravel road I did find definitely had no cemetery
down it. I wondered, should I pluck up courage
and risk my life knocking on the door of one of the
houses around Clayton? I'd heard Southerners
were handy with guns (Frankie Jean certainly was
- had one in every drawer in every room of her
house, and even tried to push a loaded one thru
the window of our car in 1997 as we drove away
shouting “Y'all in America. Y'all gotta have a
gun!”). I risked life and limb and plodded up the
path of some lonely house and rapped on the
door, half expecting to be shot dead any minute
for trespassing on the property of some redneck.
A friendly black face, if I remember rightly,
answered the door, and when I asked about the
Lewis Family cemetery and said I couldn't find it
down the gravel road, they replied: “They done
black-topped it over few years ago” and gave me
directions. I was therefore probably one of the first
European fans to find the cemetery.

However, I found Southerners very friendly and
hospitable, even though Frankie Jean managed to
avoid me on that occasion in 1983. I ran into an
old schoolteacher of Jerry's, Martha Paul, working
in a garage shop. She risked life and limb climbing
into a car with a complete stranger to go look for
the house where Jerry was born. We found the
area, but the old shack had long since been
demolished. Back at her garage shop she rang
Frankie Jean and told her there was a guy from
England in Ferriday, a fan of her brother Jerry
Lee. Martha told me where Frankie worked Clayton Automotive a few miles north of Ferriday.
But by the time I drove there Frankie had made
herself scarce, perhaps wary of another unknown
fan with itchy fingers as several things had gone
missing from her house, now a museum packed
with interesting Lewis artefacts.

In 2002 a whole coachload of us arrived in the
'cool Louisiana rain' and placed flowers on the
graves. Sadly I believe some of these have now
been moved to Frankie's backyard in Ferriday,
little Elmo Jr's was the first to be moved, and Cecil
had already moved him once (or “as much of him
as I could find” as he so charmingly put it on that
2002 visit “I may have left a few bits behind”.) I
say sadly, as that little family graveyard was a
peaceful, sacred place where all the Lewis and
Calhoun families were buried, but Frankie claims
there had been 'vandalism' in the cemetery. I find
this hard to believe - it is so remote. Elmo Jr and
the others should be allowed to rest in peace in
that little family graveyard.

I've met Frankie Jean on subsequent visits to
Ferriday, and she paid a visit to the Jerry Lee
Lewis Convention in Newport one year. She has a
very vivid imagination, let's put it that way. A
politician would say “economical with the truth” but
this hardly describes Frankie's very colourful
stories - far from economical, they are
embellished to a point where fact and fiction seem
meaningless words. The stories change every

It always rains in and around Ferriday; at least it
has always rained whenever I've visited - on four
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occasions so far. Keith can vouch for that - we sat
in a very atmospheric old bar, with an old piano in
the corner which Jerry must have played. They
even have pictures of Jerry on the wall. Kristof
wrote about this bar as he and I paid a return visit
in 2002. But that night Keith and I were there
drinking Voodoo and Dixie beer, staring out of the
paneless windows at the Mississippi and the
floating gambling casinos as a dramatic
thunderstorm was raging, and you could imagine
the Devil had come to claim the soul of Jerry Lee
and drag the rest of us with him to Hell.

Anyway, we got thoroughly lost trying to find
Wandsworth Common, which must be about a
mile, if that, south of where I live. Had to ask
directions. Completely unfamiliar territory, a
Martian landscape. That is why I rarely go to gigs
in South London, especially Southeast London
which is like the far side of the Moon. When some
American Rockabilly was playing somewhere east
of Croydon (which to me is even more vague than
all those places north of Watford) I went to see
him in Camden Workers' Club in the familiar
territory of North London, rather than risk the
Croydon tram service, not knowing where to get
off, and how to get home again. Hell, they don't
even have a Tube in most of South London, it's a
very dangerous, uncivilized place. Must be, if even
the Tube hasn't reached there yet. Where there is
a Tube, the police shoot you dead apparently, just
for wearing a denim jacket and a suntan.

Even the gents toilet and condom machine hadn't
changed, or been cleaned, since about the year
Jerry was born, and were covered in green slime.
This bar has no name, but it is a few yards from
where the old Blue Cat Club was, now long since
demolished. As Kristof pointed out, a notice on the
wall gives the atmosphere of those old clubs and
times - 'Beware of pickpockets and loose women'.
Keith and I spent a happy hour or so with the
characters that populate this bar, right out of a
Tennessee Williams novel. I definitely recommend
visiting this bar in Natchez-under-the-Hill,
preferably during a violent thunderstorm with a
bottle of Voodoo beer in your hand for the full
atmosphere.

Battersea Power Station back in 1944 – Tony is
over there on the left

But this article was actually meant to be about my
33 years living just South of the River in
Battersea, and getting lost if I ventured any further
south than about a mile from the River Thames.
Take today, for instance. Feeling like a change
from the regular walk, or rather push as my
mother is in a wheelchair, along the Thames
footpath to Battersea Park, I decided to head into
the unexplored, unknown territory to the South of
where I have lived this past 33 years. Beyond the
shops and bustle of Clapham Junction in pursuit
of some green open space on this sunny
Saturday.

So how is it I know North London like the back of
my hand, yet South London is almost completely
foreign territory even though I have lived in
Battersea for most of my life now? Because I've
always worked north of the River, never lived
more than a mile south of it, and very seldom had
reason or desire to explore the unknown regions
south of where I live. I only landed there by pure
accident, not by choice. No one in their right mind
would live south of the River in London by choice
surely? There's nothing there, absolutely nothing,
just houses, and commons. Lots of them! People
get killed on these commons, unless they're MPs,
then they just get outed and demoted.

I was actually searching for the Common.... no
Tony W, not Clapham Common, Wandsworth
Common actually. I think we have a prison in
Wandsworth somewhere, but I've no idea where
and I've never seen it. Being a born and bred
North Londoner I know exactly where Pentonville
Prison is - even been inside it (as a visitor I hasten
to add). I can point out Holloway Prison - used to
pass by the old castle-like building (now
demolished and rebuilt) often in the trolleybus with
my grandmother. I also know where Wormwood
Scrubs is, roughly - somewhere near the BBC TV
Centre in Wood Lane I believe. But Wandsworth
Prison, haven't a clue. (Clue below – H)

Our family are nomads, but nomads from North of
the River. My mother grew up in the East End in
Bow. I was born in the King and Queen, well in the
hospital just next door to it. I've lived in West
Hampstead, Wood Green, Stoke Newington and
Camden Town, so know all these areas and
beyond. Even when I lived in Welwyn Garden City
I commuted to Central London (north of the River)
for 6 of those 7 years to work.
Camden Lock, Regents Park, Finsbury Park,
Kilburn High Road, Camden High Street are all
very familiar to me. Since I was a little baby I've
been taken to Hampstead Heath, and still go there
in the summer regularly to swim in the mixed
bathing pond, one of the delights of living in
London - there's nothing to compare to it south of
the River (Tooting Lido? – H). I even used to go
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for nice long healthy nocturnal walks on
Hampstead Heath, but I haven't got the energy,
stamina or libido for that now. I still remember
happy boyhood times spent in Grange Park
(Kilburn), Broomfield Park (Palmers Green),
Arnos Park (Southgate) and Norfolk Park (Wood
Green). But mention a park in South London
(apart from Battersea Park on the River, which
was deemed part of Central London because of
the funfair, now sadly gone) and I'd be hard
pressed to find it on a map, or even remember the
name. (Bet he’s heard of Crystal Palace though –
H)

more familiar. Just don't try to rob Frankie's DriveThru Liquor Store (“we don't encourage people to
drink'n'drive”) or you might get shot - did you ever
see that Norwegian documentary doing the
rounds on DVD, 'Don't F**k With The Lewises'?
But I'd rather face Frankie and her guns than the
South Circular any day.

Tony Papard









Where are they now?

There was once a Greek barber in Peckham, who
died. He used to do a good Tony Curtis haircut. All
the Teds went there (sorry Dan, not real Teds of
course). I ventured there once or twice. He put so
much hairspray on afterwards it was like cement,
you couldn't get a comb thru it for a month, and
daren't wash it. Then he died, and the whole
reason for South London existing died along with
him.
Take me back to that old bar by the Mississippi in
Natchez. I feel much more at home there than in
the nether reaches of South London. I believe our
editor has a house in Bromley, which is in
southeast London (not Kent as they pretentiously
call it - it's the London Borough of Bromley for
goodness sake, and has been for over 40 years). I
don't think I could ever find it. Croydon I can
manage - it's on a direct line from Victoria (but,
speaking as a resident of Croydon, why would you
want to? Fairfield Halls maybe – H). I've even
ventured to Putney (also on the River), Linda Gail
territory (Half Moon).

HiYa Guys
The picture above is of Michael Fogarty (T-Chest
Bass) Back.
From left George Plumber (Guitar), Bob Mills
(Guitar), Les Vas (Guitar) Originally from Goa.
Tony Annis (Drums) is as usual hidden out of
sight at the back!

But there's terrors lurking deep in that unexplored
jungle of South London - terrors like the South
Circular. When I drove a van, it was a nightmare.
My friends from Norwich come to visit me in a car
which has satellite navigation, and it keeps
directing them to my flat via the South Circular. I
tell them to turn the damn thing off - they were
delayed an hour last time the came that way. The
North Circular is a perfectly good double
carriageway road - I used to cross it to go to the
Saturday Morning Pictures at the ABC Minors'
Club (now a Jehovah's Witness Kingdom Hall I
believe). The Ace Café's on the North Circular.
But the South Circular is a serpent waiting to
devour any unsuspecting vehicle that ventures
into it, never to be seen again. It has nothing of
interest along its entire length, because there IS
nothing of interest in South London. The South
Circular’s not even a road, it's a nightmare route
thru a maze of South London streets, and is
clogged with traffic, all as lost as you are. Miss
one little sign, and you're off the South Circular
and trapped forever in that even more dreaded
horror - South London suburbia!

Picture taken at the 2i's coffee bar 1956 or 57
(Photographer unknown)
The unseen drummer (Tony) is trying to trace
George, Bob and Les. If anybody out there knows
of their whereabouts, please get in touch via the
usual channels.
Later Gators, Tony









Marffa's Muffins
This is wonderful, just don't fall asleep before the
punch line.
A rabbit walks into a pub and says to the barman

Stick to Natchez, or Ferriday. It's safer, and much
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"Can I have a pint of beer and a Ham and Cheese
Toastie?" The barman is amazed but gives the
rabbit a pint of beer and a ham and cheese
toastie. The rabbit drinks the beer and eats the
toastie, he then leaves.

remember, on your last night we didn't have any
ham and cheese toasties, you had a cheese and
onion one instead." The rabbit said "Yes, you
promised me that I would love it."
The barman said "You never came back, after
that fateful night, what happened?" "I DIED", said
the Rabbit. "Bugger" said the barman, “what
from?"

The following night the rabbit returns and again
asks for a pint of beer and a ham and cheese
toastie. The barman, now intrigued by the rabbit
and the extra drinkers in the pub (because word
gets round) gives the rabbit the pint and the
toastie. The rabbit consumes them and leaves.

After a short pause the rabbit said... “Mixing Me
Toasties!”

The next night, the pub is packed, in walks the
rabbit and says "A pint of beer and a ham and
cheese toastie, please barman.” The crowd is
hushed as the barman gives the rabbit his pint
and toastie and then bursts into applause as the
rabbit wolfs them down.

******************************
The following bands all come heartily
recommended:
United Stoats of America can be found at
http://www.theunitedstoatsofamerica.co.uk
Geoff
Berner
can
be
found
at
http://www.geoffberner.com
Curst
Sons
can
be
found
at
http://thecurstsons.co.uk
All web sites have links to audio files that you can
listen to. Enjoy.

The next night there is standing room only in the
pub, coaches have been laid on for the crowds of
patrons attending, the barman is making more
money in one week than he did all last year. In
walks the rabbit and says, "A pint of beer and a
ham and cheese toastie, please barman", smiling
and accepting the tributes of the masses.

MM


The barman says, "I'm sorry rabbit, old mate, old
mucker but we are right out of them ham and
cheese toasties." The rabbit looks aghast, the
crowd has quietened to almost a whisper, when
the barman clears his throat nervously and says,
"We do have a very nice cheese and onion
toastie."







Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits
JOHN M. POCISK, 1940-2006
John M. Pocisk, 65, known worldwide as Johnny
Paris of Johnny & the Hurricanes for such hit
records as "Red River Rock" and "Beatnik Fly,"
died Monday May 8 in University Hospital at the
University of Michigan Health System, Ann Arbor.

The rabbit looks him in the eye and says, "Are you
sure I will like it?" The mass’s bated breath is ear
shatteringly silent. The barman, with a roguish
smile says, "Do you think that I would let down
one of my best friends, I know you'll love it"

He was in the hospital almost two months, but his
illness and the cause of death won't be known
pending an autopsy, his son, Jeff, said.

"Ok" says the rabbit," I'll have a pint of beer and a
cheese and onion toastie." The pub erupts with
glee as the rabbit quaffs the beer and guzzles the
toastie, he then waves to the crowd and leaves…
NEVER TO RETURN!

Mr. Pocisk of Rossford, a tenor saxophonist,
toured Europe regularly, most recently Sweden in
November.

One year later in the now impoverished public
house, the barman (who has only served four
drinks tonight, three of which were his) calls time.
When he is cleaning down the now empty bar, he
sees a small white form, floating above the bar.
The barman says, "Who are you?" to which he is
answered, "I am the ghost of the rabbit that used
to frequent your public house"

"Over in Europe, he was still popular," his son
said. "He liked that he could come back here and
have his own peace and be a regular guy and go
someplace else and be a star."
Mr. Pocisk was a Rossford High School student
when he formed his first band. His next group, the
Orbits, developed a following. They backed a
vocal group on a demo tape. A management
agency preferred the musicians, who became
Johnny & the Hurricanes.

The barman says, "I remember you, you made me
famous, you would come in every night and have
a pint of beer and a ham and cheese toastie,
masses came to see you and this place was
famous"

"Crossfire," was a regional favourite in 1959. Big
hits followed, especially "Red River Rock," which,
with its distinctive organ sound, sold more than a
million copies and reached No. 5 on charts in the

The rabbit says, "Yes I know." The barman said, "I
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United States and No. 3 in Britain.

Forgive your enemies but remember their names.

Johnny & the Hurricanes played the Star Club in
Hamburg in 1962, headlining a bill that included
an unknown English group, the Beatles.

The number of people watching you is directly
proportional to the stupidity of your action.
Don’t worry that the world ends today, it’s already
tomorrow in Australia!
Tony Wilkinson

Mr. Pocisk later had his own record label. In the
Toledo area through the years, he sold real estate
and owned an antique shop and a vending
machine business. He lived in Germany in the late
1980s and into the '90s.









FILM REVIEW

Surviving are his wife, Sonja Reuter, whom he
married in November, 1996; daughters, Sheri
Sobel and Monica Morgan; son, Jeffrey Pocisk;
sister, Janice Gurtzweiler; brother, James Pocisk,
and five grandchildren.

by Neil Foster

“KING KONG”
The original (1933) version is one of my favourite
films, in spite of the primitive (by today’s
standards) special effects. I believe that there was
once a tee shirt with the slogan “KING KONG
DIED FOR OUR SINS”!

Some Wacky Quotes
Put your hand on a hot stove for a minute, and it
seems like an hour. Sit with a pretty girl for an
hour, and it seems like a minute. THAT'S
relativity.
- Albert Einstein
The brain is a wonderful organ. It starts working
the moment you get up in the morning and does
not stop until you get into the office.
- Robert Frost
The trouble with being punctual is that nobody's
there to appreciate it.
- Franklin P. Jones
We must believe in luck. For how else can we
explain the success of those we don't like?
- Jean Cocturan
It matters not whether you win or lose; what
matters is whether I win or lose.
- Darrin Weinberg
Life is pleasant. Death is peaceful.
transition that's troublesome.

You can amuse yourself by analysing the story of
“King Kong”. It could be:

It's the

1) A simple story of an ambitious showman who
wants to capture a giant ape and exhibit it as
“The Eighth Wonder of the World”.
2) An allegorical warning of the rise of Fascism
and Nazism in the 1930s.
3) An allegorical depiction of the power and
potency of the black man and the white man’s
attempt to tame it.
4) An allegory about how Homo Sapiens thinks
he can exploit the natural world for his own
ends, until Nature fights back.
5) An allegory about how Homo Sapiens thinks
he is civilized but always underneath the thin
crust of civilization is his own savage, cruel,
animal origins, which are always far stronger.
6) A simple story of an ambitious showman who
wants to capture a giant ape and exhibit it as
“The Eighth Wonder of the World”.

Help a man when he is in trouble and he will
remember you when he is in trouble again.
Complex problems have
understand wrong answers.

simple,

easy

to

It is not exactly cheating, I prefer to consider it
creative problem solving.
Whoever said money can't buy happiness, didn't
know where to shop.
Alcohol doesn't solve any problems, but then
again, neither does milk.
Most people are only alive because it is illegal to
shoot them.

This new version is, of course, vastly superior in
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many respects to the old. Today’s computer
wizardry brings the giant ape to life in a way that
the original jerky animation could not. Yet, for me,
the ape is no better humanized, with feelings and
emotions, than in the original.
The recreation of 1930’s New York is superb and
on as gigantic a scale as the ape. However, I
found the first half hour of the film extremely
tedious and, literally, all at sea.
Once on Skull Island things soon liven up but in
the midst of all the excitement I found some things
unconvincing, e.g. the sound of those tommy guns
(as bad as the cap-guns they used in all those
early British crime pictures) and the scene where
the loathsome, giant insects (a scientific
impossibility, but we’ll let that pass) are machinegunned by the cast (without once hitting the
victims!) are ludicrous.

However, I baulk at the inclusion of “Turn Me
Loose” by Fabian. If that’s Rock’n’Roll, you can
turn me loose, mate! Bob Solly’s own notes admit
“…hardly any of Fabian’s coast-to-coast female
audience really cared about anything but his
looks.”
Exactly, Bob, that’s why he wasn’t
Rock’n’Roll!

I watched this film on video and in the closing
minutes, my lady-friend saw a large spider scuttle
under the TV (she is terrified of spiders). By the
time we had chased it (I wanted to release it into
the garden: she wanted to batter it to death) the
film was over.

My (female) cousin in the 1950s had the hots for
Jess Conrad, another talentless pretty boy, and I
have seen him doing Rock’n’Roll classics and
obviously still believing that he is/was a
Rock'n'Roller. You didn’t fool us in the Fifties, boy,
and you don’t fool us now!

It is ironic that today’s films are supercolossal in
every way but destined in the end to be shown on
a small TV screen so why bother? I still, on
balance, prefer the original version.
THE END

Apart from that, I would recommend this book as
a great buy.

(We now pause for a moment’s silence in memory
of the recently mentioned spider – due to
circumstances beyond Neil’s control, the arachnid
has sadly passed to the great web above – H)







THE END











SHOW REVIEW
by Neil Foster

BOOK REVIEW
by Neil Foster

The Glenn Miller Orchestra at the
Theatre Royal, St Helens, Thursday
11th May

RECORD COLLECTOR 100 GREATEST
ROCK’N’ROLL RECORDS
By Bob Solly
Diamond Publishing Ltd 2005
Price: £8.99

Glenn Miller? He’s dead, isn’t he? And anyway,
what’s he got to do with Rock’n’Roll?
Well, this is not the original band, of course, but a
16-piece orchestra modelled on exactly the same
line-up as Glenn Miller’s, formed in 1988 with the
permission of Glenn Miller Productions of New
York and directed by Ray McVay,

A glossy, colourful, beautifully produced book and
the title says it all. The author’s own selection of
the 100 most influential singles and LPs from the
Rock’n’Roll era (including current values and CD
availability).

The Rock’n’Roll connection is that Ray McVay
was the musical director for Larry Parnes and his
stable of Rock’n’Roll stars. He has worked with
Gene Vincent, Eddie Cochran, Freddy Cannon,
Conway Twitty, Billy Fury and some of the best
instrumentalists in the Rock’n’Roll business, like
guitarist Colin Green, drummer Brian Bennett,

From well-known names like Presley, Vincent,
Cochran etc to names still only known to
collectors like Charlie Feathers, Gene Summers,
Ronnie Self etc., this is a very wide-ranging
selection. Great illustrations and reproductions of
original labels and LP covers.
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guitarist Clem Cattini, and singer Georgie Fame
(then known as Clive Powell).

in his house be wound on the holder anticlockwise, i.e. with the free end away from the
wall instead of against it. He insisted that this was
a better way. (Coincidentally, I agree with him as I
do the same and for the same reason!)

In 1960, after a successful tour, Vincent and
Cochran were driving to Heathrow to return to the
States. Eddie wanted to take home his Gretsch
amplifier but the driver objected and said that
there was no room, unless someone offered to
give up their seat. The lucky man was Ray Mc
Vay, who instead travelled with members of the
band in his Dormobile. That saved his life, as
Cochran was killed.

However, even the hypercritical Mr Shaw would
have been hard-pressed to fault this all-British
band of extremely experienced musicians. Their
re-creation of the Miller sound was as smooth and
creamy as a perfectly-poured pint of Guinness
(too much alliteration there); their harmonies, both
instrumental and vocal (members of the band
double as a Dixieland small group, The Uptown
Hall Gang, and others as a vocal group, The
Moonlight Serenaders) were faultless and their
constant grouping and re-grouping on a rather
crowded stage, very well-rehearsed.
Overseeing it all was the smart, dapper figure of
Ray McVay, who acted as compere, commentator
and conductor. At the beginning of the show he
had a little trouble with an unruly microphone
stand but with the help of another band member
did not allow it to interfere with the flow of the
show.
Singer Colin Anthony added to the vocals and
there was a cool, attractive, elegant blonde, Jan
Messeder, who has perfect pitch (and a nice set
of pins to match!). In the second half, the band reappeared dressed in American military band
uniform and the whole show was as much a visual
as a vocal and instrumental treat.
Most of the big hits were there and a few
surprises, like the band’s arrangement of the 1964
hit “The Girl From Ipanema” and the number that
ended the show “You’ll Never Walk Alone”. The
inevitable association with Gerry Marsden and
Liverpool F.C. might lead some people to forget
that this song is from a musical (“Carousel”).

McVay played the tenor sax solo on Vincent’s
“Pistol Packin’ Mama” and later went on to work
for Eric Morley, Head of Mecca, and for 12 years
his was the resident dance-band on the BBC’s
“Come Dancing”.

My only regret was that the theatre was not sold
out for such a world-class band (literally true as
they are very popular in South America, as well as
many other continents).

He formed the present band because of his
dissatisfaction with the sound, the tuning and the
arrangements of bands he had heard which tried
to duplicate the special magic of what was
probably the most popular dance-band of its day.

THE END









Diners’ Cooperative

Not everyone was so enamoured with Glenn Miller
at the time of his success and the great virtuoso
clarinettist and band-leader, Artie Shaw,
commented sourly that it was typical of the rotten
taste of the public that they chose the worst band
to idolise i.e. Glenn Miller’s. Of course, Shaw was
notoriously hard to please and once stopped
playing at a concert to berate the audience for
jitterbugging to his numbers instead of listening to
them. One of his numerous wives complained that
he was so finicky that he insisted that the loo rolls

Another daft, er, I mean brilliant idea from the
Chief Woody, Sir Keith ‘The Gourmet in the Beret’
Woods, Bromley’s answer to Egon Ronay. (Being
a Queen, I am authorized to knight you ‘Sir Keith’
for your services to exotic headwear and Roots
music.)
The idea is that we form a Diners’ Cooperative
(for those who find such terminology too leftwing,
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they can call it Fat Cats Inc. or something similar.)

Kent. Dress code: you can come stark b*****k
naked so long as you bring your credit card and a
hat. The hat is obligatory, and it must be stylish.
No baseball caps worn backwards or sideways.
Definitely no chavs admitted, sorry Tony P. and
Cor Blimey Dave, enjoy the pie’n’mash shop down
the road.

Anyway, the thing is each member of the
organization will take it in turns to nominate a
watering-hole/meeting place for the month, a
restaurant or at least a type of cuisine.
The first to be given this honour is Mr Brian
Jessup, who is allocated the task of choosing a
th
date (avoiding the June 30 weekend when some
of us will be at Ritchie Gee’s Weekender) in late
June/early July, a pub and a type of restaurant.
This should be communicated to other Woodies
by email, phone, verbally, carrier pigeon, morse
code and by any other means available.

Charles Dale – after a couple of rounds on the
course, meet in the golf club bar in Woking,
followed by a meal in the Woking Conservative
Club. Dress code: lounge suits and Tory blue ties
(no red!) for the gentlemen, ladies should wear
blue evening dresses or have a blue hair rinse.
Alan Lloyd – meet in a pub where they serve the
Foster’s Golden Nectar, followed by a meal in an
Ozzie restaurant which serves 6 inch thick ‘roo
steaks and other blood meat (served very rare of
course). Dress code: what you like, cobber, but
please no hats with corks hanging from them!

Tales From The Woods magazine’s current
publishing schedules don’t allow all these details
to be published in every issue, but the magazine
will list the next 3 nominees and their phone
numbers so readers can contact them to find out
the details of the next 3 meet-ups.

Lee Wilkinson – meet in a pub where they show
football on a big screen and serve northern draft
beer, then on to a Lancashire -style eatery for
mouth-watering delicacies like black pudding and
chip butties, and of course, Lancashire hotpot.
Dress code: Burnley FC kit/colours obligatory.

Some examples of what we might expect from
this exciting new project are given below:
Ken Major – a pub where the beer is cheap
followed by an Eat All You Can For £5
establishment, with no wine or alcoholic drinks
available. Dress code: scruffy.

If I’ve missed you out of this list, don’t worry, your
turn will come. The most important thing is that
whoever arranges the next meet-up specifies the
kind of cuisine. If it is a curry restaurant I can then
arrange to bring my corned beef and pickle
sandwiches to the pub so I won’t starve to death
before I get home for my midnight meal.

Tony Wilkinson – an expensive wine bar followed
by a gourmet meal in an exclusive restaurant
which throws in 25 bottles of white and 25 bottles
of red wine with your meal, and a chauffeur driven
stretch-limo to take you all home afterwards in
your paralytic state. Price per head an extremely
reasonable
£250.
Dress
code:
evening
dress/tuxedos.

Tony Papard, (one of the many Personal
Assistants to Sir Keith Woods who’s delicate
fingers have never touched a computer keyboard.
Ah, bless him!)

Brian Clark – a pub with a DJ’s box/equipment
where Brian can entertain us with recorded music
whilst we drink, followed by a meal at Bunter’s Big
Blow-out Bistro. Cripes, chaps, don’t scoff all the
pies while I’m in the Greyfriar’s Tuck Shop getting
a few pre-dinner snacks. Dress code: loose
fitting/expanding.









Succinct Tales From Memphis & New
Orleans
I’m sure most TFTW readers will know that this
year the Ponderosa Stomp relocated ‘for one year
only’ from New Orleans to Memphis – the main
reason being that last year’s venue, the Mid-Town
Rock ‘n Bowl, had been damaged by the floods
which struck New Orleans in the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina.

Tony Papard – meet in a gay pub in Old Compton
St to the invigorating sounds of House Music,
followed by a meal in a topless waiter restaurant.
Dress code: drag, leather, Village People, rubber
or uniform (preferably Soviet Red Army or
Chinese People’s Liberation Army uniform.)
Sir Keith Woods – meet in The Intrepid Fox punk
pub where the punters and staff spit beer at each
other, then move on to The Ivy Room where you
pay £200 for the privilege of eating your
hamburger and chips in the company of film and
pop celebrities. Sir Keith will be dressed up to the
nines so he is recognized as the celebrity he is:
world-renowned impresario and newspaper
magnate, and owner of a mansion in Bromley,

This year the Stomp ran from Monday 8th May to
Wednesday 10th May, and how did it compare
with last year? Well, they say every cloud has a
sliver lining, and I must say that I welcomed the
change of venue. The Gibson Guitar Factory
complex in downtown Memphis (just a couple of
blocks from Beale Street) which hosted the Stomp
was certainly a vast improvement on the cramped
Rock ‘n Bowl. Beyond that, the Ponderosa
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expanded from two days to three, with three
stages instead of two last year.
There were approximately nine hours of music on
the two main stages each evening with just too
many artists and performances to describe in any
detail. No, don’t expect a ‘Major’ blow-by-flow
account from this reviewer. Just enjoy Paul
‘Shutterbug’ Harris’ photos which offer a tempting
selection of some of the vast array of talent we
were lucky enough to witness.

Archie Bell

For the two weekends prior to the Stomp, Paul
and I had been in New Orleans for the annual
New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival. Given the
destruction wreaked by Katrina, it was a superb
achievement for the organisers to mount the
Festival this year. Admittedly it was reduced in
length by one day, and there was one less main
stage than last year, but this was a small price to
pay given the devastation that was still too
painfully evident in the city and its environs,
especially once one ventured outside the French
Quarter and the ‘well-to-do’ Uptown area.

All pictures © Paul Harris 2006

Syl Johnson

Personally, I would like to have seen more New
Orleans and Louisiana performers feature (did we
really need quite so many punter-pulling rock
acts?) but there were still more than enough
artists from the musical genres of interest to
TFTW readers to make the Festival very
worthwhile. The one note of disappointment was
the failure of Fats Domino to perform. Fats’ show
had been eagerly anticipated and he was
scheduled to close-out the Festival on the main
stage. However, he ‘cancelled’ at short notice as
he was feeling unwell, but did appear on stage
briefly to thank his fans for all their support. With
such a huge Festival, it’s impossible to attempt to
summarise the highlights, so again I will let
Shutterbug’s photos tell some of the story.

Wiilie Cobbs

Sleepy LaBeef

Hayden Thompson

Smoochie Smith

All pictures © Paul Harris 2006

Herb Remington

Irma Thomas

Lady Bo

Little Freddie King
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© Paul Harris
Warren Storm

Warren Storm backed by Little Buck Sinegal and
Buckwheat Dural. I had not seen them before, but
they did great on a good variety of songs.
Tab Benoit

Amanda Shaw

© Paul Harris

Lil Brian

Johnny Jones
About 6:15, Johnny Jones a good blues singer
came out for Warren Storm with the same band. I
enjoyed his performance. He is a big guy.

Dr John

© Paul Harris

Etta James

B B Cunningham
About 7pm, B.B.Cunningham and James Burton
started. They had a good young piano player. I
think his name is Roy Haynes. They did a lot of
good music in all the early Memphis type sounds.

Marcia Ball

© Paul Harris

Finally, perhaps Keith will allow one unashamed
plug. There will be ‘diary’ style report of our trip in
the next issue of Juke Blues – where there will
also be reviews of the JazzFest and the Stomp
too, featuring more of Shutterbug’s photos. Also
look out too for more of Paul’s photos in the other
magazines to which he tirelessly contributes.
Blues Boy








© Paul Harris

A brief Ponderosa Stomp review from
a friend of John Howard

Sonny Burgess

James Burton

(pics from the vast collection of Paul Harris)
After 8pm, Sonny Burgess started. I was wishing
he had the Pacers, but the ones he had were
great. He had D.J.Fontana on drums. Smoochie
Smith on piano. Deke Dickerson group. Sonny

I was at the Stomp Tuesday from 5pm to 2am. It
was great. I stayed at Stage One.
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was having a ball and posing for all the pictures.
He sang Ain't Got A Thing and Sadie's Back In
Town Again. The other regular songs were great,
but I hadn't heard him do those 2 live before.

I would have loved seeing all the Monday and
Wednesday shows, but all the hours standing this
week beat me down.
JD
via Ken (don't shoot the messenger) Major,

© Paul Harris









Letters to the Editor
I enjoyed issue 48 of ‘Tales From The Woods’,
the first one I’ve seen, especially Neil Foster’s
appreciation of Fats Domino. Lots of memories,
including once sneaking out of school in a
lunchbreak to check a box of reduced 45s in a
local record shop. My friend, a jazz fan, urged me
to buy a Louis Bellson EP. I took it home, but
quickly decided that ten-minute drum solos
weren’t for me. The next day I snook back to the
record shop and persuaded them to let me
exchange it for the first Fats Domino “Blues For
Love” EP. Ecstasy!

Smoochie Smith

I made a quick trip to the Lounge Stage hoping to
catch Jumpin' Gene Simmons. Gene was a no
show.
I went back to Stage One for Scotty Moore's
English Band. Scotty had a bad arm and could
not play, but the band was great. The keyboard
player started and did a variety of very good
songs. Then one of the others did an Elvis set
with the early songs. I liked it.

Sincerely,
BOB GROOM
-----*-----*-----*-----*-----

© Paul Harris

Got ‘n’ dug muchly issue #48! You’re hitting on it,
like hot to trot this time man. Excellent, best mag
yet and not ‘cause I'm well in it too (but that helps)
but just because… just because it was much nice
stuff to read. The Soulboy can’t be beaten either –
he can out-write and out-match anybody in the
soul scene (very deep knowledge) and I am
impressed. I've been watching his stuff and not
seen anything like it. I'm not a soul fan but I can
spot TALENT.

Hayden Thompson

Hayden Thompson did a great rockin' show. I
hadn't seen him before.

The hidden king of Rock'n'Roll – Mr “H” man - his
is the unsung, unnoticed, but vital touch. Please
pass on my many thanks for how he has so often
tidied up on my writings. I will try harder to rewrite
my stuff and not rush it so much, print it too,
instead of old style handwriting which isn’t easily
always understood. Also I need to use more
separate paragraphs. Trouble with me, one of the
many troubles with me, is that I like to write huge
long personal letters, private type ravings all the
time to anybody. Yet I hate to face doing the stuff I
ought to be doing first (like for my column) until
the last minute.

© Paul Harris

Travis Wammack

Eddie Bond

I went over to the Lounge and was glad I saw Matt
Lucas with Travis Wammack. I hadn't seen Matt
before and his show sure is great fun. He drums
and sings a lot of songs. Fun.

I liked a lot Tony’s Waxo’s Tit-Bit about growing
older – about time somebody wrote the things he
said. I’d like to talk to him about growing older as
we share very similar views. People don’t talk to
others about this enough as it is hard to say
without appearing grumpy old men or to make it
acceptable and light hearted.

Back to Stage One for the end. The Fabulous
Wailers are a fast rockin' band. Their sax player is
enough to give the Wailers their name.
I was sure glad I was there and got to see
everybody. Everybody seemed nice and friendly.
I was glad I got to meet Dr. Ike. He was younger
than I expected. I missed seeing Eddie Bond on
the Lounge Stage.

Yours in Rock'n'Roll
Breathless Dan O’Coffey
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Anyway, to the album itself, and “People Gonna
Talk” has a few recuts in addition to newer songs;
long-time Hunter devotees will remember “Kick It
Around”, “Tell Her For Me”, “It’s Easy To Say” and
the outstanding “Molleena” from the “Kick It
Around” album on Ruf in 1999, (I prefer the Ruf
versions, but only fractionally; these new versions
are still well played), and “I’ll Walk Away”, a
composition tailor-made for Sam Cooke, was first
presented on 1996’s “Believe What I Say”, on
Ace. Funnily enough, this recent take takes
preference to the Ace original this time.

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

The treatment of the title track lies on the cusp of
ska and reggae and there’s a string section
present; whether they add or detract is down to
you; indeed, I initially held reservations but now
recognise that tenor saxist Damien Hand’s
arrangement is sensitively and sensibly scored.
Damien’s playing is as sharp and as lyrical as
ever, where appropriate, likewise Lee Badau on
baritone sax, bassist Jason Wilson, and the
brilliant and much-underrated drummer Jonathan
Lee (the latter’s work on the insistent, uptempo
“Talkin’ ’Bout My Love” is particularly worthy of
note).

James Hunter “People Gonna Talk”
(GO/Rounder 1166121872)
People Gonna Talk | No Smoke Without Fire | You
Can’t Win | Riot In My Heart | ’Til Your Fool Comes
Home | Molleena | I’ll Walk Away | Watch & Chain |
Kick It Around | Don’t Come Back | It’s Easy To Say |
Tell Her For Me | Talkin’ Bout My Love | All Through
Cryin’

As I type these words
at home in Wickford,
Essex it seems, many
thousands of miles
across the Big Pond,
that the artist featured
on this newly released
CD (but not newly
recorded; the sessions
took place two to three years ago now) is causing
quite a stir; James flew out to the States for a brief
promo tour as 2005 became 2006, and, as I
prepare this review, has yet to return. Why? Well,
as best as is known, he has made three
appearances on American TV (one of which is the
nationally-syndicated “Conan O’Brien Show”), one
of his gigs has received a favourable review from
the New York Times, a publication that doesn’t
usually praise too easily, and by the time you read
this he will have played support not only to Aretha
Franklin but to Etta James. So, it would appear
that after some 20 years of trying, James Hunter
may well have Made It, at least in the States.
Deservedly so, in my opinion, as to me he is the
truest, most authentic soul/r&b singer ever to
emerge from the UK.

Like “Molleena”, ”You Can’t Win” is another
cracker in the Sam Cooke mould; certainly “Don’t
Come Back” would have fitted in snugly on the
“Night Beat” album. It’s worth having a boogaloo
to “No Smoke Without Fire”, bearing as it does a
James Brown influence (very “Out Of Sight”-ish).
A fine album, then, and, on hearing it, it’s easy to
see why James Hunter is making an impression
on the soul/blues scene over there; they’ve
doubtless
taken
up
Van
Morrison’s
recommendation to “go see him, he is fantastic”
as we Brits should more often. Let’s hope we
haven’t permanently lost him!

Various Artistes “The Golden Age Of
American Rock’n’Roll; Bubbling Under” (Ace
CDCHD 1050)
Tore Up (Harmonica Fats) | The White Cliffs Of Dover
(The Robins) | Colinda (Rod Bernard) | Bo Diddley
(Ronnie Hawkins) | Need Your Love (The Metallics) |
Cut You A-Loose (Ricky Allen) | Ronnie Is My Lover
(The Delicates) | If The World Don’t End Tomorrow
(Doug Warren and the Rays) | I Got Burned (Ral
Donner) | Seagrams (The Viceroys) | Bring Back Your
Heart (The Del-Vikings) | A Story Untold (The
Emotions) | Bustin’Surf Boards (The Tornadoes) | Gee
Baby (Joe and Ann) | Trouble Up The Road (Jackie
Brenston) | How Will It End (Barry Darvell) | Come
Dance With Me (Eddie Quinterous) | All Night Long
Pt.2 (Robert Parker) | Maybe You’ll Be There (Billy and
the Essentials) | Louisiana Man (Rusty and Doug) |
Book Of Love (Bobby Bare) | My Type Of Girl (The
Memos) | Holy One (Freddie Fender) | Over You
(Aaron Neville) | Life Is But A Dream (The Earls) | Nut
Rocker (Jack B.Nimble and the Quicks) | The Wind
(The Jesters) | Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye (Danny White)
| Shim Sham Shuffle (Ricky Lyons)

James Hunter with a fan
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This new addition to the “Special Edition” wing of
Ace’s “Golden Age Of American Rock’n’Roll”
concentrates on songs that came tantalisingly
close to hitting the Billboard Top 100
(“pop’s holy grail” as Ace aptly puts
it). It’s a worthy 30-tracker with
various sounds ’n’ styles, so let’s
waste no time in offering opinions.
Of the doo-woppers on show; the
Robins (yep, the band who spawned
the Coasters; this line-up bore those
who didn’t become Coasters) offer a
poor Marcels-like treatment of the
classic Vera Lynn rocker; with a bit
of adjustment the arrangement
would’ve been better, but as it
stands, it’s more irritating than bloody Noel
Edmonds (and, God, that’s bad enough). The
Metallics’ ballad is quite pleasant, and the
Delicates (female) present a Shirelles-ish
teenpopper that gained a UK release on London
in ’59. The Del-Vikings sound like the Del-Drifters
on their Mercury cut, while the Emotions come on
like Frankie Vaughan and the 4 Summers (oops,
the 4 Seasons) with their version of the Nutmegs
classic. Billy and the Essentials’ offering was new
to my lugholes, very nice and Belmonts-ish.
Though I always preferred the Harptones’ original,
the Earls made a reasonable fist of their version of
“Life Is But A Dream”. The Memos’ track is a wellworked novelty, while the Ducanes turn up the
heat with a Teenagers-ish high-stepper. As for the
Jesters’ 1960 offering, why it never reached the
upper echelons of the Hot 100 (highest position
110!) will remain a mystery to me for the rest of
my days. Maybe the public thought that Fabian
might have made a better job of it.

courtesy of Aaron Neville’s morbid mid-pacer,
Danny White’s deep, delectable, soullllful ballad,
and Joe and Ann’s classic rich in sinuous grace.

Looking now at the one-offs, Ronnie Hawkins
weighs in with the finest cover of an Elias
McDaniel song (well, apart from its B-side, “Who
Do You Love”), Doug Warren’s song is a jaunty
mid-pacer, not bad at all, Ral Donner sings the
type of material Presley should have been cutting
exclusively in 1963, Barry Darvell’s teen-pop “How
Will It End” is light-years away from his terrific
“Geronimo Stomp”, Eddie Quinterous’offering is a
sideways look at Ritchie V’s “Come On Let’s Go”,
country-legend-to-be Bobby Bare impresses with
a 1961 release, “Book Of Love”, which reminds
me of Johnny Burnette’s Liberty material, there’s a
strong ballad from young Tex Mex-legend-to-be
Freddy Fender, and Ricky Lyons comes up with a
dance number that’ll make you wanna shake that
thang. Rhythm’n’blues is well represented in this
collection, firstly by Harmonica Fats with a truly
brilliant cover of the Midnighters’ goodie, while
Ricky Allen delivers a tasty shuffle. “Trouble Up
The Road” tends to be overshadowed by “Rocket
88” as Jackie Brenston’s Finest Moment, but this
is every bit as vital, as urgent a performance by
Ike Turner’s former lead singer. Cajun/Swamp
Pop is represented by Rusty and Doug and Rod
Bernard respectively. New Orleans sounds come

Hmm. Recorded at Arkansas’ Raney’s recording
studio in January 2005 (in one session, I’m
inclined to think), this CD contains 12 tracks with a
total playing time of 28 minutes. That’s all. 28
minutes. And after the excellent “50 Years and
Still Rockin’” Collector album of 2002/3, this rates
as something of a disappointment; Ted still rocks
up a Jerry Lee-type storm on piano, that’s for
sure, but the whole thing seems rushed, needing
more time and work on the songs. I regarded
“Pinetop’s Boogie Woogie” as the best track, that
is, the one that picks up a head of steam.
Composer credits on the instrumental “Let Your
Love Flow” go to Redell; the Bellamy Brothers
might have something to say about that. Likewise
“Piano Man” is an adaptation of Jerry Reed’s
“Guitar Man”. Me, I didn’t go for this one; you, on
the other hand, may hold a different view.

Which leaves the songs wot ain’t got
any
words
in
‘em;
Robert
“Barefootin” Parker adds only vocal
interjections throughout Part 2 of the
New Orleans-cut “All Night Long”,
The (American) Tornadoes are
bushy-bushy-blond-hairdo
Surf,
while the Viceroys track, also known
as “Seagreen”, bears a Fireballs
influence and has a little bonus
studio chat. Finally, Jack B. Nimble
and the Quicks were the brainchild
of Kim Fowley and Gary Paxton, and interestingly
were the originators of the song that, in the hands
of session band B.Bumble and the Stingers, was
one of the top- selling instros of 1962. Love the
quirky names; if any TFTWoodies play
instruments like me, perhaps we can be a soul
band and go out as Cuppa T and the PG’s, as
James Hunter has suggested. As always, a
superb product from Ace with memorabilia, label
shots, etc, on show, and Rob Finnis giving us all
the lowdown on the tracks in his own inimitable
way.

Teddy Redell “Still Rockin’” (Vaden VA 001)
That’s Alright Mama | Hello Josephine | My Blue
Heaven | Between Your Heart and Mine | Goin’ To
California | Bye Bye Sue | That Lucky Old Sun | Sittin’
On Top Of The World | Let Your Love Flow | How’s My
Ex Treating You | Pinetop’s Boogie Woogie | Piano
Man | Boogie Woogie Bill

Bobby Brown “Rock Along Time”
(Collector CLCD 4500)
I Viborate | Please Please Baby | Your True Love |
Slippin’n’Slidin’ | Bye Bye, So Long Blues | Bobby’s
Blues | My Babe | Danny Boy | Pretend | Mama Luchie
| Down At Big Mary’s House | Swanee River | Night
Train To Memphis | Highland Fling | I Get The Blues |
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Flyin’ Saucer Rock’n’Roll | The Fool | A Shakin’ Twist |
Ramshackle Shack | Raunchy Twist | Betty Lou, A
Tavern In The Town | St Louis Blues | Lawdy Miss
Clawdy | ”New” Bo Diddley | Ramshackle Shack (2) |
Rock’n’Roll Music | Johnny Cash Medley | Buddy Holly
Medley

greatest hit (other than “I’m A Lover Not A Fighter”
which regrettably wasn’t heard tonight), “Sugar
Coated Love”. Another tremendous slow blues
“Strange Things Happenin’ Every Day” was swiftly
followed by an extended workout on Walter
Jacobs’ ”Mellow Down Easy”.

Now this is more like it
value-wise, 28 tracks
detailing the recording
career
of
singerguitarist Bobby Brown,
spanning the late’50s to
the mid-‘60s, on labels
like Fargo, Arc, and
Vaden,
the
latter
releasing his signature
song, “Down At Mary’s Place”. Adam
Kommorowski tells Bobby’s story superbly in his
booklet notes; Bobby’s reminisces of seeing Elvis
live in Newport, Arkansas, in 1955 are particularly
interesting. The music, which includes several
previously un-issued sides, is generally of a high
standard, but “Highland Fling” (actually “Scotland
The Brave”) may only appeal to rockers from
north of the border. Also the Johnny Cash medley
is poorly set out in its three-minute duration, in
that only one or two lines of any Cash song is
sung; this becomes irritable after a while. The
Buddy Holly medley is better, albeit fractionally.
Even so, it’s nice to finally see an all-Bobby Brown
set in the shops, Bobby himself has given his
blessing to its release. Give it a whirl.

Then, to the surprise of some (including self),
there was an intermission which quickly made us
suss that tonight was a two-set affair. Right the
way through this first set the momentum built and
built; surely the second set couldn’t retain the
quality of the first! Initially it did, with goodies like “I
Hear You Knockin’”, “Something Gonna Happen
To You”, “They Call Me Lazy”, ”Bloodstains On
The Wall” and a particularly commendable
“Honest I Do”. Then, following a version of
“Catfish Blues” by Big Joe, Lester strapped on his
acoustic guitar to remind the assembled that his
first major influence was country music (in
common with many of his contemporaries).
In response to a request from none other than Mr.
Angry, Lester delivered a top-notch version of
“Blues Stop Knockin’”, a superlative version of
which can be found on his 2001 album of the
same name for Antoine’s. Thereafter the music
veered from blues to country and, for me, much of
the momentum was lost. So engrossed was
Lester in the country mood, and so much was he
enjoying it, that it became clear to most that
Lester was reluctant to leave the stage. He finally
did at about 11.45 p.m., and must have played for
almost two hours all told. Now 72, Lester is still a
major player and much-travelled and respected
artist in the blues world. Claiming his voice was a
little hoarse tonight, it mattered not one jot to me
at least; I loved the rough-edged sound. Well
done Lester, Joe and the guys and well done
Keith for pulling it off once again.

Review; Lazy
Lester live at the
Metro Club,
London, March 19, 2006
This, fortunately, proved to be a very successful
gig with a good-sized turnout. Lester, the last
survivor of what can be termed the classic Excello
stable, had himself performed surely one of his
greatest gigs ever on UK soil. Later for that baby,
‘cos the guys who provided the first-rate backing,
Big Joe Louis and the Blues Kings, cooked up a
tasty opening set.

May 5th to May-8th 2006.
The 36th Rock’n’Roll Weekender at Hemsby will
be remembered, certainly by many TFTWoodies
who attended, as one of the most enjoyable
thanks to what looked on paper as a very strong
bill. The last weekender to be held at the Pontins
site (it moves to the nearby Seacroft park/Hemsby
Beach Holiday Village in October), it featured
names very popular with the rockin’ fraternity. So
where was everybody? Such names would ensure
sure-fire success for Hemsby 36 in terms of
drawing power, but the attendance seemed to be
at a similar level to Hemsby 35. Shame that.

Singer/guitarist Joe, with Little George Sueref on
guitar, harmonica and vocals, Wayne Hopkins on
bass and Paul Atkinson on drums, included the
excellent “She Was All The World To Me” (from
the “Big Sixteen” album on Ace) as part of his
song selection, while George wailed Rollie
McGill’s “Rhythm Rockin’ Boogie” with aplomb.
Lester hit the stage before we knew it, and kicked
off with a breezy instrumental (“Lester’s Stomp”?)
before getting down with a decent crack at Jimmy
Rogers’ ”That’s All Right”. Following this came a
great slow blues from the Excello days, “Patrol
Blues”, then us cats trucked on down to “I’m In
Love With A Woman” and probably Lester’s

Anyway, let’s take a look at what I caught and
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”Bip Bop Bip” and Nappy Brown’s “Is It True”, all
the while jumpin’, leapin’ and generally cutting-up
and lying on the floor, sticking his head in Paul
Atkinson’s bass drum, trying to eat a plastic water
bottle and smashing a plastic beer glass over his
head. As you do. You’d think playing Hemsby
again would be a bittersweet experience for
Barrence, for the last time out, as he was
performing, some thieving bastard made off with
his fee. But such is the regard he has for his
audience, this seemed not to bother him one jot.
Great show, great guy.

Friday night started off with the press reception,
held at the Seacroft camp, where we took the
opportunity to check out one of the new venues
on-site. Looks alright to me. To the live action,
then. Bobby Crown, backed up by Wildfire Willie
and the Ramblers. Born in Fort Worth, Texas,
Crown was a Falco recording artist who appeared
on Dallas’ “Big D Jambouree” in 1959. In
appearance he reminded me of Eddie Bond and
he certainly had the same amount of stage
presence as the great Sun/Mercury legend as he
went through “Gotta Hurry”, an unusually uptempo
“Henrietta”, Chuck’s “30 Days”, “Wait A Minute”,
“Lucky Lucky Me”, “I Finally Got Tired Of Loving
You”, “Bouncy Beat”, “A Chicken Is A Bird”, “5
O’clock News”, “I Think I’m Cool”, “If You Really
Want Me To I’ll Go”, “Lover Man”, “Sometimes I
Cry”, “Your Conscience” and his signature song
“One Way Ticket”. (Thanks to Ian Wallis for
handing me a set list in order to identify song
titles, not an easy task for either of us as Bobby’s
accent is very broad).

On to Saturday now, and by the time I got to the
Ballroom Lil’ Esther and the Tinstars were
already well into their set. The former Ranch Girl
still looks and sings as good as ever, and among
the songs that I heard in their set was a good take
on “Drugstore Rock’n’Roll” where Esther captured
the Janis Martin rasp perfectly.
I never got to see Phillips International recording
star Carl Mann when he toured the UK in the late
’70s/early ’80s so I wasn’t gonna pass up the
opportunity to witness this, his first UK gig in 22
years. Apparently Dave Travis, whose Bad River
Band backed Mann on those UK/overseas trips of
twenty to thirty years ago, had done a
considerable amount of cajoling to get Carl to
make the trip, and with the promise of reuniting
the Bad Rivers for the occasion, Carl capitulated.
And so here he was, and here were the Bad River
Band; Dave Travis on rhythm guitar, Eddie Jones
on lead guitar, Wayne Hopkins on bass (replacing
the late and much-missed Terry Nicolson), and
Howard Tibble on drums.

Up until “Your Conscience” the set had taken a
relatively
easy-going
course
but
Bobby
unexpectedly decided to liven up his set, and
make his mark in the Hemsby history-book, by
taking off his shoes and dropping his strides
onstage and cutting up. Apparently he did this a
lot when performing in the ‘50s, no doubt earning
a lot of local work. Without doubt a different way
of concluding a set; were Willie to book him again
the perfect advertising blurb would be “The Brian
Rix of Rockabilly”.
© Neil Foster 2006

© Neil Foster 2006

I’d recognise that beard anywhere

As Carl walked out on the Hemsby stage, going
into “Ubangi Stomp”, we knew that this was gonna
be something special. Despite an extended bout
of ill-health, Carl’s voice is still in pristine shape,
as ably demonstrated on “Gonna Rock’n’Roll
Tonight”, “It Don’t Matter To Me”, “Ain’t Got No
Home”, “I Saw The Light”, “Kansas City”, “I’m
Comin’ Home”, “South Of The Border”, ”Rockin’
Love”, “Matchbox”, “I Can Hear Angels Sing”, and
“If I Could See You”. Up to this point Carl had
played guitar (impressing with one or two biting
solos) but he decided to switch to piano for the
last lap with “Pretend”, “You Win Again”, “Whole
Lotta Shakin’” (great JLL-type work on the latter
two) “Blue Suede Shoes” and, of course, “Mona
Lisa”. An excellent “Look At That Moon”

With such an explosive Hemsby debut two years
ago, it was inevitable that Barrence Whitfield
should make a speedy return and here he was
tonight, twice as crazy and incendiary as before.
Again backed by the typically superlative Hemsby
House Band, (Rob Glazebrook, guitar, Dan
Edwards, piano, Wayne Hopkins, bass, and Paul
Atkinson, drums) he powerhoused his way
through “Bloody Mary”, ”Rockin’ The Mule In
Kansas”, “The Girl From Outer Space”, “Caveman
Rock”, a medley of “That’s Real” and “Frieda
Frieda”, “Juicy Fruit”, ”Mama Get The Hammer”,
”Sadie Green”, “Stop Twistin’ My Arm”, and it was
good to hear versions of Pretty Boy’s (Don Covay)
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concluded the set. Sterling work from Dave, Eddie
(who got those Eddie Bush licks just right), Wayne
and Howard made this an absolute treat; an alltime great Hemsby set, how could it be followed?

are definitely worth a look. I had been told by a
number of people of the quality of Boppin’
Steve’s set at his last Hemsby appearance a
while back (notably from Willie Jeffrey and Ian
Wallis) and, on investigation, he sure is a dynamo.
A Jerry Lee-inspired pianist/singer from Sweden,
he, backed brilliantly by the Ramblers, delivered
an exciting show with an energy level maybe just
a notch below Jason D.Williams. The audience
were rewarded with goodies like original
compositions such as “Volvo 35” (or was it 55?) (I
think you’ll find it’s “59 Volvo” – H), “Mr.Big”, and
“The Devil and The Deep Blue Sea”, also Warren
Smith’s “Miss Froggie”, Smiley Lewis’ “Ain’t
Gonna Do It” and Clyde McPhatter’s “Come What
May”, and JLL-related fare in the form of “End Of
The Road”, “Down The Line” (with Roland Janes’
solo reproduced note-for-note by the guitarist), “If
The World Keeps On Turning”, (nice inclusion),
“Milkshake Madamoiselle”, “Rockin’ My Life
Away”, and a ferocious closer in “Wild One”
where, having noticed the kicked-back piano stool
was in two pieces, Steve lobbed the pieces astride
the crowd. Quite a performer, and I recommend
you try him out.

Judging by his sensational Rhythm Riot
appearance in 2004, it would appear that
Specialty recording artist Roddy Jackson
would’ve been well qualified to follow Carl Mann.
The
extravagant,
no-holds-barred
Little
Richard/Larry Williams brand of Rock’n’Roll that
Jackson practises would be in sharp contrast to
the
gently-driving,
totally
professional
country/rockabilly of Carl, but again Roddy did the
business, and, taken together, these guys
provided one of the finest nights of Rock’n’Roll
this scribe has ever witnessed. Backed by a
Hemsby houseband made up of the remarkable
guitarist Antonio Coni and the aforementioned
Wayne Hopkins and Paul Atkinson, Jackson
pummelled the piano and honked the sax and
vocalised with emotion and abandon on firstly the
popular hits “I’ve Got My Sights On Someone
New” and “Moose On The Loose”, followed by a
song from the long-promised (but still to
materialize, as Roddy often pointed out
throughout the set) CD of unreleased recordings,
which I think was called “Any Old Town”. Then we
had a mixture of ballads and mainly hard-rockin’
goodies in the ever-popular “Hiccups”, then
“Gloria” (not the doo-wop classic), the New
Orleans-ish “I Found A New Girl”, “Love At First
Sight”, the driving “Jukebox Baby”, “Consider”,
“She Said Yeah”, (a Jackson composition which,
he proudly reminded us, was recorded by not only
Larry Williams but by the Rolling Stones and Paul
McCartney. Not sure if the latter two added
anything to it, though), “I’ll Forever Love You”, “I
Love Her Just The Same”, the bouncy “Give A
Little Love”, and “Baby Dontcha Do Me This Way”.
A jam centred around a composition entitled “Let’s
Go Rock’n’Roll” and a reprise of “Got My Sights”
completed a hot set and an exhilarating Saturday
night.

© Ken Major 2006
Manuela with Bobby Brown (and dancing girl)

Sunday evening. Bobby Brown is best known for
his Vaden release “Down At Big Mary’s House”
and he had recorded frequently in the late ’50s
and early ’60s; apparently he still plays on a
regular basis. Backed by the same Hemsby
Houseband line-up who played behind Roddy
Jackson, Brown started well, forcefully rockin’
through a song more closely associated with
Conway Twitty, “I Vibrate”, then “Please Please
Baby”, “Slippin’n’Slidin’”, “Mama Loochie”, “Flyin’
Saucers Rock’n’Roll”, “Rock’n’Roll Music”, a
bluesy medley composed of “Lawdy Miss Clawdy”
and “Blues At Midnight” and “Down At Mary’s
House”. Joined by two dancing gals onstage (and
his guitar-playing son) for an extended “Hey Bo
Diddley”, he then reprised “I Vibrate”, “Please
Please Baby”, and “Flyin’ Saucers Rock’n’Roll”,
thus committing, to me, a cardinal sin. Why do
people do this? I picked up Brown’s Collector CD
and found seventeen other songs he could have
done in the set, for the most part standards. It
took the gloss off a potentially strong set.

© Neil Foster 2006

Sunday afternoon in the Norfolk Bar. Following a
fun-filled jam-session that included a few songs
from Manuela backed by the Blue Devils, I took in
a set by the Planet Boppers, an East Sussex
combo whom I briefly caught at Saturday’s car
cruise. These guys play good, tidy rockabilly, and

Worse, sadly, was to come. The Velours made
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their Hemsby/UK debut in October 1997, and I
seem to recall that they went over quite well.
There couldn’t have been a greater contrast in this
performance. Too little rehearsal (though this I
suspect is largely due to the Velours turning up
during Sunday rather than Friday or Saturday), too
many ballads for an essentially pumped-up,
Rock’n’Roll audience, too little co-ordination
between group members, shot voices, and the
fact that the song that saved the set was a soul
classic and not a doo-wop one, well, as the
Shangri-Las might have said, that’s called sad.

Let’s all get
together and do
it!
Suggested TFTW Social events for
2007/8 – Raymondo Glendenning
The TFTW Social Committee met recently to
discuss events for season 2007/8. A proposal was
made to enter a team for the London Marathon
and Keith would be delighted to receive a
minimum of six volunteers. Each participant
(seven) would wear a vest displaying a word from
“Tales From The Woods Roots Music Magazine,”
with the expectation the “magnificent seven”
would cross the finishing line together. Wonderful
publicity for the magazine.
However our commercial copy
reader,
John
Lupton,
having
reviewed the last issue suggests
that all financial contributions
should go to a dyslexic charity,
since it is more than likely the
finishing formation will read
something more akin to
“Roots Woods Tales
From Magazine Music
The”. (or perhaps just “The”)
Taken point! Woodlands Dave has offered
two nights accommodation during the run.

As the final strains of “Higher and Higher” died
away, I often wondered if it would be a good idea,
on a Sunday night to feature R&B rockers and
feature the more exciting, rehearsed doo-wop
outfits only on occasion. For instance, Young
Jessie and Eddie Clearwater, both of whom have
records popular in the hops, went over well in their
Hemsby stints, and it was widely reported that
guitarist Roy Gaines (of “Skippy Is A Sissy” fame)
presented a dynamic stage act at last year’s
Rhythm Riot, where he performed lying on his
back, ever’which way. Just a thought.

Other fun events were considered and the best of
the bunch are listed below. UK Rock magazine
has offered to list these in its gig guide, hopefully
before the matches. Thanks to Paul Barrett for
offering to promote these events and for Mr. Mint
to take up the temporary Public Relations officer
position.

Boxing Tournament
Keith is a boxing fan, something to do with his
Romany ancestors, not a lot of people know that,
and it is believed a boxing tournament between
TFTW contributors, or possibly against Irish
travellers selected by John Howard from his back
garden (Nevin Robinson and Deirdre volunteered
mediators), would be a lot of fun for all. Veronica
Harris, Jeanette McNeil, Sue Howarth and Linda
Roberts would be asked to select and match the
pugilists.

Anyway, the usual thanks and congratulations to
Willie, Varick, Ian, the comperes (Rockin’ Lee
Hugman and Strollin’ Steve), the DJs (among
others Dave Crozier, Tojo, the Collins Kids, the
delightfully-named Horney Te Pot, and the one
and only Wild Cat Pete) and all behind the scenes
who continue to make Hemsby the leader in an
increasingly-competitive Rock’n’Roll world. Let’s
hope the October move brings continued good
fortune. See you at Seacroft!
Boogied up and bopped out Bunter







Exclusions
Those with a medical report showing tennis elbow.
NB: Competing Woodsies wearing spectacles or
hearing aids would be advised to remove them
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(and the rest of the Shakin’ songs), Be Bop Baby
and all the “Bop tunes, Beat Me Daddy 8 To The
Bar and all the “beat” tunes, Bim Bam, Nervous
Man Nervous, Breathless, Hit Git & Split, I Wanna
Go Home, Bloodshot Eyes, Wake Me, Shake Me,
This Should Go On Forever etc. John Day & The
Nighthawks will play during the tea break.

quickly on sight of a punch.
Venue
Repton Boxing Club (re-titled “Bop
Town”) has been contacted, and
their facilities are available the last
weekend in November, this does
not clash with any important gig.
Otherwise the back of Martin
McClure’s 1954 Bedford truck
may provide a suitable ring for
insectweights (Brian Jessup, Lee
Wilkinson and Eddie Bowser etc). £2 in advance
£1 on the door to ensure usual TFTW loss. Bim
Bam Records will be renting a ringside stall to flog
CDs.

Food
There must be a hearty dinner before the fights
(since for some it may be their last), at Porters
near Covent Garden, only 2 minutes from
Holborn, Keith Woods to remember to book tables
as usual. Ken Major will volunteer as Quality Food
Taster.
Awards Ceremony
On stage at the Water Rats with MC Dave Webb,
unless the event is double booked with a Plum
Promotions gig, if so then on the back of Martin’s
truck. For prizes, Martyn Harvey and Martin
McClure have agreed to offer their entire Dinky
Toy collections (including the original boxes), plus
their I Spy books and clipped bus ticket
collections. Mrs Harvey and Mrs McClure applaud
their generosity.
NB: TFTW puts it to all other wives the possibility
of spouse’s vinyl record collections as future
prizes, and Ken Major has generously volunteered
to make immediate collection.

Administration
Booking agent – Steve Hooker
Ringside: Suggested volunteers:
Kristof/Terry- judges, Dave Travis – sound
engineer, Keith Woods – timekeeper, northern
correspondent Steve Howarth-commentator (big
earphones and moustache essential) and Lee
Wilkinson – translator, Chrissie Webb and Frankie
Dick in the corners, with Tony Papard and Barrie
Gamblin parading the round numbers in their
usual hot pants. Due to limited TFTW funds bare
knuckles and underwear on the night would be
sufficient boxing kit. Linda Vidler will sell ice
creams and offer first aid

Darts Match

TFTW Secret Weapon
Manuela as referee

Will be fun for Woodies and
their families. Suggest a
challenge match, squad
of six from the 96 TFTW
feature writers to any six
from
a
combined
Maggie’s Blue Suede
News, Juke Blues, Blues
& Rhythm, Not FadeAway,
Kommotion and Now Dig This
teams.

Filming
Mike Dick has agreed to film the
event subject to suitable lighting,
and TFTW has agreed to supply 3
cans of video ASA 100 film if budget
allows. Paul Waring with camcorder will
assist Mike to ensure last gasps will be captured
for posterity. All good bone crunching punches to
be repeated in real time, enabling good footage
from various angles. A preview will be held at the
Betsey Trotwood pub. Paul Harris and Barry
Dixon to provide still photographs for the TFTW
website, and Alan Lloyd to ensure copyright text is
at least 48 point to ensure images are totally
obliterated.

Exclusions
Non drinkers who also do not smoke
Venue
There are plenty of nice London suburb pubs
available in, e.g. Southend-On-Sea, Hastings,
Guildford or Luton. Keith to pay spectators £1
each to ensure marginal loss.

Music
Bunter will provide appropriate music. Suggest
records on the Smash or Triumph labels and with
titles by the Champs, Big Bopper, Dr. Hook,
Knockouts, Cassius Clay, Boxer, The Shields,
Freddie Mills, Henry Cooper, Dallas Frazier,
Thumper Jones, The Strikes, The Cuff-Links, plus
Screamin’ Jay, Johnny Burnette and the rest of
the boxing Golden Gloves winners. Titles that
come to mind include Stagger Lee (Wilkinson),
Who Slapped John (aka Jacko Johnson), Ring A
Rockin’, Rumble, Short Shorts, Please Help Me
I’m Falling, Below The Belt, Whole Lotta Shakin’

Administration
Booking Agent – the northern Perry Como-ver.
Linda White – captain,
Dave Woodlands –
commentator to lead TFTW supporters with
“come on my son” and “terrr-w-e-n-t-y t-w-o.” Bill
Millar who lives in Dartford – researcher, e.g.
length of Dave Travis’s arms and Brian Jessup’s
legs, fastest pint drinker, density of fag smog etc.
The squad (male and female) each must have a
prominent beer gut, smoke and have a crooked
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little finger. Gerard Homan, Dave Travis, Sam
Padfield and Dave Williams (combined height just
under 30 feet), must remain behind the oche but
allowed to place the darts rather than throw. Brian
Jessup, Nick Sands and German Andreas can
stand on bar stools. Flick of coin to decide which
team goes first, therefore Mrs. Dale may elect the
tossers.

participate in a boxing tournament, location in
Marie McClure’s other new extension - the
conservatory. Wider reviews in Hit Parade and Hit
Parader.

Cricket Match
A wonderful afternoon event suggestion
for the whole family, perfect on a
balmy day. We suggest a TFTW
Ashes challenge match against a
team of Weekender promoters,
with John Howard and Tony
Wilkinson
providing
the
ashes. In the event all 666
promoters turn up, only those
university educated will be
selected to ensure intellectual compatibility
with the Woodies. Match sponsor - Charlie
Gillette.

TFTW Secret Weapon
Manuela on chalks
Filming
Barry Dixon to be authorised still photographer,
and allowed to upward angle from immediately
beneath the dartboard with hard hat supplied by
Tony Wilkinson.
Paul Waring to video and supply DVD anytime this
century. Dave Travis to have DVD distribution
rights on his StomperTime label offering a
knockdown price to official
Woodies.

Exclusions
Where match date clashes with a
fishing club outing; Committee
accepted this suggestion from
Guildford’s ace angler and female
soul fan, Dave Williams.

Music
John Jolliffe, in between throw ups,
will play records from the Darts,
Sharps and all the Sharpes, Arrows
(Pye) Arrows (Capitol), Four Tops and all the
Chucks, and possibly titles such as Theme From
Shaft, Straight Down The Middle, Down The
Street to 301, 17, Point Of No Return, You Aim
To Please, Straighten Up & Fly Right, Slap Dab In
The Middle, 2 x 9, Topsy, Only 16, Little Arrows,
Smoke Gets In Your Eyes, You’re the Tops, and
titles from the following labels – Bullseye, Strate 8,
Dart, Tops.

Venue
To ensure bags of space we suggest combine
with Toni’s Hullbridge field gig last Sunday in July
2007. Otherwise Dave Woodlands to find a
suitable local venue, possibly near a gasworks in
the first weekend of May, does not clash with any
important gig. Juke Blues Louisianan Cajun
researchers Paul & Dickie can help in locating
venue, by listing sightings of club houses not
destroyed by Hurricane Fish of 1987.
Landscaper/RockStar’s Tony Barrett will prepare
table and outfield @ £25 a furlong to ensure
TFTW goes broke. SunKats Records have
promised to rent a stall to flog West Indies rockin’
calypso cricket 78s, and S. African cylinders of
Zulu cricket chants “Woodie Woodie Rah Rah
Rah”.

Ralph Edwards and his “Kicking Anybody In Sight”
team of clogdancers to perform during the tea
break.
Food
Losing team provides the supper supplied by
Porters near Covent Garden, only 2 minutes from
Holborn tube station. Linda Vidler will sell icecream and offer first aid during the games.

Administration
Darren Vidler to provide hire cars to venue if
TFTW funds allow, otherwise Martin McClure to
offer vintage team transport to venue, Bunter to
navigate and Dave Woodlands to drive, allow
three days. IT expert Alan Lloyd to build a
dedicated TFTW photo page, mathematician Ian
McNeil to provide the formula to find it. Alan
Hardcastle to work the scoreboard and Brain
Jessup to decipher it. Lawyer Terry Silke to
umpire, Lee Wilkinson and Nick Sands provide
stumps (legs), Lee Hugman to MC and
Psychologist Virginia Kelley (New York) to explain
rules of game and offer counselling. Bill Millar and
Paul Waring to report on bird and moth sightings.
Linda Vidler ice-cream seller and first aid, Keith
Johnson – the spectator.

Awards Ceremony
Suggest Marie McClure opens up her new home
extension to all for all night wild celebration. Ken
Major will bring his collection of vintage wine.
Teddy Boy MC – Marc Wise will present winning
team with an award from Davis Travis - his entire
stamp collection, plus tweezers, magnifying glass,
latex gloves and 1956 Stanley Gibbons price
guide. Runners up to each be presented with a
genuine Keith Woods email (extrememely rare) of
congratulations. Match review by first generation
Teddy Boy, “Breathless Dan” to be documented
(hand written) in “Boppin’ News” and by 2nd
generation Teddy Boy, Tony Papard (typed) in
“Shakin’ Keyboard”. In the event that these
journals end up slagging each other off, editors to
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i) Team suggestion:
Seamus McGarvey-captain, Dave Travis – long
leg, Mary Howard/Leslie Sandford/Jayne Harvey –
slips, Charles Dale – silly mid off, and to blackup to ensure multi racial team, Bernard
Donovan – wicket keeper, Zydeco Slim –
square leg, Dave Williams – long stop, Tony
Wilkinson – forward short leg, Dave Carroll
– backward short leg, Brian Jessup – no
legs, John Howard – cover and spin
bowler, Dickie Tapp – runner, Pam
Wilkinson – boundary prodder (to
confirm if player is asleep or dead). Tony
Wilkinson to provide project hard hats,
goggles, truss & crutch boxes, and Darren
Vidler will volunteer to clean same. Blues &
Rhythm representative will detail all the minutiae,
e.g. name of the spectator and why, who actually
hit a ball, number of teeth knocked out, etc. Bo
Berglin of American Music Magazine (Sweden)
will dedicate 40 pages to Dr. W.G. Grace, and
remembering Hemsby, reveal why Test Matches
are so called and other matches are not.

Food Taster.
Awards Ceremony
Keith Woods to hire Wembley
stadium (if ready in time) for the
presentation ceremony. MC – Willie
Jeffries. Winner’s trophy will be
provided by sporting journalist and
boot fair specialist Nick Cobban, who
is under contract to locate an original
‘50s brass urn (UK foundry) in original
box, comprising lid and handles and
engraved base with date and serial number.
The combined brass bands of the Network Rail
Signallers and P.M.S. International PLC will play
the Theme From Shaft(ed) as employment victims
Keith Woods, Harry Maton and John Howard take
centre stage. MC – Willie Jeffries. 20 NDT
photographers invited to capture the teams (small
in b/w) and Keith (large in colour). Photo copyright
logo not to obliterate Keith’s hat. Full international
review will be covered by Chuck Baker (USA) in
his monthly Veteran’s Reporter (Nevada)
magazine. Losers get an 8 track of Australian
beerless bar songs copied from Charles Dale’s
unique Rock’n’Roll collection.

Secret Weapon
Manuela as vampire, sorry – umpire.
Filming
To ensure further TFTW financial loss Mike Dick
will video the match for potential radio stations
distribution. Dave Travis’s Stompertime’s sister
company “Stumpertime DVDs” has agreed to buy
the rights for distribution at Hemsby. Tony Annis
will take digital photos and it is suggested use
very slow film and shutter speeds to match pace
of game, flash required for nighttime matches. All
official photos must have at least half of the image
obliterated by copyright details.

To ensure there are sufficient competitors for all
games it is suggested the boxing tournament to
be the final event. Please forward your preferred
leisure activity to Keith Woods who will organise
an event during 2007/8.
Thank You
Ken Major



Music
Nigel Bewley to DJ. Must include trax by the
Crickets, Box Tops, Grassroots. Appropriate titles
come to mind: Rockin’ Crickets, Run To Him,
Oldest Swinger In Town, Cricket Bat Boogie, Over
& Over, Down The Line, Battie Over Hattie, When
It Rains It Really Pours, The Bird’s The Word
(brilliant eh!), Trying To Get To You, Take Me To
The Ball Game, I Walk The Line, Over & Over,
and anything on the Oval Label.
Appropriate Johnny Preston or Ray Stevens
record to be played when inevitable streaker
appears, since we anticipate only one spectator
this could be Keith Johnson. Suggest Martin
McClure keeps his policeman’s hat handy or
plastic coffee cup (small).
John Hills & His Eastcoast Skiffle Group to play
during the tea break
Food
John Jolliffe to provide afternoon sandwiches,
quality bakery products and Porter’s meat pies
(from Covent Garden). Ken Major will volunteer as
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SHAKY LEE’S SUMMER
SYNOPSIS

being Buddy, to think of everything to
make it right. He just decided that he
wanted to go ahead and try to see if he
could get a better bus or better
transportation and get in touch with the
people that put the show together”.

BUDDY



In the last issue I briefly mentioned having met
Buddy Holly’s widow. This came about when the
editor at work approached me brandishing a press
release notification of Maria Elena’s impending
visit to the UK. He asked me if I would care to
interview her and write a feature. After some
thought (about 2 seconds!) I replied in the
affirmative and subsequently contacted the PR
Company to arrange it. She was coming here for
less than a week so after a little negotiating I
wound up in a hotel near Temple tube station on
the afternoon of 2nd February where I met the
lady in question and spoke to her in private for the
best part of half-an-hour.








Here are just a few quotes from our conversation:







On meeting and falling in love with Buddy:
“It was love at first sight. We immediately
connected. My aunt had warned me
about musicians being very not all there,
kind of crazy people”.



The joint honeymoon in Acapulco: “Buddy
and the boys, the Crickets, were very
close. Jerry Allison, the drummer, already
had been married to Peggy Sue and had
never had a honeymoon so he asked
Buddy and said do you mind if we come
along”.

The apartment tapes: “Learning The
Game. I was making noises in the kitchen.
He was telling me shush Maria Elena I’m
recording”.
The fact that there is no box-set of the
complete recordings available: “We’re still
in litigation with MCA. I’ve been trying to
get MCA to do it right. MCA are still trying
to delay the whole thing. Hey I’ve been at
this for 35 years. MCA is a giant of the
industry I’m fighting. They have lawyers
galore. It’s a constant battle”.
Waylon Jennings: “When he was alive I
would go and see him but Waylon really
felt the death of Buddy. They were very
good friends”.
Anniversary of Buddy’s death: “I don’t do
anything special. Every single day I think
of him and I pray every day – my own way
of connecting with him”.
Joe Meek: “I’m interested in what you say
about Joe Meek. I heard the name but I
was not aware what happened. That’s a
sad thing”.
The Beatles etc: “John and Paul were a lot
closer to Buddy. The same thing goes for
other artists. The Grateful Dead always
started their tours I think with Rave On. I
know that they have spoken that Buddy
influenced them when they started out
which is something nice to hear”.
Buddy the musical: “When they gave me
the news they were gonna start again with
the Buddy Holly Story/Musical I was really
excited”.

The Wonderful World Of Wilf
I know that some of you will have noted the
considerable success of James Hunter who has
been taking the US by storm this year. Having
recently appeared on The Tonight Show with Jay
Leno and played concerts supporting Aretha
Franklin, Etta James and Solomon Burke things
are certainly looking up for this talented artist.

England: “Buddy said, ‘You know Maria
Elena, when I get some money one of the
first things we’re gonna do is I’m gonna
take you to England”.
The final phone call from Clear Lake: “He
knew I was petrified of small planes so he
didn’t say anything because I would have
persuaded him not to [fly]. I would have
said no, no don’t do it but a lot of people
say – I’ve read it in some books that he
went because he needed to get his
laundry taken care of. That was not really
the truth. The truth was that he decided,

His latest CD “People Gonna Talk” is available in
UK record stores now on Rounder Records,
having apparently topped the Billboard blues
chart. A fine album from a fine fellow – buy it
now!
Also take a look at
www.jameshuntermusic.com
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the

website

–

jackets etc.
Check out
www.rockersengland.co.uk

James returns to the UK in July for a handful of
dates before returning to the states for a tour with
Boz Scaggs. These include Manchester’s Day &
Night Café on Oldham Street on Wednesday 19th
and The Spitz in East London on Friday 21st.

their

website

-

Meanwhile here in London there doesn’t appear to
be anywhere for a self-respecting Ted to shop,
although we do have tailor Colin Taub who
specializes in made-to-measure Edwardian
clothes. Even Shellys where I bought my last pair
of brothel-creepers had none on view last time I
looked in.

A word of explanation for anyone confused by the
headline.
Most of James’ old pals, myself
included, still affectionately call him Wilf. This
harks back to the late ‘80s when he performed
and recorded as Howlin’ Wilf & The Vee Jays.
Whatever, - be sure to catch him while you can.

Is it no longer a case of one, two, three, four listen
to the Teddy Boy roar?
Why not wear your drapes and crepes with pride
and keep the Teddy Boy style alive?

Where Have All The Teddy Boys
Gone?

Speaking of Hemsby, Big Chief Woody and
myself stayed on until the early hours of Monday
morning digging the Blue Flames. All you guys
who sloped off early missed a treat – shakin’
rockabilly and boppin’ blues.

I must say that I was rather disappointed with the
distinct lack of my drape coated brethren at the
recent Hemsby Rock‘n’Roll Weekender. You
could have counted the number of Teds in their
crepes and drapes on your fingers.

Also great to see two of my longest lasting rockin’
pals – Steve Howarth and Neil Foster – making a
belated pilgrimage from Lancashire for their first
Hemsby experience.

Now I know Teddy Boy Papard and myself are in
a minority, as we have always been, but our
number seems to be dwindling rather alarmingly.
© Neil Foster 2006

Walter Mitty’s Head
Derby Arms, Colne 29/5/06
Linda and I went along to this Bank Holiday
Monday event running from 5pm till midnight and
featuring half-a-dozen bands to see WMH once
again. Opening up with a stinging version of Jack
The Ripper, their set also featured another biting
Link Wray instrumental in Rawhide.
Other
highlights included punky rockin’ versions of Gene
Vincent’s Bird Doggin’, The Sonics’ Psycho,
Jonathan
Richman’s
Roadrunner,
The
Godfathers’ Walking Talking Johnny Cash Blues
and their very own Elvis’ Hips.

Mind you Teds were very much in evidence at
Barking Mark’s rocking birthday bash a little while
ago so there are still some people out there
keeping the faith.

Colne Blues

© Neil Foster 2006

Looking forward to The Great British Rhythm &
Blues Festival in Colne over the August Bank
Holiday weekend this year’s line-up is perhaps not
one for the blues purists but does feature some
interesting names. Saturday is an all-American
affair beginning with Linda Gail Lewis and ending
with the Carvin Jones Band. In between are
harmonica blowers Lurrie and Carey Bell, John
Primer, Matthew Skoller and Carlos Johnson.
Some of the best of British appearing on the other
days include Nine Below Zero, Dave Edmunds
Band, The Spencer Davis Group, The Animals
and Friends, Ten Years After, Wilko Johnson
Band and The Pirates.
Full details from
www.bluesfestival.co.uk
Rockin’ Lad Wilkinson

Shaky mourning the dearth of drapes
In Manchester the nifty Rockers shop stocks a
nice range of beetle crushers, drainpipes,
bootlace & slim jim ties and long velvet-trimmed
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THE EIGHTEENTH
BURNLEY NATIONAL
BLUES FESTIVAL
14th – 16th April 2006

Shake provided a fitting encore for a band that is
well worth catching.
I’ve long been a fan of Axel Zwingenberger, who
can lay claim to being probably the finest boogiewoogie piano player alive today. On this occasion
he performed solo and gave an enthralling display
incorporating the styles of his musical influences
with his own technique. Some of the numbers he
played were Cow Cow Blues, Hersel Thomas’
Suitcase Blues, Meade ‘Lux’ Lewis’ Twos and
Fews, Leroy Carr’s How Long Blues and Albert
Ammons’ Swanee River Boogie. As good as he
undoubtedly is as he doesn’t sing at all so an hour
of piano instrumentals can become a little
wearing.

Held as usual over Easter, Linda and I just bought
tickets for the main stage on the Sunday. The
previous evening we saw The Blue Flames in
Oliver’s Bar who mixed mainly roots blues and
rockabilly covers. They were rather refreshing
actually with a hot bopping set that included Ben
Hewitt’s My Search, Groovy Joe Poovey’s Move
Around, Tommy Sands’ The Worryin’ Kind and
Little Junior’s Blue Flames’ Feelin’ Good.
We had booked on a blues cruise for Sunday
afternoon which promised a relaxing hour of
music from Virginian acoustic blues artist Doug
MacLeod as we sailed along the Leeds and
Liverpool canal. Quite apposite really as cotton
from the plantations in the deep south of America
was shipped over to this part of East Lancashire
for weaving around about a century ago.
Unfortunately the planned cruises aboard the
Marton Emperor had to be cancelled due to an
accident on the canal earlier in the week which left
said boat stranded on the other side of Barrowford
lock unable to barge its way through to Burnley.
So we went along to the Burnley Mechanics main
stage mid-afternoon and just caught the tail end of
opening act Paul Rishell & Annie Raines who by
all accounts put on a good performance of
acoustic country blues.

Big George Jackson, all 6’ 6” of him, displayed a
good harmonica and vocal style as he opened
with Good Morning Little Schoolgirl. He had a
couple of good guitarists with him too so that his
take on Robert Ward’s Trying My Best (Not To
Never Do Wrong) went down a treat. With some
decent original material to boot this imposing
figure of a man put on an enjoyable show.

Big Joe Louis and His Blues Kings replaced
Mem Shannon who had cancelled his appearance
several weeks earlier. Poor Joe was hobbling
around on crutches after a back injury, but being
the trooper he is took to the stage unaided and
gave a great show accompanied by Steve Weston
on harmonica, Peter the drummer and Orlando
Shearer, borrowed from the Cadillac Kings, on
bass.
I Don’t Want A Skinny Woman With Hair Like
Drops Of Rain I Want A Full Grown Woman With
Hair Like A Horses Mane was announced as the
title of one number. A good amusing bluesy song
too, as was a version of R L Burnside’s Jumper
Hanging Out On The Line – a jumper being a pair
of overalls in this instance.
Steve Weston
excelled on Muddy’s I Can’t Be Satisfied before
Big Joe drove it home with J B Hutto’s Now She’s
Gone and Hound Dog Taylor’s Give Me Back My
Wig.

For a time in the early to mid nineties Larry
Garner was down the 100 Club so often I thought
he must be a member. I saw him a good number
of times during that period, but this was to be the
first show I had seen him do for several years. I
am pleased to report that he remains as engaging
and entertaining as ever with his expressive voice,
story telling manner and sharp guitar picking. He

The six piece Cadillac Kings gave an efficient
display on numbers including James Harman’s
Stranger Blues and Clifton Chenier’s Oh Lucille on
which the fine harmonica player switched to
accordion. Champion Jack Dupree’s Shake Baby
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Little Willie Littlefield –
Caster Village Hall,
Lincs. 18th May 2006 –

also makes a point of featuring his own robust
original songs such as Road Of Life, Shak Bully
and Thought I Had The Blues.
Shaky Lee

ROSANNE CASH –
LSO ST LUKE’S
Sunday 4th June 2006

How many times have we enjoyed a gig, but to
remark that it would have been so much better
somewhere smaller and informal? Well there were
no such words uttered at the Castor Village Hall,
Lincs on May 18th because this was the dream
gig.

Thanks to compadre Keith Johnson I was able to
accompany him to this invitation only gig held in
an 18th century Grade 1 listed church. The show
was being filmed for BBC4, due to be screened in
September and should be well worth checking out
for those of you who have access to this channel.

John Howard, our Mr. Angry, motored us north up
the A1 on the Thursday afternoon to meet
promoter Gerard Homan, and his guest for the
night – Little Willie Littlefield, two legends in their
own time! Soon other guests arrived including
reps. from Juke Blues and Blues & Rhythm, and
very soon Willie was providing the data that you
will be reading in the afore-mentioned magazines.
One interesting comment from Willie however,
was that he was inspired by a certain piano
playing country singer; we assumed this to be
Moon Mullican, but apparently not.

Rosanne is, of course, the daughter of Johnny
Cash and his first wife Vivian and is the former
wife of Rodney Crowell. Blessed with an eloquent
voice and a talent for songwriting she has enjoyed
considerable success in the US country charts
over the past twenty-five years.
This performance concentrated on selections
from her latest CD, Black Cadillac, which was
formulated following upon the loss of her father
and stepmother June Carter in 2003 and her own
mother last year.

Volunteering our Mr. Shifter services to Gerard,
we soon found ourselves at the famous Castor
Village Hall setting up the table and chairs in the L
shaped municipality. As the drinks and eats were
delivered in, the sound guys were placing four
mics around the wonderfully battered wooden
piano set on a tiny corner stage about 12 inches
from the floor. During his warm up Willie did “I
Can’t Help It”, and dismissing the vocals, if you
could not see the performer you could have been
forgiven in thinking that the piano player was Jerry
Lee Lewis! Afterwards I asked Willie if Jerry had
inspired him (or maybe the other way around)?
Willie said, a little tersely “I never said that”

With her band already in place on stage Rosanne
entered and sat at the piano, opening up
proceedings with the sensitive I Was Watching
You before moving to acoustic guitar for the rest
of the show.
Other numbers from the album included the title
track, Radio Operator which recalled her father’s
time in the US air force and the up-tempo Burn
Down This Town.

There was to be no other accompaniment that
night apart from the joanna and Willie’s feet, so
the positioning of the mics wase critical. Shifter
Services took advantage of pushing a table next
to the stage whereupon Willie referred to us
several times as “the journalists!” Soon the hall
was full with standing room only, and I guess
more than 80% were local villagers but probably
well primed in advance by Gerard to what they
were going to witness.

Some of the alternative songs featured were her
1982 hit, the tender Blue Moon With Heartache, a
smashing Sea Of Heartbreak, a really rockin’
Tennessee Flat-Top Box and the heartfelt
Wayfaring Stranger.
With Big River as a rousing encore, proceedings
closed with another one from the new disc – a
folksy song called The Good Intent, which was the
name of the ship that had taken her ancestors
from Scotland to America.

Willie, dressed smartly in a silver grey silk suit,
opened up with “Every Day I Have The Blues”
then “Sweet Home Chicago” by which time he had
his right shoe off and placed on top of the piano
and was pounding the floor with his foot as
strongly as he was the piano. With his right hand
hitting that top E then running the chords down the
keyboard this was ivory heaven. Then “You Can
Be Sad You Can Be Good”. Willie then paid
homage to the boogie woogie greats with “a slow
boogie” although his style is no way a typical ‘30s
boogie woogie piano. “Slow Boogie !,” my
posterior, it might have started slow but this was a

Rosanne’s co-writer and husband, John
Leventhal, played lead guitar in a cracking band
with a belter of a drummer, a steady bass
guitarist, a sparkling guy who switched between
guitar and mandolin and a talented girl on backing
vocals and percussion.
Shaky Lee
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16 was the Charles Brown “Drifting Blues” classic,
and it is really on the few slow songs that Willie’s
voice comes to the fore, another beautiful tribute
to Charles. Then the penultimate, probably only
the 2nd or 3rd song that most of the hall would
have recognised - “Blueberry Hill” and perhaps the
weakest.

frantic pounding performance that had us and the
villagers screamin’.
Somewhere in all this he managed to get in “Pop
Goes The Weasel,” “Well Alreet” and the
“Wedding March”. And how about “Stormy
Weather” for a slowie, can’t do much with that eh?
Oh yes he can! With a very Charles Brown vocal
Willie then did something I have never seen a
piano-man do before, finish the piece by
melodically plucking the strings above the ivories;
have you ever plucked a piano?

I believe I remember five songs in his encore,
Willie did not want to leave the stage, nor did we,
but Gerard smartly took over the limelight to
announce Robert Penn, Lou Pride and Joey
Gilmour as future artists to appear at the hall or
Stamford Arts Centre. (Joey’s cancelled, replaced
by Robert Belfour 15th December) Plus also
female American Gospel singers Ethel CaffieAustin and Delnora Roberts, who will be playing at
a local Caster church on August 10th, can’t miss
that. Hopefully this issue of TFTW will be including
all Gerard’s gigs to the end of the year.

I like Fat’s “Fat Man” and Willie got this perfect as
an intro. for “Good Rockin’ Tonight” another
belter. If jazz is your bag “Long Time Blues” with
some Satchmo scat thrown in would have
entertained you, however Willie was in a rockin’
mood and he finished that by breaking into yet
another pounding boogie woogie piece. Was that
enough? No way. Do you like Amos Milburn?
“Chicken Shack Boogie” maybe, well come on out
Amos Milburn, complete with mumbling this was
the real thing, this was Amos. Crikey, if the
audience was 50 years younger there would have
been a riot.

Very Little Willie dwarfed by Gerard

Must also mention that Gerard advised us that it
was only when he saw Willie stand up at the piano
for the first time that he realised why he was
called “Little Willie,” Willie nodded to acknowledge
that it was not for any other reason!

Next was “It’s Over” from a CD to be released in
June (was it?) then a wonderful oriental
“Chinatown Boogie” complete with mock slanty
eyes. I believe Mark Lamarr appreciates Chinese
Rock’n’Roll, look out for this one Mr. DJ.

Gigs at the Stamford Arts Centre and Caster
Village Hall are wonderful magnetic opposites,
however the Hall for atmosphere is as close as
you will get for something authentic “down home.”
Select your gig, you may need B&B but don’t
miss! Also don't miss Little Willie Littlefield at
November's Rhythm Riot this time complete with
the Riot's rockin' R’n'B band, beggars belief!
Ken Major

The performance so far had been predominately
rolling powerhouse left hand and thumping top
note crescendo. Surely “Going Down Slow” will
suggest a drop in pace? Yes, well briefly before
Mr. Dixon’s classic went hell bent for leather.
Then “I Love You Because” and a request from
the “journalists” for “Happy Pay Day”. Then as
soon as we heard the opening notes to
“Summertime” there were squeals from the ladies,
and Willie paid and played a wonderful vocal
compliment to the voices of Charles Brown and
Nat King Cole.









Wildest Cats In Town
Weekender 2006
Great atmosphere, fantastic weather! And for the
first time many of the TFTW crowd joined me at
Ritchie Gee's Weekender, and all said they
enjoyed it very much and would come back next
year.

Willie’s claim to fame is his original recording of
Leiber/Stoller’s “Kansas City,” and, picking his
shoe up from the piano top, used it to run down
the keyboard, roll over Freddy Fingers! Number
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First band I caught on the Friday night was Darrel
Higham and The Enforcers, and he was a good
as ever. Very professional, and a great
guitarist/singer.

First band I caught Sunday were the fantastic
Lennerockers from Germany. They are a very
visual act, with some acrobatics with the double
bass and also with the Jerry Lee style piano. Their
sound is excellent too. I really liked all their songs,
but particularly their version of Donegan's 'Puttin'
On The Style'. And the great wild piano on the
Jerry Lee style numbers. A great slow/fast tempo
Goodnite Irene too.

Graham Fenton's Matchbox created a great
atmosphere on stage. It was so hot in that hall,
that when Graham changed for his Gene Vincent
tribute he abandoned his usual leathers for a
Gene Vincent t-shirt and slacks. By the end of
their set many of the audience, including myself
during Rockabilly Rebel, were up on the stage,
and some of them were waving huge Rebel Flags.
A really great party atmosphere.

Then came the highlight of the weekend with the
very professional, unassuming Jack Scott with a
whole string of his hits, 19 between 1958 and
1961, yet very few people outside Rock’n’Roll
circles have ever heard of him. He gave us a good
selection tonight in well over an hour on stage,
including a well-deserved series of encores. All
the favourites were there - Geraldine, The Way I
Walk, My True Love, Go Wild Little Sadie and the
gospel number Save My Soul. Also What Am I
Living For which Jack recorded in 1960, two years
after Chuck Willis. And the two versions of his big
hit Leroy, as the original un-p.c. version
Greaseball was also included in his set.

Last band on Friday were the Jive Romeros with
a stand-in saxophonist. I'd not seen this band
before and was very impressed. They do Bill
Haley type material, and I imagine they usually
dress in colourful jackets. Again, being so hot,
they dispensed with these and appeared in
shirtsleeves and braces. A great rockin' end to
Friday night. I'd go and see this jive outfit again.
Saturday evening I caught Rudy La Crioux, who
was very good, as were The Spitfires who
followed. Then what I have always controversially
described as my favourite British band, Crazy
Cavan and the Rhythm Rockers. I hate to admit
as far as the sound was concerned they were the
worst group I heard the whole weekend.

I was impressed by Jack's very professional act
and his American backing band. The way they did
the fade-out endings was quite unusual for a 'live'
performance. We even got an impressive
demonstration of fast yodelling from Jack in
'Mountain Dew' (which I'd only heard previously,
without the yodelling, by Grandpa Jones).

Even though the atmosphere was good, and
some of us got up on stage as expected of us at
all Cavan gigs, they just don't seem to take the
trouble to get the sound right nowadays. It was
just very loud, and you couldn't really hear the
individual instruments or Cavan's vocal that well,
at least from where I was at the front of the stage.
Years ago their stage sound was excellent - blew
you off your feet. Their CDs are also excellent,
even the recent ones.

The whole weekend's proceedings were closed by
the group Rat Pack, which had nothing to do with
Sinatra, Martin and Davis Jr. This was a hardrockin' band which had cats bopping into the small
hours.
The other star of the weekend was, of course, the
weather. With the temperature hovering around
90 degrees Fahrenheit, and more in the hall, it
was a little uncomfortable for those of us in
Teddy-boy suits, especially those who chose the
three-piece variety. So it was an excellent
weekend with good company, a great
atmosphere, good music and great weather. I got
in lots of sunbathing and swimming - oh yes, there
was a beach party on Saturday afternoon which
went very well.

It might have helped their image and the overall
sound if they hadn't polished off a whole bottle of
Paddy's Irish Whiskey whilst on stage, taking sips
neat from the bottle in between sips from cans of
Guinness. This gave the impression they couldn't
give a damn about the sound or anything else,
they were just relying on their reputation as wild
unruly rockers. A shame, as I still maintain they
have great talent, but anybody who just caught
this performance wouldn't know this. You'd need
to listen to their recordings.

One other highlight was when Rocky Burnette
presented Ritchie Gee with a 'Lifetime
Achievement Award' on the Sunday night, just
before Jack Scott came on. Apologies to the
bands I didn't get to see, including Flyin' Saucers,
but you can only pack so much into a weekend
like this with glorious weather.
Tony Papard

Finally on Friday night came The Burnettes. I get
a little confused as to the exact relationship with
Johnny Burnette, but here we had Rocky
Burnette, Johnny Burnette Jr, Randy Burnette and
Shoni Burnette. They all sang and entertained us
for about an hour. Having missed Rocky Burnette
on his previous tours, I was suitably impressed as
they ran thru a selection of The Johnny Burnette
Trio’s famous numbers, among others.
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Ronnie Scott’s reopens

There will also be a UK support act and piano trio
to enjoy. From time to time there may be
exceptions and it is always advisable to check
details before booking or attending.

By the time this issue of TFTW lands safely
on your doormat Ronnie Scott’s will have
reopened
having
closed
down
for
refurbishment in March. When Pete King,
who had managed the club for over forty-five
years (for most of that time in partnership with
Ronnie Scott), announced the change of
ownership to Sally Greene in June last year, it was
natural that there would be concerns about the
future direction of the club.

Inevitably admission prices are changing
too. In future the standard cost of entry
will be £25 (with no reduction on Monday
to Thursday). And indications are that
this will regularly be exceeded as when
big names such as Wynton Marsalis and
Chick Corea appear in August – both at £45. If
you accept that this is comparable to the cost of a
seat in the front rows of a concert hall venue, then
it is not unreasonable.
Members who attended Ronnie’s frequently in the
past are likely to feel aggrieved as the benefit of
substantially reduced entrance fees has been all
but lost. But as membership was a steal then, it is
perhaps unfair to complain now.
As with Pete King and Ronnie Scott, the
stewardship of Sally Greene will see Ronnie
Scott’s presenting non-jazz performers. I know a
number of TFTW readers are already planning to
see Gary US Bonds at the end of August. I can’t
wait to visit the revamped club and I wish Sally
Greene all the best in continuing the success of
one of the best jazz clubs in the world.

But Pete King made it clear in the club’s in-house
magazine that he was happy that he had chosen a
new owner who would run the club in a manner
consistent with its history.
Certainly Sally
Greene’s reputation as a theatre impresario who
had rescued the Old Vic and Criterion theatres
was most reassuring. And her appointments of
Chris King (son of Pete King) as manager and
Leo Green (saxophonist and son of the late Benny
Green) as artistic director bodes well for the
future.

Thelonious Monk Quartet with
John Coltrane at Carnegie Hall –
29 November 1957
An unsuccessful but nevertheless thoroughly
enjoyable trip to Paris has meant that I have not
been to many gigs lately. I have been reading
though the first part of Bob Dylan’s autobiography,
Chronicles, Volume One, which reads like a jazz
solo. Dylan eschews the usual chronological
history approach and takes the reader on a
fascinating journey, jumping from incident to
anecdote and back again, before somehow
returning almost exactly to his starting point.

Whilst the welcome improvements to the interior
are yet to be seen, there are already some
significant changes. Firstly there has been a
move away from week-long (Monday to Saturday)
bookings to short term residences.
This,
according to the new musical booker, Leo Green,
is because it is more difficult to get American
musicians to fit six consecutive nights into a
touring schedule. So three or four nights will be
the norm from now on.

In
the
book
he
mentions listening to a
lot of jazz records
when he was in the
Village in New York
and having a liking for
modern jazz. He goes
on to relate the time
he dropped in to see
Thelonious Monk at
the Blue Note one
afternoon when he
was alone at the piano
playing stuff which sounded (to him) like Ivory Joe
Hunter.

Leo Green has also pointed to the lateness of
sets during the early part of the week as being a
disadvantage to some patrons. So there will be a
change to the timing and length of sets. In the
past the main attraction performed two hour-long
sets starting at 10.45 pm and again around 1.30
am. In future the sets will be of one and a half
hour duration starting at 9.45 pm on Mondays to
Wednesdays, when there will be only one set. On
Fridays and Saturdays the first set will start even
earlier at 8.45 pm but there will be two houses
with a turn round at 10.30 pm. The exception to
all this will be Thursdays when the main attraction
will perform two hour-long sets starting at 9.45 pm
and midnight.
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With the death of Thelonious Monk in 1982 there
is obviously no chance of seeing him perform
now, which makes the release of an album of a
previously unissued live recording so exciting.
What makes it extra special for jazz fans is that it
is the Thelonious Monk quartet with John
Coltrane, which is rather like having Pele and
Maradona in the same team (except that would
have been impossible due to their not being
contemporaries).

which had acquired the Voice of America
collection in 1963, discovered amongst the
50,000+ tapes and discs, a recording of a jazz
concert at Carnegie Hall in November 1957. And
so, nearly fifty years later, a live recording of the
famous Thelonious Monk quartet with John
Coltrane came to be issued by Blue Note
Records.
What of the music? The quartet performed to two
houses and what you get is nine tracks (one
incomplete) lasting fifty-one minutes. That the
length of time might appear comparatively short
for two sets can be explained by the fact that the
evening was a fund-raising event and also sharing
the stage were Billie Holiday, Dizzy Gillespie, Ray
Charles, Chet Baker, Zoot Sims and Sonny
Rollins.

The story begins in April 1957 when Miles Davis
sacked John Coltrane because of his erratic
behaviour due to drug addiction, a habit that he
managed to kick by the end of June that year. A
trio recording with Monk in April led to Monk giving
the younger man one-to-one tuition and further
recordings took place in a septet in June.
Then in July, Monk, who had just regained his
New York cabaret licence (which he had unfairly
lost in 1951), started a residency at the Five Spot
with a quartet which included Coltrane and which
was to last into December. The other members of
the quartet for this period were bassist Ahmed
Abdul-Malik (who replaced Wilbur Ware after a
few weeks) and on drums Shadow Wilson.

Both the music and the sound quality are
marvellous. For me it was one of the best albums
of 2005 and for Monk and Coltrane fans it is an
essential purchase. It also begs the question
‘What other gems might the Library of Congress
turn up?’ I sincerely hope we don’t have to wait
another fifty years to find out.

Rahsaan Patterson at the Jazz
Café – 20 June 2006

In the quartet’s early days, Coltrane struggled to
get to grips with Monk’s music but by the end it
had become a fully integrated group with Coltrane
influencing the master. Although the music was
highly regarded (being described by JJ Johnson’s
as ‘electrifying’), it was inevitable that Coltrane
would leave as he had his own path to follow. At
the end of his stay he would rejoin Miles Davis
and it would be another couple of years before the
first of the classic Coltrane quartet recordings
would be released.

As yesterday’s soul favourites cease to tour or
sadly die, it can be a worthwhile effort to seek out
the best that the modern soul world has to offer.
One such person is the singer I first saw at the
North Sea Jazz Festival a few years ago,
Rahsaan Patterson, who was named after jazz
legend Rahsaan Roland Kirk.
Although a native of Harlem, he made his name
as a major talent of the neo soul scene in
California.

Fans of Monk and Coltrane have naturally been
keen to own recorded examples of the group.
However all that was available for a long time was
the album Thelonious Monk with John Coltrane, a
studio recording which was issued the following
year. In fact there were only three tracks of the
quartet (when Wilbur Ware was on bass), the
remainder being alternative takes of previously
issued recordings.

His commercial popularity may not be
commensurate with his undoubted ability, perhaps
because he doesn’t fit the alpha male
requirements of a sizeable number of today’s fans
of modern r’n’b. However it is probably more
significant that he has been able to maintain a
loyal fan base despite the fact that he has issued
only two albums since his debut in1997.

Then in 1993 Blue Note Records issued Live At
The Five Spot: Discovery!, thought to be from the
1957 residency, even though Roy Haynes filled
the drums berth, but now considered to be
September 1958. This was a recording made by
Coltrane’s wife, Naima, on their tape recorder
and, although there is much to enjoy, it is at the lofi end of the spectrum. It has since been
remastered with the speed corrected and has
seen reissue in Monk’s four CD box set The
Complete Blue Note Recordings but I am yet to
hear this new version.
In February of 2005, the Library of Congress,
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SOUL KITCHEN

This was the first of a three-night appearance at
the Jazz Café and although he was using a pickup band, he was soon into his stride. This should
come as no surprise as the said band was a highclass group of musicians that included Tony Remy
on guitar.

“Required reading” - John Broven.

SOUL ALBUM OF
THE ISSUE

Right from the first song, So Fine, Rahsaan’s
tenor voice showed remarkable range, its
gymnastic elasticity stretching and squeezing
words and phrases with jazz-like freedom. The
voices of the two female backing singers added to
the soulful cocktail. On this summer evening, his
mastery of ballads was peerless and his sustained
vibrato during Stay Awhile drew warm applause
from a discerning audience.

SPENCER WIGGINS
The Goldwax Years
Kent 262

Finally Ace/Kent has put together a compilation for
one of Southern soul music's greatest voices. I
have said before in these illustrious pages, that I
have always been a big fan of one of Goldwax's
most prolific artists, Spencer Wiggins, who for me
has one of the all time great soul voices and
certainly is no stranger to my turntable, but this
release has filled a few gaps. Is Spencer Wiggins
the greatest Southern soul singer of all time? Well
after listening to this magnificent twenty-three
tracker it would be hard to name another soul
artist who could put their heart and immense soul
into a song the way Wiggins did, ejaculating a
sheer intense passion for the delivery of the song.

His latest release, After Hours, an album on which
Rahsaan has said he wanted to show some of his
‘party area’, was the source of most of the
evening’s songs. The encore, the dream of
Alzheimer’s sufferers, I Always Find Myself, had
feet and bodies grooving along in a slow burn.

Dave Carroll









The informative sleeve notes, as we have come to
expect from Kent, are as always excellent and
give us Wiggins’ journey through various Gospel
groups, to a struggling solo singer, eventually
signing to the Memphis based Goldwax label,
where he became the label’s third most recorded
artist, after James Carr and the Ovations, of which
both have been extensively served up by Kent.

JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 1654
Yatton, Bristol
BS49 4FD
England
Fax: 01934 832556

One disappointment is that Ace were not able to
license the tracks that were not released as
singles at the time, as Goldwax sold these on to
Fame. This has been one of the reasons this
release has been delayed a few times, as
Ace/Kent has been trying to get the rights, even
with Wiggins’ intervention, to his full Goldwax
recordings. But having said that the repertoire
includes all his released Goldwax forty fives,
featuring the A and B sides, from 1965 to 1969,
additionally his debut single on Bandstand,
alternative takes, and a few specials.

Editor: Cilla Huggins
Reviews: Alan Empson
Subscriptions: Richard Tapp
Consulting Editors:John Broven/Mick Huggins

Does anybody want to buy half a house
in the Rye area in conjunction with
Breathless Dan? If anyone wants out
of the London area but can’t afford the
full mortgage price, he’d be interested in
hearing from them. Get in touch via the
usual TFTW channels.

Wow! Just where do you start with this one. Firstly
it's crammed full of Southern soul heavyweights.
The production credits throughout go to Quinton
Claunch and Rudolph Russell, and the majority of
the writing credits are scattered amongst the
magic pens of Dan Penn, Spooner Oldham,
George Jackson and Dan Greer. Affix to this lot
the best studio session guys Memphis had to offer
and the soul hot pot is boiling and ready for the
final ingredient, Mr Wiggins, whose powerful
growling heart warming energetic vocals, mixed
with plenty of soul hoots immediately commands
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your attention as he covers a wide range of styles.

up a reputation in the clubs and bars on the South
Side.

I guess Wiggins is most associated with deep soul
ballads, and yes there are plenty that will make
your hair, if you have any, stand up, like 'I'll Be
True To You', with it's brilliant Floyd Cramer'ish
piano fills. 'Old Friend' is a sad sorrowfully told tale
of love lost, he’s screwed up, as he comes to
terms with the fact she's scarpered. 'Once In A
While' is another vivid deepie of agonizing longing
with deep eager vocals. His ardent gospel roots
come through on 'The Kind Of Woman Who's Got
No Heart'. We intrude his bluesier side on 'That's
How Much I Love You'. Wiggins’ soul doesn't get
much better as on 'He's Too Old' where he simply
propels along on this good ole scorching sixties
soul romp.

He had one release in 1959 on Boxer, 'Lazy Dizzy
Daisy', before he found a home a few years later
in 1962 at One-Derful Records, where over a two
year span he released nine very agreeable forty
fives and an album, all included here, before
moving off to a variety of labels and minor R&B
hits, particularly Malaco/Chimneyville, until his
untimely death in 1986.
McKinley's debut One-Derful sure was, having
spectacular success with 'The Town I Live In'
reaching top ten R&B, even pricking the pop 100.
Alas the follow up 'All Of A Sudden' failed to follow
in its predecessor’s chart steps. I guess he over
did the desolation on this mournful lost love yarn.
Along with an inquisitive organ, our man's husky
vocals are one moment down so low before he
lets loose with heart wrenching gritty wailing.

He dips his toe into traditional Southern soulifying
country with a pleading 'Take Me Just As I Am'
and 'I'm A Poor Man's Son', that will leave you
spellbound by his jaw dropping delivery. The
churchy 'The Power Of A Woman' is a
masterpiece of emotional magic. A mind-boggling
revamp of Ms Franklin’s 'I Never Loved A Woman'
leaves the original in the starting blocks. The soul
classic 'Up Tight Good Woman' should be known
by all so needs no introduction.

Many highlights are to be found as we tour the
shiny thing, 'A Bit Of Soul' is a brisk dance item
leaning heavily on Bland's Lovelight, 'It's Spring' is
a delightful older Motown'ish hopper, and 'Handful
Of Sorrows' is an exceptional deep bluesy wailer.
'Reckless Lover' appears twice, one being an
alternative take, which is a brilliant punchy brassy
based track, featuring more of his captivating
raspy vocals. 'There He Goes' is a catchy Latin
flavoured goody, which is emerging as a fav.
'Uncle Willie' is a wicked tuneful gospelly dancer
that invites you into the grooves, with full on call
and response with the backing gals really pumps
the track along. 'All Of A Sudden' has our man’s
tuneful baritone, over a crisp rhythm support,
rising to throaty roars on the hook.

Finally the highlight for me has to be 'Soul City
USA', which is in my all time top ten records, as
exclusively featured in TFTW 12. This infectious
horn driven pile driver is soul too hot to handle, as
Wiggins launches himself at the lyrics on this
positive pulsating groove dance around the USA
frolic. One of the best soul releases in recent
memory. A must have compilation by a soul
master with soul just oozing from every track.

It's scattered with some damned good sixties soul
and, like Wiggins, gets to grips with a variety of
styles, but his tortuous soul tones are always a
delight and up front. Great stuff.

ANOTHER SUMMER CD JOY
McKINLEY
MITCHELL

'SOUL'

LOST SOULS

The Town I Live In
The
Years

One-derful

Shout 22

McKinley 'Soul' Mitchell has one of the most
distinctive vocal styles in soul music. 'The Town I
Live In', a tale of lost love is an undeniable soul
classic. His distinctive nasal beseeching soul
drenched vocals are lifted straight from his Gospel
roots, as a haunting organ plugs away insistently
behind the vocal, on his mournful fable.
KING FLOYD was in my opinion one of soul’s
most underrated voices. His mild tone, yet funky
vocals, were sadly not more widely appreciated
than his talent richly deserved. He is best
remembered for his distinctive irresistible smash

Born in Jackson, Mississippi, Mitchell grew up
singing Gospel in various congregations. Like
many blues and soul singers before, he headed
North to Chicago in search of work. He soon built
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hit 'Groove Me', but after this chart winner he
never fully realised his early promise.

Studios in Jackson, Mississippi, as part of a kind
of recording day out, under the guidance of noted
journeyman arranger and producer Wardell
Quezergue, which saw the recorded birth of
'Groove Me'. Also from that same session came
Jean Knight's number one classic 'Mr Big Stuff'.

King Floyd III was born 13 February 1945 in New
Orleans, Louisiana, the son of King Floyd Sr. He
was raised in the nearby suburb of Kenner.
Influenced by his church surroundings, coupled
with Otis Redding and Sam Cooke, he like many
others lived his musical grounding on street
corners, in master Floyd’s case, around the
French Quarter. He was noticed by Joe 'Mr
Google Eyes' August who in 1961 got him his first
professional job, singing with the house band at
the Sho-Bar on Bourbon Street, New Orleans.
This was short lived as soon after he was drafted
into the army.

'Groove Me' was originally issued as the b side to
'What Our Love Needs' on Malaco's subsidiary
Chimneyville label. The record was flipped by DJ
George Vinnett and the rest is history. Atlantic
Records picked up the distribution rights and the
record went onto become an R&B chart topper,
and top ten pop hit, almost a year to the day after
Floyd gave up and left California. This was
Malaco's first big hit, selling over two million
copies, which basically put the then fledgling label
on the map and introduced the world to what was
then the Malaco sound.

Upon his discharge in 1963, slender built Floyd
heads for New York with the idea of trying to
break into the entertainment business. Signing to
Shaw Artists R&B management he was soon
singing professionally around town. He had also
begun writing songs, encouraged by new found
friends Don Covay and J J Jackson.

Floyd's gentle swaying Southern groove would
chart a few more times on Chimneyville. 'Baby Let
Me Kiss You' in 1971 and 'Woman Don't Go
Astray' in 1973, but many more Southern Soul
jewels fell by the wayside.

In 1964 he headed out to Los Angeles to seek his
fortune, soon hooking up with other New Orleans
expatriates, including band leader and producer
Harold Battiste, who guided Floyd into the LA
scene. He became friends with Jimmy Holiday,
who had just shattered the R&B charts with 'How
Can I Forget'. They wrote a song together called,
'Walkin' and Thinkin', which was picked up by
Motown's subsidiary Uptown Records and
became the b side to Floyd's debut release 'You
Don't Have To Have It', which came to nothing.

By early 1974 Floyd and Malaco had gone their
separate ways, although the company would
continue to release material they already had in
the can well into 1978. Which was the case with
Floyd's last appearance on the charts in 1976 with
the delightful disco'ish 'Body English'.
Floyd approached Buddy Killen at Dial Records,
which results in a true Southern Soul rooted
double sided whammy, which by many is rated as
his greatest moment, 'Can You Dig It' b/w
'Learning To Forget You'.

Another stab, in 1965, with 'Walkin' and Thinkin',
this time as the a side to another Floyd & Holiday
composition, 'Why Did She Leave Me', on Art
LaBoe's Original Sound Label, this also went
unnoticed.

Floyd seems to have drifted in and out of the
music scene for some time, living comfortably off
the 'Groove Me' royalties. Fern Kinney also
charted with the song in 1979, and it has been
sampled.

Floyd signed for Mercury subsidiary Pulsar
Records in 1966 and released three more singles,
along with his debut album in 1969, A MAN IN
LOVE, all produced by Batiste, but achieved little
in the way of sales. Later Motown's subsidiary
V.I.P acquired the rights and re-released it in 1971
as THE HEART OF THE MATTER, an attempt to
cash in on the success of 'Groove Me', but this
album went straight to the deletion bins.

In the late nineties he would once again start to
make sporadic live performances. He recorded a
comeback album for Malaco OLD SKOOL FUNK
in 2000. It would be his last recording.
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He passed away on the 6 March 2006 of a
massive stroke and complications from ongoing
diabetes.

He was writing and contributing material for other
Pulsar artists, but his own career was at a
standstill. Dispirited Floyd retuned to New Orleans
in 1969 and began working for the Post Office.

Although LITTLE BUSTER never made the
national R&B charts, or evolved into the
mainstream as a fashionable soul artist, he sure
knocked out some pretty decent deep soul in his
lifetime. For the best part of four decades he was
continually in demand, working the bars and clubs
in North America, where his straight from the
church gravelled horsed fractured throaty
emotional vocals captivated all in its path.

Floyd still hung out on the local music scene and
continued writing. One particular song he had
composed, 'Groove Me', which he touted around
local artists, but failed to drum up any interest.
Elijah Walker a Louisiana music promoter was
assembling some local acts to go to Malaco
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dominate the Long Island, Big Apple, soul bar
band circuit. He began playing Manny's Car Wash
in New York where he came to the attention of
Bullseye Blues records, which results in 1995 the
brilliant RIGHT ON TIME album, which not only
showcases the brilliant guitarist that he was but
his prodigious soulful vocals. In 2000 he released
another excellent album WORK YOUR SHOW.
He suffered a stroke in 2001 from which he never
fully recovered. He passed away on the 11th May
2006 from complications of acute diabetes and a
series of strokes.
Edward James Spivey Forehand was born 28
September 1942 in Hertford, North Carolina, the
fourth of eleven children. At an early age he was
diagnosed with glaucoma. His vision slowly
deteriorated so at the age of nine he moved to
Philadelphia with his father to undergo medical
treatment. When this failed he was sent to the
special North Carolina School for the Deaf and
Blind, which he attended until he was sixteen.
During this turbulent period of his life his musical
ability was coming to the forefront with his local
Baptist congregation, mastering several musical
instruments, including the piano, guitar, and
saxophone.

JUNE POINTER the youngest Pointer Sister was
born 30 November 1953 in Oakland, California.
Both her parents were ministers at the West
Oakland Church Of God. It was there that June
first sang in the church choir alongside her five
sisters. In her teens along with sister Bonnie they
formed a singing duo Pointers - A Pair, slowly
gaining momentum around the San Francisco
club circuit.

In 1959 Forehand along with childhood friend,
drummer Melvin Taylor, bravely took off for
Philadelphia on the pretence of a record deal,
which never materialised.
He finally settled with his sister in Westbury, Long
Island, where he began playing the local black
clubs, mainly covering the soul hits of the day.
Within a year he was working in the back up band
for Alan Freed's Rock’n’Roll extravaganzas at the
Brooklyn Paramount.

In 1969 Anita joined June and Bonnie to form The
Pointer Sisters, initially involved as studio backing
singers for the likes of Tower Of Power, Taj
Mahal, and Boz Scaggs.
Jerry Wexler of Atlantic Records saw them
singing backing vocals for Elvin Bishop in a club
on Sunset Strip, Los Angeles and signed them to
the label. Wexler sent them to Malaco studios in
Jackson, Mississippi. The material laid down
failed to impress the Atlantic hierarchy, so after
two failed R&B'ish singles the girls quickly got out
of their contract.

Edward 'Buster' Forehand started his own group,
The Heartbrtbreakers, which in 1964 went on to
win an amateur contest at the famed Apollo
theatre in Harlem, New York. He was approached
with various offers to record, but it was with Steve
Blaine and Jubilee records that he made his vinyl
debut with the haunting, 'Lookin For A Home'.
Although the record failed to break out of the New
York area it sold enough to justify further releases
for the label. The follow up was what was to
become a deep soul classic, 'I'm So Lonely'.
Jubilee and its subsidiary Josie would release six
more singles on him throughout the sixties.
Notably an incredible grasping deep version of
Doc Pomus 'Young Boy Blues'. In 1969 Jubilee
became insolvent which left Forehead without a
recording outlet, although he did have one more
single release on the Minit label, 'Cry Mr A
River'/'City Of The Blues'.

In 1973 Ruth joined her sisters completing this
quartet. They teamed up with San Franciscan
producer Dave Rubinson, who attained the girls a
new recording contract with ABC/Blue Thumb
Records. The group released their debut self-titled
album in 1973, from where Allen Toussaints 'Yes
We Can Can' was lifted and became a sizeable
R&B hit.
The group cultivated a slick forties era, updating
versions of nostalgic swing tunes, along with
vintage outfits, perfectly matched sense of
phrasing and syncopation saw them rapidly
ascend the super stardom ladder. In 1974 they
won a Grammy for the best country vocal

Now renamed Little Buster and the Soul Brothers
he had advanced into the more prestigious and
larger clubs, as he ploddingly progressed to
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performance with 'Fairytale'. International hits
followed in rapid succession, 'Fire', 'Slowhand',
'Should I Do It', 'Automatic', 'Jump (For My Love)',
'He's So Shy', 'I Need Your Love', and 'I'm So
Excited', ' Neutron Dance', knocking up gold, and
platinum Grammys along the way.

to tour the European club circuit as Johhnie
Wilder and the Chicago Heatwave.
The group relocated to Britain where they teamed
up with songwriter, keyboardist, and later legend
Rod Temperton. Shortening the groups name to
Heatwave, they bagged a contract with GTO
Records and issued the single 'Boogie Nights', as
a taster for a forthcoming album, TOO HOT TO
HANDLE, which was produced by Brit pop star
Barry 'School Love' Blue. 'Boogie Nights'
throbbing hard hitting captivating disco gem
literally exploded onto the music scene, propelling
it to the higher reaches of both the UK and US
charts. The follow up, the album title 'Too Hot To
Handle', reached the UK top twenty but failed in
the US. The compelling riffy rhythm 'Groove Line'
followed, which was another biggy disco romp for
the group. The sensuous slow jam 'Always and
Forever', was a hit in the US but not in the UK,
until it was re-recorded and twinned with 'Mind
Blowing Decisions' more than a year later.

Surprisingly the group only once reached number
one R&B, in 1974 with 'How Long (Betcha Got A
Chick On The Side)'. The Pointers won world wide
acceptance for their ability to excel in a variety of
styles from pop, to soul, to jazz, to funk and even
country, and were equally at home performing in
Nashville's country music mecca, The Grand Old
Opry through to the San Francisco's Opera
House.
For thirty seven years June toured the world,
recording some seventeen albums, singing for
Presidents, Prime Ministers, appearing in movies,
on Broadway and all major US national television
shows.
Drug problems forced June Pointer out of the
group, but she did record two solo albums without
much success.

'Razzle Dazzle' was a hit in May 1979. It was in
June that year while Wilder was visiting Dayton he
was involved in a tragic car crash that left him
paralysed from the neck down. Showing incredible
bravery, he fought back from a seemingly helpless
disability. It was a year before he was released
from hospital, yet, with extraordinary resilience,
although confined to a wheelchair, he resumed his
role in Heatwave, producing their work and
singing in the studio.

In June 2004 she was charged with cocaine
possession and other drug offences. She passed
away on the 11th April 2006 from cancer.

The group hit the charts again in 1981 with
'Gangsters Of The Groove', and their last chart
entry, apart from re-issues, 'Jitterbuggin' followed
later that year.
Wilder returned to Christianity in the mid eighties,
and regularly attended the Drayton church where
a younger brother was a preacher.
Heatwave was sidelined as Wilder chose to
concentrate more on producing records of a
devotional nature, typified by those of Straight
Company, a local gospel ensemble.

JOHNNIE WILDER was the singer with the
multitudinous soul band Heatwave, whose
crossbreed of disco, R&B and Funk in the late
seventies proved a winner in discotheques around
the world, whether with athletic grooves or mellow
smoochers.

Later he released two sacred solo albums MY
GOAL and the a cappella ONE MORE DAY. He
continued to produce other artistes, and had
become one of the most sought after producers of
a cappella gospel music.

Johnnie James Wilder was born 3 July 1949 in
Dayton, Ohio, where he was raised. From an early
age he participated in various musical activities,
as a church chorister and stage presentations at
high school.

He passed away on 13th May 2006, cause
unknown.

In 1969 he was drafted, along with brother Keith,
into the US army and was stationed in
Kaiserslautern, West Germany. The Wilders
along with other servicemen formed a vocal
quintet, The Noblemen, performing primarily in
military base clubs. While awaiting a return to
civilian life, they recruited backing instrumentalists

BILLY PRESTON from his roots as a key session
musician, developed into one of pop and soul
music's
most
successful
vocalists
and
instrumentalist, with a career that spanned five
decades. His legacy was huge, as was his
playing; like a man possessed he would prowl the
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keyboards. He certainly was an original, and
widely acknowledge as the fifth Beatle after
George Harrison pulled him into the mop tops’
recording sessions in 1969.

Preston gained a contract with Capital Records in
1966, although his record sales were only
moderately successful, he regularly worked in the
house band on the networked US TV show
'Shindig'. He joined Ray Charles’ touring band,
where Charles would push him into the limelight
as his protégé. It's Preston’s prominent organ that
can be heard on Charles’ 'Lets Go Get Stoned'.
A further visit to the UK, this time with Charles in
1969, for a recording of a TV special, saw Preston
once again meeting up with the Beatles. He was
invited to record with them, and lent his gospel
tinged touch to their 'Let It Be' and 'Get Back'
smash hits. Incidentally he was the only artist to
receive a label credit with the Beatles, the 'Get
Back' single is credited to ‘The Beatles with Billy
Preston’. He signed to the Beatles’ Apple label,
with his initial release being 'That's The Way God
Planned It', which rewarded him with his first solo
chart entry, reaching number 11 on the UK charts,
and along with his huge towering Afro became
something of a pop icon.

William Everett Preston was born 9 September
1946 in Houston, Texas. He was raised in Los
Angeles. From a very early age he showed a
natural talent for the keyboards, starting piano
lessons at the age of three, graduating to the
organ by the time he was six. As a charismatic
child prodigy, Preston played organ for gospel
icon Mahalia Jackson on her travelling Gospel
show. At the age of twelve he landed a cameo
role, playing songwriter W C Handy as a boy in
the 1958 movie ST LOUIS BLUES, which sealed
his entry into show business.

After the Beatles broke up he went on to record
with John Lennon's Plastic Ono Band, plus Ringo
Starr and George Harrison's solo projects. He
performed at Harrison's Concert for Bangladesh in
1971. He also played on many of the Sly and The
Family Stone's famous hits including the
legendary 1971 album THERE’S A RIOT GOIN'
ON, Bob Dylan's BLOOD ON THE TRACKS, and
Aretha Franklin's YOUNG, GIFTED, and BLACK
sessions.

The early sixties were spent with the Rev A A
Allen, touring the US for evangelical revivals and
recording gospel sides, with the likes of James
Cleveland and Andre Crouch.

Now established as a mainstream artist, in 1972
he signed a major contract with A&M Records,
and throughout the seventies he flourished,
enjoying major hit singles, 'I Wrote A Simply
Song', and the funky storming 'Outta
Space', which also won him a
Grammy. He then hit number one pop
with the vocal 'Will It Go Round In
Circles' and topped the R&B charts
with the instrumental 'Space Race'. He
recorded with the Rolling Stones,
heavily featured on their albums
STICKY FINGERS and EXILE ON
MAIN STREET and was a special
guest on their mega 1975 American
jaunt.

His introduction to secular music came in 1962
when he was hired by Little Richard
for a tour of England and Germany as
his organ player. This was the only
time I saw him live, when the
package hit Tooting, although he was
listed for the North Sea Jazz festival a
few years back, but his appearance
never materialised. It was in Hamburg
that Preston first met and struck up a
friendship with the then unknown
Beatles. Sam Cooke who also shared
the bill on the 1962 tour, on returning
to the states had Preston's splashy
gospel organ playing on his
recordings and signed him to his
Derby label, where he released the
one forty five 'Grazee' and an album,
16 YEAR OLD SOUL.

He moved to Motown in 1978 with
further success. He continued to
amass healthy sales with his own
records, and when in 1979 he teamed
up with Syreeta for their sentimental duet 'With
You I'm Born Again', resulted in his biggest
international hit. The duo grazed the charts the
following year with, 'It Will Come In Time'.

His first recordings for Derby Records, followed by
VAC and Vee Jay, apart from the hammering the
ivories into submission on the instrumental 'Billy's
Bag', which somehow found its way out on UK
Sue, were unspectacular and nothing became of
them.

A prolific writer, he co-penned the multi platinum
ubiquitous 'You Are So Beautiful', which was
performed by Joe Cocker amongst others. He
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continued to record and tour, dividing his energies
between
gospel and
secular
recordings
throughout the eighties.

11 James Brown
World
12 The Drifters

Exposed to drugs and alcohol early on in his life,
which over the years slowly festered to the
surface, finally catching up with him in the
nineties, resulting in numerous personal
problems. He was now fully addicted to cocaine
and had several brushes with the law relating to
drug offences. In 1991 he was arrested on morals
charges. In 1992 he was given a nine month
suspended sentence for drug offences. In 1997
he was sentenced to three years imprisonment on
drugs charges. Finally he pleaded guilty to an
insurance fraud case.

13 Carla Thomas
14 Solomon Burke
15 Jimmy Hughes

16 Koko Taylor

Released from jail and drug free, Preston
appeared in the film BLUES BROTHERS 2000.
He received critical acclaim for his rendition of 'My
Sweet Lord' which he sang in his participation in
the 2002 tribute concert, Concert for George
Harrison. He continued to perform, touring with
the Funk Brothers and Stevie Winwood
throughout Europe in early 2004, and than hit the
road garnering rave reviews for his performances
with Eric Clapton through Europe and the States.
Last year he contributed to the Red Hot Chili
Peppers’ album STADIUM ARCADIUM, which
sold nearly half a million copies in its first week of
release in the US, and a project with Neil
Diamond.

17 Irma Thomas
18 Junior Walker
19 J J Jackson
20 Major Lance

Warner Bros 5753
It's A Man's Man's Man's
Pye Int 25371
Up In The Streets Of Harlem
Atlantic 584020
Let Me Be Good To You
Atlantic 584011
Keep Lookin' Atlantic 584026
Neighbour Neighbour
Atlantic 584017

Wang Dang Doodle
Chess 8035
It's A Man's - Woman's World
Liberty 66178
I'm A Roadrunner Tamla 559
Do The Boo-Ga-Loo
Polydor 56718
Investigate
Columbia 7961

LPs
1Otis Redding
2Jimmy Smith

The Soul Album
Atlantic 587011
Got My Mojo Working
Verve 9123
Soul Session
Tamla 11029
The Love You Save
Atlantic 587009
Ike & Tina Turner Live
Warner Bros 1579

3
4

Junior Walker
Joe Tex

5

Ike & Tina Turner

SOUL FOCUS Bits and bobs

6
7
8
9
10

Otis Redding
Various
Esther Phillips
Various
Percy Sledge

RECORD MIRROR R&B CHARTS
Forty years ago.w/e 23 July 1966
45s

Oh take me back to these vintage days, when
there was plenty of water, and the excitement of
new vinyl in my grubby mitts.

Preston had a stunning career that again and
again put him in the same room with music
history.
In November 2005 he had a kidney transplant
which his body rejected and he slipped into a
coma from which he never recovered. He passed
away on 6th June 2006, the result of his long-time
drug use.

1

Ike & Tina Turner

2

The Four Tops
Ever
Otis Redding

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Wilson Pickett
do)
Billy Stewart
The Isley Brothers
Love
Joe Tex
Song)
The Miracles
Heart
The Temptations

10 Ike & Tina Turner

River Deep Mountain High
London 10046
Loving You Is Sweeter Than
Tamla 568
My Lovers Prayer
Atlantic 584019
Ninety Nine and a Half (won’t
Atlantic 584023
Love Me
Chess 8038
Take Some Time Out For
Tamla 566
S-Y-S-L-J-S-M (The Letter
Atlantic 584016
Whole Lotta Shakin In My
Tamla 569
Ain't To Proud To Beg
Tamla 565
Tell Her I'm Not Home

Otis Blue
Atlantic 5041
Motown Magic Tamla 11030
Esther
Atlantic 587010
Solid Gold Soul Atlantic 5048
When A Man Loves A Woman
Atlantic 587015

THE COVER VERSION
Five soul Chicks whose classic soul hits got
butchered by.......
Betty Everett
Bessie Banks
Barbara Lewis
Doris Troy
Etta James

You're No Good
Swinging Blue Jeans
Go Now
The Moody Blues
Baby I'm Yours
Peter & Gordon
Just One Look
The Hollies
I'd Rather Go Blind
Chicken Shack

Bill Coday's Crajon Recordings have finally seen
the light of day. SOULASTATIC. It's essential as
Spencer Wiggins. Review next time. Strange that
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more the force will be with me and a festival – ok,
slightly more obscure festival, FATE – Festival at
the Edge, and it’s a story telling festival. More on
that next time.

two records, amongst a handful, I used to carry
everywhere. Why! Because you never know when
you may bump into a turntable, do you. Wiggins
'Soul City USA' and Coday's 'Get Your Lie
Straight' have both been issued within a few
months of each other.

The Gosport and Fareham folk festival was great.
So civilised not to be camping for starters (what a
treat!) and the standard of music was absolutely
out of this world. Average bands (of which I heard
one) sounded crass and offensive as compared
with the majority, it was that good! Opening night
was Feast of Fiddles, though I’m (apparently) not
a folk rock fan (I’m assured I’m more of a folk
punk fan as a comparative) the line up of these
fundamentals was awesome. Undisputedly the
best in the field and then performing throughout
the festival were Kerfuffle; possibly the youngest
in the field, who were, in my opinion up there with
the Feasts, but not punk be assured! See their
review below.

ONE HIT WONDERS
Ten soul acts who hit the Billboard R&B top 50
charts only one time. Although they all failed to
drop in on the charts again, the majority hung
around to knock out some pretty decent soul and
in the case of the Carter's blues.
Reuben Bell
Late)
Marion Black

I Hear You Knocking (It's Too
1972.. 38.. DeLuxe
Go On Fool
1971.. 39.. Avco
I Don't Want To Lose You
1973.. 34.. Kwanza
Time Waits For No One
1965.. 34.. Eastern
See What You Done, Done
1971.. 24.. Right On
Shake A Tail Feather
1963.. 28.. One-derful
Cut You A-Loose
1963.. 20.. Age
Southern Country Boy 1965..

Classic Sullivans
Eddie & Ernie
Delia Gartrell
(Hymn no 9)
The Five Du-Tones
Ricky Allen
The Carter Brothers
21.. Jewel
Barbara George
No More)
The Gypsies

Kerfuffle - Links
When most of us hear the words "talented youths"
the immediate reaction is "oh no!" but I'm happy to
say that Kerfuffle really ARE talented and their
album is a gem.

I Know (You Don't Love Me
1961.. 1.. A F O
Jerk It 1965.. 33.. Old Town

Hannah James's sweet, expressive vocals show a
maturity beyond her years. She covers Julie
Matthews' sorrowful song 'The Willow' in a
sensitive and understanding manner, and her
rendition of the traditional Irish tune 'The Lark in
the Clear Air' is outstanding. Two of her own tunes
are also included on the album. Another band
member whose work stood out for me is Sam
Sweeney - it is a brave fiddle player indeed who
will attempt Dave Swarbrick's New South Wales,
and carry it off with such aplomb!

Remember you're in safe soul
hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on









The youthful exuberance of Kerfuffle can be heard
on their live recordings of 'The Brisk Young
Widow'/'The Red-haired Boy'/'Scrap Metal' and
'The Flogging Reel'/'The Twisted Bridge' which
also contains a dance-percussion section in the
middle! Makes joyful listening!

FOLKING

Steeleye Span - Folk Rock Pioneers In
Concert

AROUND…

Do you know, I don’t
think in all the time I’ve
been a fan of Steeleye
I’ve ever heard them
produce a bad album not bad for a band who
have been together
forty years!

the return
Since the Gosport and Fareham Easter Festival I
haven’t done much in the way of folking around –
albums have been slow to come my way, starting
new jobs, moving and being in the process of
finding yet somewhere else to live have sidelined
any opportunity (or time for that matter) to be
listening. The Folkmaster hasn’t even got round to
sending me albums to review… so I don’t think it’s
just me! The good news is, this month sees a
meeting in place with the Folkmaster and once

OK, it goes without
saying that a lot of the numbers on this album are
well established favourites (with their fans) but if,
you are that way inclined the inclusion of ‘King
Henry’, ‘Sir James The Rose’ and ‘Long Lankin’
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will sate those of you who enjoy a bit of a gore fest
whilst those who are looking for an element of
smugness in their lyrics can turn to the perennial
hit ‘All Around My Hat’.

It may be her first solo
album but having come
up through the ranks of
family band Oige and the
sadly
misinterpreted
Equation, Cara's vocal
performance throughout
is exquisite. Some may
think
the
style
reminiscent
of
Kate
Rusby in that waspish, almost whispering way but
it is the production provided by Sam Lakeman that
helps to hold it all together in such a cohesive
manner.

Personally, if you’re looking for a track with real
substance then I’d check out ‘Betsy Bell & Mary
Grey’ which is a superb bit of showmanship from
Peter Knight whose evocative violin is just the
right foil for Maddy Prior’s plaintive vocal on a
chilling tale of the deaths of the said ladies from
contracting the plague in 1666.
Instrumentally the band haven’t sounded better
with those great bass lines from Rick Kemp, Ken
Nicol’s sparring guitar on ‘Cam Ye O’er Frae
France’ and most notably Liam Genockey’s drum
solo neatly segueing into ‘Drink Down The
Moon/The Cuckoo’. In his sleeve notes Phil Udel
states that more than a debt of gratitude from the
likes of Jim Moray and Bellowhead are owed to
Steeleye and I totally endorse his views. If you’re
just getting into the traditional British folk scene
then I can’t recommend this recording more highly
- if you’re already a committed fan then you won’t
need any cajoling.

I would love to hear this live for, if the band can
convey half of what they have achieved here this
would be the line-up that could (and should) crack
the mainstream market.
Bluehorses - Fareham Festival
The Bluehorses thundered onto stage, baying
loudly and stampeding us with their wonderful
rock school approach and originally fused folking
style that makes them a formidable contender for
the folk rock hall of fame.

Andy Guttridge - Amongst Friends
Liz Prendergast's vibrant electric fiddle and gritty
vocal control pelted through numbers like "Rabbit
in the Headlights" and "Dragons, Milk and Coal".
Liz's voice also has a tender side as
demonstrated in the track "In Flanders Fields",
which is on their latest album "Dragons, Milk and
Coal". A fantastic album that was voted MOJO
Folk Album of the Month in October 1999.

"Amongst Friends" is a fine recording based on
light soothing melodies with good guitar and vocal
accompaniment sometimes reaching moments of
purism.
There is a notable
contribution in particular
from
Ric
Sanders
playing Zeta Viocello on
"I call it Love" and violin
on "The Storm" and
"Black Shepherd". The
latter two are both
powerful
anti-whaling
songs that chart man's
collision course with his natural world, and in this
case the "few" that are hell-bent on destroying the
last remaining "lords of the deep".

Debs Peake demonstrated that she certainly
wasn't going to be upstaged by Liz and flew into a
frenzied fiddle attack. I couldn't help but notice the
Union Jack that was sewn on to her back pocket
(nor did Clicker as we've hundreds of photos that
were taken at that angle, which made me feel
patriotic all of a sudden). </P.
Nic Waulker is not only responsible for many of
the Blue Horse's arrangements but is also tasked
with hammering out the funky drum parts as well.
Rob Khoo keeps it all pinned together with his
thumping bass line, while Martyn Standing's trail
blazing guitar antics in numbers like "Liberty"
gives the whole thing a roughly sawn kickass
edge.

Andy is amongst some of the best musical friends
he could hope to have who have all contributed
enormously to the overall ambience of the album.
They include, Kevin Dempsey, Chris Leslie, Tom
Leary, Jim Bennion, Martin Green, Mark Lee, Neil
Clarke and Matt Le Mare to name a few.
Cara Dillon - Cara Dillon

Another gem, "Barbara Allen" rolled out of the
repertoire, gathering momentum with its highenergy fiddle and guitar parts and beguiling lyrics.

The mesmeric piano introduction to the opening
track 'Black Is The Colour' has been used before I'm thinking of the arrangement employed by Bob
Fox & Stu Luckley on 'Bonny At Morn' many years
before. But it would be churlish to draw
comparisons on what it has to be said is a
magnificent tour de force from Cara Dillon.

I love this band, especially the track "Goodbye"
and of course the old favourites like "Old Haslams
Bits" and "Witch in Wedlock". It was a cracking
show; see if you can tether them down when they
ride through your town
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His comments about the miners’ strike (ancient
history to most people in the South, but still part of
life in towns and villages across North Derbyshire
and South Yorkshire) had a particular resonance
for me. My grandfather and an uncle were miners
in Doncaster. When I drive North on the M1,
evidence of coal mining in South Yorkshire now
seems to be restricted to signs pointing to the
Museum of Mining Heritage and Mining Theme
parks. Johns' exploits in the theatre and on
television - most notably in the TV Series "Sharpe"
and the long running Mystery Plays at The
National Theatre have yielded some very well
known fans. No Sean Bean tonight, but Sue
Johnston, Jack Shepherd, and Don Warrington to
name a few were all at the gig, together with
people whose faces I recognise from many of The
Home Service gigs of old. Talking to Graeme after
the show he proudly said that this is the best band
he's ever been in. I can see what he means. All of
them great players, and, at the risk of repeating
myself, great contributors to the material.

John Tams - Live @ The Borderline, London
Being the busy bee that I am, I rarely get the
chance to go out and see any live gigs. In fact the
last time I went out was about six months ago to
see Randy Newman and The Royal Philharmonic
at The Festival Hall. John Tams and his band
playing anywhere on a Tuesday night sounds like
a great idea to me. John Tams and his band
playing at The Borderline on a Tuesday night
sounded even better and it wasn't a gig I was
going to miss.
So The Folkmaster and I got in my van and
headed for Central London. (I thought he'd offer to
do the driving so I could have a beer, but at least
he got the tickets!) This review is almost bound to
be biased.
I'm a great fan of Johns' music from the days of
The Albion Band, and I was a regular at the Half
Moon in Putney when The Home Service used to
do their legendary Sunday night gigs there in the
middle eighties (is it really that long ago)? Their
album "Alright Jack" is still one of my favourite
records.

High points? Well, "Scarecrows" for certain, "Lay
Me Low," "From Where I Lie", the dark, rocky
"Winds of Change" and "Whole New Vision" with
its "Rag Mamma Rag" accordion riff.

A common thread throughout the past twenty
years or so of Johns' career is guitarist Graeme
Taylor. Apart from being a mate of mine he's also
one of the most inspired and melodic players I've
ever worked with, he's a great arranger (he
collaborated with me on my first record) and his
Onion Bhajis are without equal.

I had a memorable night, and with such a
memory, if it's another six months before I next go
out to a gig, I can wait. Thanks John, thanks guys.

LINDS


I loved this gig from the moment they casually
shuffled onstage and launched into "Lay Me Low"
(an old Albion Band standard) through renditions
of many of the tracks on "Unity", Johns' current
album, to "Scarecrows" from "Alright Jack" and
culminating in the rousing finale "Rolling Home."
Everything worked to support the songs. The
arrangements, the instrumentation, the dynamics,
the vocal harmonies were all wonderfully
sympathetic. The songs were the star tonight.
From a visual point of view it was great to watch
drummer and percussionist Keith Angel go from
playing regular kit, to congas, to djembe and
marimba depending upon what the arrangement
required.







Joe Weaver RIP

I particularly liked the way in which keyboard
player Barry Coopes' tone of voice blended with
Johns'-simple, uncomplicated but hugely effective
vocal harmonies, beautifully sung. Johns' laconic,
dry wit and left wing views were very much in
evidence tonight. He sat down to play throughout
the evening, proclaiming that "if it's good enough
for Badly Drawn Boy, it's good enough for me."
Introducing "American Dream" he joked about
another song on "Unity" referring to it as "she was
only a girl in Texas but a woman in B&Q"

Detroit pianist and singer Joe Weaver has died in
Detroit on July 5th, aged 71, following a stroke.
Some TFTW readers will remember him from his
appearance at Blues Estafette 2002 as part of
The Motor City Rhythm and Blues Pioneers, along
with fellow veterans Stanley Mitchell and Kenny
Martin. But Joe’s story began long before.
At age nine he began to learn piano, and after his
family moved to Detroit he began to take part in
amateur contests At Northwestern High School he
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teamed up with Johnnie Bassett, a partnership
that would form the basis of the Bluenotes, who
went on to have a hit record “1540 Special” on
Deluxe Records in 1954.

The Hornsey Howler CD review goes country for
this issue. Just after the last issue went to press
we heard about the death of country songwriter
Cindy Walker who
wrote songs recorded
by everyone from Bob
Wills and Bing Crosby
to Jim Reeves, Roy
Orbison,
and
Ray
Charles. Just before
her death, Willie Nelson
released “You Don’t
Know Me”, a collection
of Cindy’s songs.

The Bluenotes later became the house band at
Fortune Records, and Joe used to appear
regularly at the popular Club Basin Street. On
record they backed acts such as Andre Williams
and Nathaniel Mayer. In clubs and on the road
Joe played with Little Willie John, John Lee
Hooker, Dinah Washington and Nancy Wilson. In
1955 the band had their biggest hit with “Baby I
Love You So”.

This is traditional country music, as it was done in
the forties and fifties – crying in your beer and
driving cattle music, songs about wedding days
and Indian maidens. The title song, co-composed
with Eddy Arnold, is probably among her bestknown compositions. There are other heartfelt
ballads – “The Warm Red Wine” is about the pain
of drink dependency, “Not That I Care” is a classic
denial-of-love song, and “I Don’t Care” has
sentiments similar to the better-known “I Really
Don’t Want to Know”. “Dusty Skies” is an out-onthe-range cowboy song. Besides the ballads there
are a number of gently up-temp songs with a
Western Swing feel – “Cherokee Maiden”, “Sugar
Moon” and “Don’t Be Ashamed Of Your Age”.
Willie is in fine voice, as always.

Joe’s talents attracted the attention of the young
Berry Gordy, and Joe was employed to play on
the first Miracles recording. Joe would go on to
play on records by Stevie Wonder, Martha and the
Vandellas and Marvin Gaye on Motown Records,
and he appeared in the documentary “Standing in
the Shadows of Motown”. But Joe couldn’t make a
living in music and spent more than 30 years
working for the Ford Motor Company before
returning to music in the nineties. He teamed up
with drummer RJ Spangler, who guided his career
and whose band accompanied him on three trips
to Europe.

From a totally different
environment comes Van
Morrison’s
“Pay
The
Devil”. What Van didn’t
learn about country from
Hank Williams or George
Jones when he was
growing up in Belfast, he
learnt from Jerry Lee
Lewis and Ray Charles.
Recorded with mostly his regular musicians, it
sounds as if it could have been recorded in
Nashville. Van was awarded freedom of that city
this year when he appeared there for the first
time, performing songs from this album. Some of
the songs are over familiar – “Your Cheating
Heart” and “Cold, Cold, Heart”, the latter taken at

You can hear Joe on the CD “Baby I Love You
So”, recorded for the Dutch label “Black Magic” in
1999, and the Blue Suit CD “Motor City Rhythm
And Blues Pioneers, recorded in 2002.
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The Buzz

too much of a jaunty pace for the sentiments
expressed. Three Morrison originals – the best of
which is “Playhouse” – stand alongside songs by
Webb Pierce and Bill Anderson and countrified
versions of Blue Lu Barker’s “Don’t You Make Me
High” and Chuck Willis’ “What Am I Living For”.
Leon Payne’s “Things Have Gone To Pieces” is
one of those so-sad-it’s-funny songs, and the
album concludes with a beautiful version of
Rodney Crowell’s “Till I Gain Control Again”.

Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.
Well folks, here we are in July, temperatures
soaring into the high eighties, maybe tipping
ninety they say, at least around one London town.
Now that’s what I call summer!

The Hornsey Howler says: Don’t forget to book
your tickets to bluesman Robert Penn on
th
September 24 .
Alan Lloyd

Going back a couple of months, April 21st to be
precise, 'Tales From The Woods' Roots Music
Magazine Promotions held the Skiffle 50 film
premiere; the full, uncut 3½ hours were shown to
an enthusiastic audience and some of the acts
who performed upon that highly successful
evening back in January. A wonderful job was
done by Martin McClure, the cameraman/director
who, as we speak, is busy editing it down to a
more presentable length. Already a number of
orders have been placed so if you would like a
copy folks, you will have to get in pretty fast as
there will be limited availability. If you are
interested, contact via yours truly through the
usual channels.

Bruno Hofer Platz 1
80937 München
Germany
Tel: 089/311 39 18
Fax: 089/311 29 31
rockithydra@t-online.de
www.rockithydra.de

Long time 'Tales From The Woods' subscriber
and occasional contributor Brian Benjamin, I am
sorry to report, has not had a very good year.
Brian, you may recall, wrote that excellent article a
couple of years back reporting on the
refurbishment of the Hackney Empire. Brian
suffered heart problems early in the year and,
after a spell in hospital, he was sent home to rest
up awhile. Brian saved his energy to attend the
Skiffle 50 film night at the Betsey Trotwood in
Farringdon Road. We here at 'Tales From The
Woods' are indeed flattered that Brian should
choose our event to make his first trip outside his
home since his problem. I spoke to Brian on the
phone just a few hours ago and I'm very pleased
to say that he is now well on his way to a full
recovery. I am sure all of you good folks out there
in 'Tales From The Woods'-land will want to share
our pleasure at Brian’s swift recovery. He has
promised to attend at least one of our up-coming
gigs so I am sure you will want to shake his hand.
In the meantime good to see you back on your
feet Brian. No doubt you will soon be back
amongst us.

email for a catalogue of CDs, DVDs
and LPs

THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

Up-coming over the next couple of months, just
days after this esteemed periodical has slipped
through your letterbox, 'Tales From The Woods'
will be presenting an evening with Wee Willie
Harris at the Freemason’s Arms, Covent Garden.
For just £12 you can get a sit-down buffet meal
whilst being entertained by our hero of British
Rock'n'Roll, followed by a question and answer
session with Willie. No doubt there must be a

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL
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million questions that could be asked of someone
like Willie who has spent half a century in this
fickle business. And if that still ain’t enough for
your money we have special guest DJ, the
wonderfully off-the-wall Dennis Wheeliebag taking
time off from his regular gig down the road apiece
at the Pillars of Hercules, Soho. And not forgetting
our very own dependably eclectic Hardrock Bunter
who will be sharing wax spinning duties with
Dennis.

historical musical knowledge so please
get in touch.

If you want to be added to the T.F.T.W.
mailing list, just contact us at
tftw@blueyonder.co,.uk and we will keep
you advised of any future exciting
developments – and it’s FREE!

One week later over at the Water Rats, Kings
Cross on Saturday 5th August another coup fro
'Tales From The Woods' when another veteran of
British Rock'n'Roll, Vince Eager with his band
Rockola, along with a very special guest will be
shaking up the Water Rats. It’s some forty years
since Vince has performed a Rock'n'Roll show on
his own in such intimate surroundings and Vince
is looking forward to doing it as much as we are of
seeing him. Phew! I'm worn out just writing about
it.

Taxi Maxi of SW14 has a considerable collection
of that one-time bible of the hippy movement ’IT’
(or International Times to give its full name) for
sale. Taxi phoned us here at 'Tales From The
Woods' headquarters to advise us of his latest
acquisitions which include a number of telephone
directories dating from the immediate post-war
years through to the late 1950s and around half a
dozen 14 inch high plastic Madonnas that glow in
the dark and come in various tasteful colours. If
you are interested in any of these items, or simply
want to find out what goodies he has in his
possession (Maxi’s stock gets updated on a
regular basis) you can contact him on 020 8876
1266 weekdays between 9 am and midday or 10
am to midday on weekends.

Barely time to rest before we head down the road
to Goodge Street to our long-time official function
room where 'Tales From The Woods' is proud to
present the niece of the Killer, the legend that is
the great Jerry Lee Lewis, the talented daughter of
a talented mother, the piano pumping little sister
Linda Gail Lewis. The lady’s name is MaryJean
McCall who will be performing a selection from
her new CD at the King & Queen in Foley Street
with Uncle Jerry Lee playing in London at the
Shepherd’s Bush Empire the following night. Who
knows; maybe Friday 11th August 2006 will be a
very special day in Rock'n'Roll history when Jerry
Lee Lewis makes an appearance at the King &
Queen. We’ll make sure we have a spare plate of
chicken drumsticks and egg and cress
sandwiches just in case. Yes folks, this gig comes
with a buffet as well. Cor blimey! No-one does it
like 'Tales From The Woods' do they?

As no doubt most of you out there in Woodie
World would have noticed we have notched up an
incredible 49 issues (albeit including a couple of
double issues). We hope to be out with our 50th in
late September. A milestone such as this cannot
pass by without recognition so, sometime in
October, we will be returning to our official
function room at the King & Queen for a no
expense spared 'Tales From The Woods' 50th
birthday party. At present I can’t offer any further
details except we will have a couple of very
special guests performing. (Keith, for the last time
I am not going to be riding that unicycle – H).
Watch this space Kats ‘n’ Kittens. Keep a close
eye on the website for further exciting
developments.

Two days before yours truly’s birthday, back in the
Water Rats on Sunday 24th September we have a
bluesman of quality, the real deal, that is Robert
Penn along with the Blues Crusaders. This onetime musical director of B B King has been
described extremely favourably to his former boss
as being like a young B B or like a young Little
Milton. I’m sure this is all just mouth watering stuff.
Further details of these gigs can be found
throughout these hallowed pages.

Our webmeister genius and blues correspondent
for your favourite magazine, Alan Lloyd, will be
posting details of the next Gang Meet Up on the
website as soon as the details become available.
The 'Tales From The Woods' meet up has now
become more democratic, a co-operative if you
like (see earlier article) with each regular attendee
enjoying the opportunity of choosing a venue to
meet at (i.e. pub) and eating establishment.
Selection duties will rotate around so everyone
gets the opportunity to exercise their choice. Don’t
panic! I know not everyone out there is on the
internet (yes, strange but true) we do have a few
Luddites amongst us. I will still be doing my bit by

I still have a vast number of New Musical
Expresses in my attic dating somewhere
between the mid-seventies through to the
early nineties. If you can come up with
sensible offers contact via the usual
channels. I'm sure someone out there
MUST want these to help complete their
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sending out flyers etc. so no excuse fro missing
out.

Thursday 27 July
Excel Centre, Royal Victoria Dock
Jools Holland
£29.50/£37.50
Tuesday 27 July
Mean Fiddler, Charing Cross Road
Tony Joe White
£20
Saturday/Sunday 29/30 July
Wembley Arena
Guns ‘n Roses

£40

Saturday 29 July
The Freemasons Arms, 81-82 Longacre,
London, WC2E 9NG

Look, time is getting on, I have got to go, be back
in late September or thereabouts, same place on
the dial. Bye!
.

Keith Woods

Friday 21 July
Spitz, Spitalfields
James Hunter

£10

Friday 21 July
Hammersmith Apollo
Glen Campbell

£32.50

presents
an evening with

Wee Willie Harris
© Paul Harris

Saturday 22 July
Arts Depot, Finchley
Fistful Of Folk featuring
Tunng, Eighteenth Day Of May,
Martha Tilston
£16

DJs Dennis Wheeliebag and Hardrock
Bunter plus sit-down buffet
£12 in advance only

Sunday 23 July
Astoria, Charing Cross Road
Blue Oyster Cult
£16
Sunday 23 July
Barbican
Sergio Mendez
Monday 24 July
UCL Bloomsbury
Chas & Dave

Tuesday 1 August
The Pigalle Club, Piccadilly
Georgie Fame
£25/£60
£15/£25
Tuesday 1 August
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Nanci Griffith
£22.50/£25
£18.50
Tuesday 1 August
Borderline, London
Ray Wiley Hubbard

Monday 24 July
Hammersmith Apollo
Dwight Yoakam

£30

Monday 24 & Tuesday 25 July
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Pharoah Sanders

£20

Wednesday 26 July
Union Chapel, Islington
Guy Clark

Friday-Sunday 4-6 August
Twinwood Arena, Clapham, Bedfordshire
Jerry Lee Lewis, Ike Turner, Donovan,
Chas & Dave and many, many more
£75
Monday 7 August
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Ike Turner & his Kings Of Rhythm

£20
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£25.50

Saturday 5 August

Friday 18 August

The Water Rats, 328 Gray's Inn Road,
King's Cross, London WC1X 8BZ

Gang Meet-Up

Vince Eager &
Rockola

see website for details
tftw.freeuk.com

Plus special guest
Sunday/Tuesday 20/22 August
Twickenham Stadium
Rolling Stones
(Sold Out)

DJ Hardrock Bunter
£12 on door/£10 in advance

Monday 21 August
Islington Academy
Butch Walker

Monday/Tuesday 7/8 August
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Lou Rhodes
£16.50

£14

Tuesday/Wednesday 22/23 August
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Candi Staton
£27

Thursday 10 August
Kyneburgha Church Caster, Lincs
Ethel Cafie-Austin & Delnora Roberts, USA
Gospel

Friday/Saturday 25/26 August
Ronnie Scott’s Jazz Club, Frith Street, Soho
Gary ‘U.S.’ Bonds
£25

Friday 11 August

The King & Queen, 1 Foley Street,
London W1W 6DL

Sunday 27 August
Get Loaded In The Park, Clapham Common
Buzzcocks, Babyshambles and many more
£25
Monday 11 September
Barbican
John Martyn

£23.50

Tuesday 12 September
Hammersmith Apollo
Beth Orton

£22.50

presents

MARY-JEAN

Wednesday 13 September
Barfly, Camden Town
British Sea Power

£10

Friday-Sunday 15-17 September
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Courtney Pine £25

(including buffet meal)
DJ Hardrock Bunter
£12 in advance
Saturday 12 August
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Jerry Lee Lewis & The Killer Band

Thursday 21 September
Half Moon, Putney
Linda Gail Lewis and daughter Annie

£35

Tuesday 15 August
Astoria, Charing Cross Road
The Cramps
£27.50
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Monday 25 September
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Womack & Womack

£25

Tuesday 26 September
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Lloyd Brown & James Lascelles

£22.50

Sunday 24 September
The Water Rats, 328 Gray's Inn Road,
King's Cross, London WC1X 8BZ

presents
the contemporary modern blues
guitarist/singer/songwriter, former
musical director with B B King
exclusive London show

Robert Penn
and the Blues
Crusaders
£12 on door/£10 in advance
Thursday-Saturday 28-30 September
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Nate James
£17.50

Tel: 01522 752453
www.hemsbyrocknroll.co.uk

Sunday 1 October
Friday 27 October
The King A& Queen, Foley Street

Canal Boat
Cruise

50th Issue Birthday

Party

see website for details
tftw.freeuk.com
Friday 6 October
Royal Albert Hall
Lyle Lovett

Buffet, DJs Dennis Wheeliebag/Hardrock Bunter
see website for details
tftw.freeuk.com
Saturday 28 October
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
The Damned, Angelic Upstarts,
Anti-Nowhere League
£28.50

£35

Friday 6 October
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
The Stranglers
£20.50

Tuesday 31 October
UCL Bloomsbury
Roger McGuinn

Monday/Tuesday 23/24 October
Royal Albert Hall
Ray Davies
£29.50

£22.50

Friday/Saturday 10/11 November
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Lucinda Williams
£22.50

Thursday 26 October
Wembley Arena
Kenny Rogers, Don Williams,
Rita Coolidge
£39.50

Friday 24 November
Stamford Arts Centre, Lincs
Lou Pride
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Friday - Monday 24-27 November
Rhythm Riot
Pontins Holiday Centre, Camber (near Rye)
Sussex

Rock'n'Roll fan and wonderful character Alan
‘Taffy’ Jones. We will pay tribute to Alan who,
despite his devastating illness, turned out for the
'Tales From The Woods' Roots Music Magazine
Promotions Lazy Lester gig at The Metro, Oxford
Street. Knowing how ill he was I cannot even
begin to express how pleased I was to see him
not only in attendance but so cheerfully enjoying
himself. A couple of months later Alan found the
energy and will to attend the Hemsby Rock'n'Roll
Weekender in Norfolk.
Wee Willie Harris also called to pass on the news
of the death of early sixties pop-rocker Tommy
Bruce. We will pay tribute to Tommy in our next
issue. Both Alan and Tommy were victims of
cancer.

Keith Woods
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Sunday 26 November
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Bill Wyman’s Rhythm Kings
£27.50
Wednesday 29 November
Hammersmith Apollo
Beverley Knight
£23.50
Friday 15 December
Stamford Arts Centre, Lincs
Robert Balfour
Before I go I just need to mention a couple of
things. Recently the 'Tales From The Woods'
editorial board spent a few days in Paris. Whilst
we were there I was indeed fortunate to catch
Jerry Lee Lewis at the legendary Paris
L’Olympia. What a show. The great man, despite
various health scares and reports of under-par
shows, the Killer did a full hour and in the opinion
of many it was the best Jerry Lee show for a
number of years. A full review of this gig and the
forthcoming event at the Shepherd’s Bush Empire
will appear in the next issue.









If you wish to subscribe or advertise in the UK's
fastest-growing in-house magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley, Kent
BR2 0SA

Also on fantastic form was the man who once led
Creedence Clearwater Revival, John Fogerty
back on the 29th June. Stage presence in
abundance, tight musicianship and pure
Rock'n'Roll excitement. This is surely as good as
it can possibly get. Again the show will be
reviewed in the next issue.

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods

And finally yet again we have some really sad
news. Just seconds before going to press news
was received of the passing of first generation
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